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Preface
This thesis represents contributions to two fields, first to model in situ energetic performance of
test cells used to characterize thin reflective multi-foil insulation (TRMI) products and second to
multidisciplinary design optimization. Though apparently different these two fields are linked
by techniques to couple model and data using optimization methods, which is the core idea of
this thesis work.
The part I of the thesis is a result of work carried out with ACTIS SA, France, a leading manufac-
turer of TRMI products and association of European Multi-foil Manufacturers (EMM). TRMI
products are recognized by European commission as innovative products for which there is no
harmonized test standard available. Various efforts are directed to formalize test standards for
TRMI products and this thesis work is an attempt to provide mathematical basis and framework
to support this activity. In the introductory chapter the fundamental problem related to the char-
acterization of TRMI products and limitations of existing methods and standards are presented.
Methodology adopted by ACTIS Research and Development team of comparing energetic per-
formance of test cell with TRMI product to the classical insulation product such as mineral
wool is also presented therein. Possible directions to couple mathematical models and in situ
measurement data are discussed in this chapter. The central idea is to estimate intrinsic thermal
characteristics of insulation product from the sequences of characteristic meteorological data of
the test site and in situ measurements. In chapter 2, details of in situ tests and database generated
out of these measurements are discussed. Chapter 3 describes neural networks based approach
to model energetic performance of test cells. It is shown that a properly tuned neural networks
model can predict energetic performance of test cells at different locations. Details of predictive
clustering method developed to estimate energetic performance of the test cell are presented in
chapter 4. The proposed methodology is accepted by CEN (European Committee for Standard-
ization) as a tool to estimate energetic performance of the test cell during in situ tests. Chapter
5 presents a methodology of physics based modeling to predict energetic performance of test
cell. By coupling in situ measurements and parametric one dimensional heat transfer models
a new method to estimate energy consumption in a test cell is presented. With this modeling
approach it is possible to estimate amount of heat flux or energy transfer across the test cell en-
velope by different modes of heat transfer, namely conduction, convection and radiation. Theory
behind this modeling technique and developed software named “Software for Predicting Energy
Consumption” (SPEC) are presented in chapter 5. Application of SPEC to estimate energy con-
sumption in test cells are presented therein. Comments and possible extensions of developed
tools and new techniques are discussed in chapter 6.
The part II of this thesis presents contribution to the field of multidisciplinary design optimization
(MDO). This work constitute a part of the national level project, Optimisation Multi-Disciplinaire
(OMD) supported by l’Agence Nationale de la Recherche Française and R´éseau National des
Technologies Logicielles (ANR/RNTL) 1. Chapter 7 presents details of MDO process and dif-
ferent aspects involved in the implementation of MDO in design cycle of the product. Outline of
1http://omd.lri.fr
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the project “OMD” is provided in this chapter and scope of the work performed under this thesis
is defined. In a context of OMD project, chapter 8 presents a brief overview of different essen-
tial concepts required in MDO and existing frameworks for MDO. Advantages, disadvantages
and comparison of these MDO methods are provided using simple analytic example. A new
method named “Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination” (DIVE) is proposed in chapter
9. It is shown that DIVE is a generalization of trust region method and have distinct framework
for meta model management. Comparison of DIVE framework and existing MDO methods is
also presented therein. In chapter 10, DIVE method is illustrated using test problems such as
the human heart dipole problem, problem of combustion of Propane and problem of conceptual
design of an aircraft. As a part of OMD project, with collaboration of ONERA team, DIVE
method is also tested for the test problem of design of super sonic business jet presented by
Dassualt aviation. Results from these studies are also presented in chapter 10. All these studies
have shown that DIVE method possesses number of advantages over existing MDO methods in
terms of accurate solution of state equations, better meta-model management framework, better
convergence characteristics and in a way is a generalization of existing MDO methods. Finally
in chapter 11, comments and conclusions are presented.
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Part I.
Modeling Energetic Performance of
Test Cells

1. Introduction
Global warming is a crucial subject which has mobilized scientific community to adopt pre-
ventive measures to cut down greenhouse gas emissions. The Kyoto Protocol establishes legally
binding commitments for the reduction of four greenhouse gases, namely carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride [1]. The major production of these greenhouse gases is related
to the energy consumption in residential and service industry. It is estimated that to cut down
carbon dioxide emissions by 25% till year 2050 amounts to reduction in electricity demands
by 75% of its present value [2]. Apart from use for illumination, use of electricity by heat-
ing or cooling devices to maintain inside temperature of a dwelling represents major share in
electricity consumption. Any savings in heating or cooling demands in a dwelling will lead
to savings in electricity and thus lesser emission of greenhouse gases. With this perspective
international standards are in operation to standardize building construction products and con-
struction methodologies which will result in energy efficient buildings. Thermal insulation is a
key product in building industry which is used to reduce unwanted heat loss or heat gain and
to decrease energy demands of heating and cooling systems. Performance characteristics of a
thermal insulation thus governs the energetic performance of the dwelling. In building industry,
performance characteristics of a thermal insulation is evaluated in terms of insulation’s ther-
mal resistance value, commonly known as R-value or thermal transmittance value, commonly
known as U-value. Experimentally, standardized guarded hot plate [3] and hot box measure-
ments [4] are used to measure R-value of product coupon. Alternatively, R-value or U-value of
the insulation product and of the building component such as wall, etc., can also be estimated
using methodology described in ISO 6946 [5]. However, a detailed report from Building Energy
Research Establishment Ltd. has demonstrated that considerable difference exists between the
thermal transmittance value U, computed using ISO standard such as ISO 6946 and the value
measured in situ [6] . In certain cases, differences as large as 30% of the in situ values are
reported. The difference arises from the fact that laboratory conditions or standards does not
simulate factors such as wind, solar radiation, relative humidity, infiltration, etc., which influ-
ence in situ performance of an insulation. This raises a question about the adequecy of existing
standards and standardization methodologies to estimate in situ performance of thermal insula-
tion products. The issue of adequecy of existing methods and standards are further raised with
the introduction of new insulation products like Thin Reflective Multi-foil Insulation (TRMI)
in European market. TRMI products are recognized by the European Commission as innova-
tive products for which there is no harmonized test standard available. Several standardization
processes are in progress with organizations nominated by the European Commission such as
European Organisation for Technical Approvals (EOTA), European Comittee for Standardiza-
tion (CEN) and should be successfully completed by the end of year 2009 [7].
1.1. Thin reflective multi-foil insulation (TRMI)
Actis SA, is a company which specializes in manufacturing and marketing of TRMI products
such as Tri-Iso Super 9, Tri-Iso Super 10, etc., and represents 65% of European market of TRMI
products [8]. Typical TRMI product of Actis is composed of stitched assembly of several layers
of thin reflective foils of low surface emissivity separated by cotton and foam waddings. (See
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Fig. 1.1). The thickness of the assembly is about 25 to 35 mm and the insulation product can be
installed in the roof or walls with a air cavity of minimum 25 mm on either side of the insulation.
Unlike conventional block insulations such as mineral wool or glass wool which principally
Figure 1.1.: Tri-Iso Super-9 (TS9): A Thin reflective multi-foil insulation by Actis
resists the conductive heat transfer, TRMI resists the conductive, convective as well as radiative
heat transfer using thin reflective foils and air cavities. It is the configuration of TRMI and air
layers and its design to principally resists the radiative heat transfer which is difficult to test using
existing standards. Fig. 1.2, reproduced from [9], shows different modes of heat transfer in a
typical roof insulated using TRMI with air cavities. As evident from Fig. 1.2, the performance
of TRMI is directly linked to thermal resistance of air layer surrounding the TRMI. Thermal
resistance of air layers in turn depends on temperature gradient across the air layer, direction
of heat transfer, velocity of air within air layers and number of other factors which can not be
reproduced in a laboratory. Standard methods used to test TRMI such as hot plate apparatus, hot
box method are discussed at length in [3, 4, 9] and therefore, are not discussed here. What we
outline are the problems or limitations of the standard laboratory methods such as hot plate and
hot box method to estimate TRMI product properties.
Figure 1.2.: Schematic view of different heat transfer modes and important quantities for a thermal heat
exchange in a typical roof with TRMI
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1.1.1. Limitations using hot plate apparatus
• This test method is principally designed to measure the thermal resistance or transmittance
due to conductive heat transfer whereas radiative heat transfer plays significant role in the
performance of TRMI.
• TRMI products do not have a uniform shape and are “quilted”. So measuring their thermal
resistance accurately in a hot plate apparatus is difficult.
• Small air cavities are created between external surfaces of the product and the hot and cold
plates of the apparatus. The low emittance external surfaces affect the thermal resistance
of these small air cavities which can produce substantial error in the measurement of U-
value of the product.
• Thermal resistance due to air layers need to be modeled separately using empirical models
which can introduce error.
• It is very difficult to measure surface emittance of TRMI products. The rigorous method of
making emittance measurements is expensive and requires a very flat surface and therefore
never adopted in practice [9].
• Thermal effects of overlaps of the insulation, thermal bridging effect due to rafter can not
be accounted.
• Performance of TRMI with different directions of heat flow path can not be evaluated.
1.1.2. Limitations using hot box method
In hot box method a representative section of actual roof (or wall or floor) structure is insulated
with the desired insulation product and U-value of this assembly is measured. Using rotatable
box, effect of structure orientation can also be tested. The measured U-value includes all the
effects of cold bridging due to rafters and directly provides U-value of the specific structure.
However, some of the limitations of this method are
• Structures of restricted dimension (usually up to 1.2m ×1.2m ) can only be tested [9].
• A separate test is needed for each structure.
• Effect of real life factors such as solar radiation, moisture transfer can not be created in
laboratory conditions and therefore, their effect on U-value can not be tested.
1.2. Methodology adopted by Actis to test TRMI
Owing to unavailability of standards and limitations of existing laboratory methods, Actis Re-
search and Development unit has come up with its own methodology to test TRMI product. The
methodology estimates in situ performance of insulation product in terms of reduction in the
energy consumption of a test cell due to installed insulation product when subjected external
weather conditions. The methodology involves constructing identical test cells, identical in their
size, orientation, construction and differing only in terms of insulation product used, such as one
test cell with TRMI, one with conventional block insulation like mineral wool and other without
any insulation. These test cells are subjected to external environment and weather parameters
such as temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, solar radiation are monitored along with the
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energy consumption in each test cell for a period of three to four weeks. During this period
inside temperature of each of the test cell is maintained at pre-defined value using heating or
cooling devices. Heat fluxes, temperature over test cell surfaces are also recorded during this
test period. At the end of test period, comparison of energy consumption in a test cell with
insulation product to the energy consumption in a test cell with no insulation directly indicates
effectiveness and in-situ, real life performance of the insulation product. Comparison of energy
consumption in a test cell with TRMI product to the energy consumption in a test cell with con-
ventional insulation such as mineral wool provides a means to compare in situ performance of
these two insulation products. Using this methodology it is shown and independently verified
that TRMI product “Tri-Iso Super 9” is equivalent to 200 mm of mineral wool insulation [10].
1.3. Problem description and solution methodology
Existing laboratory measurements used for characterizing thermal performance of insulation
products do not account for the effects of convection, radiation and phase change. To overcome
these limitations, over the last few years, in situ tests are performed by Actis at its test site in
Limoux, France. Also larger set of in situ tests are performed under round robin test campaign
of year 2008 at different locations in Europe. A large database of measurements is thus available
pertaining to real life performance of insulation products under varying meteorological condi-
tions and at different geographic locations. The possible use of these measurement data sets
are
• To find correlation between external weather conditions and thermal performance of TRMI
and conventional insulation products.
• To develop a mathematical model which can be used to predict energy consumption of a
test cell at different locations using local meteorological data.
• To develop mathematical model that can provide U-value of the test cell considering the
external weather conditions.
• To ascertain a performance index for the repeatability of in situ testing methodology
adopted by Actis in terms of performance of the insulation product tested at two different
test sites under similar weather conditions.
• To develop a simple but accurate mathematical model that can compute the amount of heat
flux transfer across different test cell components such as roof, gable, etc., and provide
effective thermal properties of different materials and air layers constituting the test cell
component.
• A technique to account for scaling effects to estimate performance of test cells of different
dimensions could be built into above model.
With dedicated efforts by CEN and EOTA to provide new standards to characterize TRMI prod-
uct these data sets thus, represent invaluable information. However, the drawback of in situ
measurements is that the measured insulation performance strongly depends on meteorological
conditions. The question that is posed is, how one can estimate intrinsic thermal characteristics
of the insulation product from these in situ measurements? Efforts in above directions, with
the collaboration of Actis Research and Development team, has lead to the development of new
mathematical models and software tools to estimate intrinsic performance of insulation prod-
ucts and thereby predict energetic performance of test cells. The central theme underlying all
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these techniques is to estimate intrinsic thermal characteristics of the insulation system from the
sequences of characteristic meteorological data of the test site and in situ measurements.
In this part of the thesis we discuss in detail, techniques employed such as neural networks
(global assimilation process - GAP), classification technique (predictive clustering - PClust) and
using one dimensional parametric heat transfer models (SPEC) describing the complex phe-
nomena of heat transfer. Numerical results obtained using in situ measurements are shown to be
independent of meteorological conditions.
1.4. Summary and outlook
In this introduction, fundamental problem related to the characterization of in situ performance
of insulation products is presented. Issues related to the characterization of TRMI products
are discussed at length. Limitations of existing methods and standards are discussed and the
methodology of in situ testing adopted by Actis Research and Development team is presented.
Different possible directions to couple mathematical models and in situ data are detailed. In
following chapters the theory behind different techniques developed and their applications are
described. The central theme underlying all these techniques is to estimate intrinsic thermal
characteristics of the insulation system from the sequences of characteristic meteorological data
of the test site and in situ measurements. In situ measurement data is a backbone of all these
models. An insight into in situ testing methodology provides the first step towards model and
data coupling and therefore, in chapter 2 we present the methodology used to generate in situ
measurement data sets. In chapter 3 neural network based meta modeling approach is discussed.
The technique is encoded in a software named “Global Assimilation Process (GAP) and is used
to predict energy consumption of test cells at different locations. In chapter 4 predictive cluster-
ing methodology is developed to estimate U-value of the test cell and to indicate repeatability
index for in situ tests. The methodology is proposed to CEN36 workshop as a tool to estimate
U-value of the test cells [7]. This contribution has resulted into a software named “PClust”, an
abbreviation for predictive clustering. Techniques presented in chapter 3 and 4 are primarily
aimed to standardize evaluation procedures for insulation products. Design of new insulation
product requires detailed knowledge of heat transfer paths by conduction, convection and radi-
ation across constituent layers of the test cell. A technique based on the concept of heat flux
balance and parametric heat transfer models is developed to provide quantitative details of heat
flux transfer. The technique also accounts for the interaction of test cell envelope with the sur-
rounding environment and provides temperature distribution across different constituent layers
of the test cell. The formulation of this physics based modeling approach and its application
constitute the contents of chapter 5. The technique described is encoded into a software named
“Software for Predicting Energy Consumption” (SPEC). Finally comments and possible exten-
sions of developed tools are discussed in chapter 6.

2. In situ measurements
In this chapter we present the methodology used to evaluate in situ thermal performance of
insulation products. We briefly outline the test setup, different locations, test cells used, and the
database which was generated using these tests. The aim is to understand different data sets that
are used for mathematical modeling.
2.1. Test methodology
The test methodology involves subjecting two identical test cells, one test cell without any in-
sulation product and another containing the insulation products to be tested, to outside weather
conditions. Test cells have the same interior and exterior dimensions and are constructed with
the same materials (apart from the roof and gable insulation). Test cells are heated in winter and
cooled in summer in the same way. The temperature inside the test cell is maintained at the same
specified level. The energy needed to maintain these temperatures is monitored and recorded.
Along with the power consumption, other parameters like internal temperature, humidity, heat
fluxes on walls and floor and external weather conditions are monitored and recorded through-
out the testing period. After the test, all test data are reviewed and analyzed with regard to the
insulation of the tested constructions. The energy consumption in the test cell with insulation
product is compared with the energy consumption in the test cell without the insulation product.
The difference between energy consumption of these two test cells indicates the in situ thermal
performance of the insulation product [2].
2.2. Description of test cells
During in situ tests performed by Actis, three test cells, with a roof surface area of 35 m2, outside
dimensions of 4×7 m2 on floor level and height of 3 m are constructed. Each cell is built without
windows and there is no ventilation. The roof with inclination of 36o is made up of rafter of 8
× 11 cm with spacing of 48 cm between adjacent rafters and has clay tiles. The floor is made
up of wood paving and the under floor gap is over insulated with 40 cm of mineral wool. The
access to each test volume is by an airlock in the gable wall and thus the thermal exchange
takes place through walls and roof alone. Inside temperature of each cell is maintained using
two fan heater of 1 KW output. The airlock is heated to 1oC less than the main cell and acts
as a guard cell. One test cell contains TRMI of ACTIS and other has 20 cm of mineral wool
insulation. The third test cell is without any insulation product. The layout of each cell is in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions [11]. Infra red pictures made outside and inside
of the test cells do not reveal any significant differences between each kind of cells. Fig. 2.1
shows layout of the roof, gable and floor of the test cell with multi-foil insulation. Fig. 2.2 shows
layout of the roof and gable of the test cell with mineral wool insulation. As evident from Fig.
2.1 and 2.2, air cavity exists between roof tiles and insulation between the rafters. For gables,
this air cavity exists between the outer wall of the gable and insulation between the rafters. A
breather membrane present in these configurations avoid insulation being directly exposed to
the air cavity. The purpose of breather membrane is to allow water vapor from the insulation to
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Figure 2.1.: Configuration details of the test cell with multi-foil insulation
Figure 2.2.: Configuration details of the test cell with mineral wool insulation
permeate into the surrounding air but to prevent water from the cavity entering the insulation.
The vapor control layer present on the innermost surface of the roof and gable prevents the
movement of moist air and thus avoids condensation. The floor layout and configuration is
same for all test cells and is shown in Fig. 2.3. Material properties of different materials and
insulations used in the construction of these test cells are provided in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3.: Configuration details of the test cell floor
Table 2.1.: Details of thermal properties of different materials used in test cell
Material Name Conductivity Surface Emissivity
K (W/m oK) ǫ
Roof tile 1.15 0.9
Wood 0.15 0.9
Ply-wood 0.15 0.9
Breather membrane - 0.7
Mineral wool 0.04 0.9
Plaster board 0.32 0.9
2.3. Instrumentation, measurements
Each cell is equipped with two temperature sensors located 1.5 m above the floor and placed in
an open gray PVC tube to shield them from air movements. Heat flux on the inside surface of
the roof and gable walls is measured using heat flux meters. Energy consumption in each test
cell is measured by recording current and voltage using calibrated instruments. Fig. 2.4 shows
position of different sensors in a typical test cell [10]. Weather parameters namely, outside
temperature, relative humidity, wind direction, wind speed and total solar radiation are recorded
per minute by a dedicated weather station at the site. Measurements are carried out per second
and are stored in the memory of dedicated data logger unit which computes the per minute or per
fifteen minute average value of measured quantities and store them. All quality control checks
pertaining to instrumentations are made and calibration of all sensors is carried out [11]. Based
on these calibration following accuracies are obtained in the measurement of temperature and
flux values.
− Temperature measurements on the test cell component surfaces, temperature measure-
ments of inside air of the test cell and outside ambient air temperature measurements are
accurate within ±0.1◦ C.
− Flux measurements on the test cell components are accurate within 5% of the measured
value.
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Figure 2.4.: Layout and position of different sensors in a typical test cell
2.4. Database of measurements
Two data sets of measurements, first corresponding to measurements in the winter season of year
2005-2006 and another pertaining to the round robin test campaign in the winter of year 2008
are used in this thesis.
2.4.1. Measurements performed during winter season of year 2005-2006
Measurements during winter season of year 2005-2006 were carried out in test cells located
at Limoux, France. The measurement period was spanned from 01-Dec-2005 to 28-Feb-2006.
The test cell with TRMI contained “Tri-Iso Super 9 (TS9)” product of Actis. Another test cell
contained 200 mm of mineral wool insulation. During the same period identical test cells were
built at the test site of TRADA Technology Ltd., an independent certification agency in United
Kingdom to characterize TS9 insulation product [10]. Measurements carried out at these two
locations constitute the database for the winter season of year 2005-2006. Fig. 2.5 show the
schematic layout of the TS9 product and Table 2.2 provides configuration details of the TS9
product. Along with these in situ measurements, meteorological data in terms of ambient
Cotton wadding
Pink foam
Reflective metallic grid
Reflective foil
Figure 2.5.: Schematic layout of TS9 insulation
temperature, wind speed, wind direction and global solar radiation at eight different location in
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Table 2.2.: Geometrical details and material properties of different layer of TS9 insulation
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Metallic Frame 0.05 × 10 −3 - 0.05
2 Cotton wadding 10 × 10 −3 0.032 0.90
3 Aluminum Foil 0.075 × 10 −3 - 0.05
4 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
5 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
6 Aluminum Foil 0.075 × 10 −3 - 0.05
7 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
8 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
9 Aluminum Foil 0.075 × 10 −3 - 0.05
10 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
11 Foam 0.8 × 10 −3 0.028 0.90
12 Aluminum Foil 0.075 × 10 −3 - 0.05
13 Cotton wadding 10 × 10 −3 0.032 0.90
14 Metallic Frame 0.05 × 10 −3 - 0.05
United Kingdom was also collected. The locations selected are Manchester, Norwich, London,
Plymouth, Cardiff, Aberdeen, Newcastle and Belfast.
2.4.2. Measurements performed during round robin test campaign of
year 2008
The round robin test campaign in the winter of year 2008 was spanned over 36 weeks starting
from 14-Jan-2008 to 21-April-2008. Measurements were carried out in test cells located at dif-
ferent locations in Europe, namely, in France, Spain, and Lithuania. As described earlier, three
test cells of identical dimensions were built at these sites, one with TRMI, another with mineral
wool insulation and third test cell without any insulation. Fig. 2.6 shows schematic layout of the
TRMI product used and Table 2.3 provides geometrical details and material properties of this
TRMI product. To study the effect of breather membrane on the performance of an insulation,
Cotton wadding
Foam
Reflective foil with metallic grid
Reflective foil
Figure 2.6.: Schematic layout of TRMI product used during round robin test campaign of year 2008
measurements for a period of 2 weeks were carried out by removing the breather membrane
from the test cells at each location. A specially designed breather membrane composed of cot-
ton wadding and reflective foils was also tested in Limoux, France. The specially designed
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Table 2.3.: Geometrical details and material properties of different layers of TRMI product used during
round robin test campaign of year 2008.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Metallic Frame 0.0003 0 0.05
2 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
3 Aluminum Foil 0.015 × 10 −3 0 0.05
4 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
5 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
6 Aluminum Foil 0.015 × 10 −3 0 0.05
7 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
8 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
9 Aluminum Foil 0.015 × 10 −3 0 0.05
10 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
12 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
13 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
14 Aluminum Foil 0.015 × 10 −3 0 0.05
15 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
16 Foam 0.0008 0.044 0.9
17 Aluminum Foil 0.015 × 10 −3 0 0.05
18 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
19 Metallic Frame 0.0003 0 0.05
breather membrane configuration consists of two cotton waddings of thickness 13 mm separated
by a reflective foil of emissivity 0.15. These waddings are enclosed in reflective metallic foil
of thickness 0.3 mm and outer surface emissivity value of 0.11. The overall thickness of the
product is 26mm and the laboratory value of its thermal conductivity is 0.01768 W/m◦K or the
R-value is 0.68 m2◦K/W. The configuration details are listed in table 2.4 and its schematic layout
is shown in Fig.2.7. Table 2.5 lists the configuration of test cells measurement period for the test
cells at each location.
Reflective foil with metallic grid
Cotton wadding
Reflective foil
Figure 2.7.: Schematic layout of the specially designed breather membrane
As described earlier, the floor of each of these test cell contains mineral wool insulation. Base
heating is provided in the basement of each test cells through electric heaters to minimize the
heat flux loss through the test cell floor. Using these heater the temperature on the outside surface
of the floor is maintained at the same temperature as in the interior of the test cell. This heating
procedure ensures that heat transfer across the test is principally limited through the test cell
walls and roofs. Actual measurement data show a minimal amount of heat flux loss through
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Table 2.4.: Configuration details of the special breather membrane tested at Limoux, France.
Material Thickness Conductivity Surface Emissivity
mm K (W/m oK) ǫ
Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
Cotton wadding 13 0.054 -
Reflective foil 0.015 - 0.15
Cotton wadding 13 0.054 -
Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
Table 2.5.: Test periods for different test cell configurations
Location Test cell Configuration Test period
insulation
France Multi-foil With breather membrane 14/01/08 to 22/02/08
France Multi-foil With special breather mem-
brane
25/02/08 to 10/03/08
France Multi-foil Without breather membrane 14/03/08 to 21/03/08
France Mineral wool With breather membrane 14/01/08 to 10/03/08
France Mineral wool Without breather membrane 14/03/08 to 21/03/08
Spain Multi-foil With breather membrane 18/02/08 to 9/03/08
Spain Multi-foil Without breather membrane 17/03/08 to 14/03/08
Spain Mineral wool With breather membrane 18/02/08 to 9/03/08
Spain Mineral wool Without breather membrane 17/03/08 to 14/03/08
Lithuania Multi-foil With breather membrane 18/02/08 to 9/03/08
Lithuania Multi-foil Without breather membrane 14/03/08 to 21/03/08
Lithuania Mineral wool With breather membrane 18/02/08 to 9/03/08
Lithuania Mineral wool Without breather membrane 14/03/08 to 21/03/08
the floor (about 0.25 W/m2) which is well within the accuracy limits of flux transducers. This
methodology thus allows more subtle evaluation and comparison of TRMI product with mineral
wool insulation as it ensures almost all of the heat flux transfer is through test cell walls and
roofs.
2.5. Terminology used and sign conventions
Different terms used to describe test cell and in situ data are,
• Left roof: When viewed from the gable door, left roof is a roof on the left side of the
observer.
• Right roof:When viewed from the gable door, right roof is a roof on the right side of the
observer.
• Front gable: When viewed from the gable door, the gable wall in front of the observer is
termed as a front gable.
• Back gable: The gable wall opposite to the front gable is termed as a back gable.
• Roof ridge: It is a joint at which the rafters meet. Roof ridge thus connects left and right
roof of the test cell.
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• Under floor space: It is the space constructed below the floor.
• Test cell orientation The orientation of the test cell is the bearing of the roof ridge when
viewed from the gable door and measured from the local North direction. It is measured
in the direction of East and is positive towards East.
Fig. 2.8 illustrates the terminology followed.
Figure 2.8.: Terminology used to describe test cell components
• Wind direction: Wind direction is the direction from which the wind blows and it is
measured as an angle between the North direction and the direction of the wind. Fig. 2.9
shows the sign conventions and terminology used to describe wind direction.
Figure 2.9.: Sign conventions and terminology used to describe wind direction measured by wind vane
• Thermal flux: Thermal flux moving in the direction from inside of the test cell envelope
to the outside is considered as positive flux.
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2.6. Details of the test cell location, surface area, volume and
orientation
In following subsections, details of the test cell location, its surface area, volume and orientation
are described.
2.6.1. Location details of test sites
Geographic coordinates of different test sites in terms of longitude and latitude are described in
Table 2.6.
Table 2.6.: Geographic coordinates of the test sites
Location Longitude Latitude
France 2◦11′ E 43◦02′ N
Spain 4◦42′ W 40◦31′ N
Lithuania 23◦57′ E 54◦53′ N
2.6.2. Geometrical details of test cells in France
Table 2.7 provides details of area, volume and orientation of test cell in France. Fig. 2.10 shows
the picture of test site of Actis in Limoux, France. Here the test cell 8 is insulated with TRMI
and test cell 9 is insulated using mineral wool insulation. Test cell 10 is built without any thermal
insulation.
Table 2.7.: Details of the test cell located in France
Test cell Surface Area (m2) Volume (m3) Orientation
C8 - Multi-foil insulation 65.39 28.93 350◦
C9 - Mineral wool insulation 67.20 30.32 350◦
C10- No insulation 66.51 30.18 350◦
Figure 2.10.: Test site in Limoux, France showing constructed test cells
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2.6.3. Geometrical details of test cells in Spain
Table 2.8 provides details of area, volume and orientation of test cell in Spain. Fig. 2.11 shows
the picture of test site in Spain.
Table 2.8.: Details of the test cell located in Spain
Test cell Surface Area (m2) Volume (m3) Orientation
C1 - No insulation 65.91 28.79 310◦
C2 - Mineral wool insulation 65.82 28.72 310◦
C3 - Multi-foil insulation 64.93 28.15 310◦
Figure 2.11.: Test site in Spain showing constructed test cells
2.6.4. Geometrical details of test cells in Lithuania
Table 2.9 provides details of area, volume and orientation of test cell in Lithuania.
Table 2.9.: Details of the test cell located in Lithuania.
Test cell Surface Area (m2) Volume (m3) Orientation
C1 - Multi-foil insulation 64.64 27.82 153◦
C2 - No insulation 65.96 28.35 153◦
C3 - Mineral wool insulation 65.31 28.20 343◦
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2.7. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, the methodology to characterize TRMI using in situ measurements is presented.
Details of different test sites, test cell configuration and instrumentation are provided and differ-
ent data sets of measurements generated during in situ tests are explained. In following chapters
we use these data sets to develop mathematical models of varying fidelity to predict energetic
performance of these test cells. By energetic performance it is meant to predict energy consump-
tion in test cells for a specified period. We will start with simple neural network based modeling
approach and finally move on to present the physics based model.

3. Model and data coupling using neural
network
Realistic estimation of in situ performance of insulation products requires a tool that can couple
model and the measured data. Moreover, such model should be computationally inexpensive so
that design engineers can use it to model thermal performance of the test cell at any location
world wide and also permit comparison of different insulation products. Towards this goal, we
present Global Assimilation Process (GAP) which is a neural network based meta modeling
technique. We begin the presentation on GAP with a brief overview of neural network based
meta modeling technique in the context of building physics application. We do not attempt to
present exhaustive literature review and consider only few major contributions to this subject
in the context of modeling energetic performance of test cells and buildings. In section 3.2 we
describe the mathematical theory underlining the proposed global assimilation process. The key
features of GAP are use of algorithmic differentiation to develop a low-memory Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm and the use of a regularization technique by which it provides a neural
network that do not “over fit” the given data. Using GAP, the neural network is trained to
predict in situ consumption data corresponding to various meteorological conditions. It is shown
that properly trained neural network can accurately predict the energy consumption in test cells
located at other geographic locations.
3.1. Overview of application of neural network models
In building physics literature there are number of contributions towards use of neural network
(NN) based models to predict energy consumption in housing or commercial buildings. NN has
been used to predict building energy use for both short and long term periods and particularly
for hourly energy use [12, 13, 14]. A review article by Kalogirou [15] discusses application of
NN technique for modeling building heating load, predicting HVAC (Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning) system performance and thus asserting energetic performance of the building.
Kalogirou and Bojic [16] proposed an NN model to predict the energy consumption of a passive
solar building. The NN model used in their studies is a recurrent neural network with dampened
feedback. Their results showed that the NN model can accurately predict the energy consump-
tion with a goodness of fit measured in terms of coefficient of multiple determination and value
of this coefficient is reported to be 0.9991.
Authors Olofsson and Andersson [17] used NN model to obtain long-term predictions based
on short-term data. In their model, parameters were temperature difference across the house
structure and energy for heating and internal use. When a predefined temperature difference
across the house structure was assumed, their models predicted diurnal energy demand on an
annual basis with an average error of about 4% and with a correlation of 90 to 95%. For models
developed using small temperature difference and very small heating demand, the error was
about 16% to 20%.
Ben-Nakhi and Mahmoud [18] used NN models to predict building cooling load in order to
optimize thermal energy storage in public as well as office buildings. The cooling load profiles
were generated using heat transfer simulation software ESP-r and were used for training and
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validation of the NN model. Their modeled energy consumption predictions are accurate with
an average difference of 5% as compared to experimental data.
In [19] authors Soleimani et al used NN to predict operative temperature in three buildings using
measured parameters such as indoor and outdoor temperatures, the electrical power consumption
in the room, the wall temperatures, the ventilation flow rates and the time of day. The model is
shown to predict with an accuracy of 95%.
Pao [20] presented a comparison of several linear and non-linear models including NN mod-
els for forecasting building energy consumption in Taiwan. The author concludes that, for the
database used in the analyses, the NN model is capable of catching sophisticated non-linear inte-
grating effects through a learning process and therefore, recommends NN models for forecasting
building energy consumption.
In [21] authors performed a comparison between a NN model and a model based on simulation
tool EnergyPlus. The building energy consumption profiles in terms of lighting usage, occu-
pancy rate, hourly energy consumption and meteorological data spanned over 54 days is used
to train both models. Different NN models obtained in these studies show that the model can
forecast energy consumption with an accuracy of 90%.
A recent article by Ekici [22] shows use of NN to predict the energy consumption in brick wall
structure with and without insulation as a function of building orientation, insulation thickness
and building form factor. The synthetic data set used in their studies is composed of average five-
year real climatic data of the region and heating requirements of the building simulated using
one dimensional heat equations. It is shown that NN models, in general, give better estimations
than linear ARX-models.
A review of existing literature thus shows that most of the literature used either synthetic data
or simplifying assumptions to predict energy consumption in buildings. The primary reason
being unavailability of in situ measurements. It is also observed that most of the work used off-
the-shelf NN modeling tools and did not present any mathematical theory or technique to avoid
“over-fitting” of NN models or to handle large datasets for NN training. In literature there are no
attempts to use NN model for characterizing in situ performance of insulation products in a test
cell where energetic performance is linked directly to the insulation product characteristics and
influencing weather conditions. The NN models in GAP are developed to provide a methodology
to account for these consideration or limitations of existing modeling approaches based on NN
technique.
3.2. GAP Formulation
The core idea of GAP is to build neural network based meta model of energy consumption in a
test cell as a function of meteorological parameters. The model parameters are tuned by min-
imizing the difference between the measured and model predicted consumption. It is assumed
that energy consumption is a continuous function ψ defined from RnI (nI input variables, for ex-
ample, meteorological parameters) into RnO (nO output variables, for e.g. energy consumption).
In following subsections we describe neural network model and the training algorithm.
3.2.1. Neural networks
We consider three-layer neural networks, as they are universal approximators for continuous
functions [23, 24, 25]. Also, we work with normalized data so that input and output data is in
the range 0 to 1. The first layer is the input layer and contains nI + 1 cells corresponding to
nI input variables, and an additional cell which is called the bias. The second (or intermediate)
layer is called the hidden layer which consists of nH hidden cells, nH usually being increased
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with the complexity of the function to be approximated. The third layer is the output layer and
contains nO cells. Each cell cj of one layer is connected to each cell ci of the following layer,
and each link in this network is associated to a weight wij . If we denote by xli the state of cell ci
of the layer l, then the state of cell cj of the second layer is given by
x2j = f
((
nI∑
k=1
w1jkx
1
k
)
+ w1j,nI+1
)
(3.1)
where f is the activation function given by Eqn. (3.2).
f(z) =
1
1 + e−z/10
∀ z ∈ R (3.2)
This means that some basis functions are built between the input and hidden layers. It is to be
noted that the activation function used is slightly different than those usually found in literature
owing to the factor 10 in denominator of Eqn. (3.2). This activation function thus allows more
stretched basis. Figure 3.1 shows this function graphically.
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Figure 3.1.: Activation function used in NN model
The state of cell ci of the output layer is finally given by a linear approximation in this basis
x3i =
nH∑
j=1
w2ijx
2
j (3.3)
We will now consider the following vectorial notations:
• X1 = (x11, . . . , x1nI)T is the input vector,X1 = (x11, . . . , x1nI , 1)T , andX3 = (x31, . . . , x3nO)T
is the output vector.
• W 1 is the nH × (nI + 1) matrix formed with the weights w1jk, and W 2 is the nO × nH
matrix formed with w2ij . W = (W 1,W 2) ∈ RnH×(nI+1) × RnO×nH .
• F is the function defined for allX2 = (x21, . . . , x2nH)T byF (X2) = (f(x21), . . . , f(x2nH ))T
With these notations, the response R of the neural network to the input X1 with the weights W
is simply given by
X3 = R(W,X1) :=W 2F (W 1X1) (3.4)
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic diagram of three layer feed-forward neural network
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3.2.2. Training of neural networks
Consider the observation set Ω with nP observations
Ω = {(Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , nP } (3.5)
in which each Xi ∈ RnI is a vector corresponding to input variables, and Yi ∈ RnO is the
response to the input Xi. For each observation we denote by ri(W ) = R(W,Xi) − Yi the
residual and r(W ) = (r1(W ), . . . , rnp(W ))T will be called residual vector. The difference
between neural network output and observed response is called the discrepancy function and is
given by Eqn. (3.6).
rΩ(W ) = (r1, . . . , rnP ) ∈ RnO×nP (3.6)
In order to make the neural network a good approximation model, we minimize the difference
between the network output and the observed response, i.e. we look for the weights Wˆ which is
a solution of the following minimization problem
min
W
RΩ(W ) :=
1
2
‖rΩ(W )‖2 (3.7)
The minimization problem is solved using zero memory Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as
described in section 3.2.3. First, the set of patterns Ω is divided into three parts, the training
set ΩT , the generalization set ΩG, and the validation set ΩV . The initial weights W0 are set to
small random values between −0.1 and 0.1 and the neural network is trained in following three
phases.
First training phase
We look for the size of the hidden layer nH that allows us to make a good training of the neural
network on the patterns from ΩT . This means that nH is automatically increased, and with each
increase the minimization problem
RΩT (Wˆ0) = min
W
RΩT (W ) (3.8)
is solved until RΩT (Wˆ0) becomes smaller than a threshold precision η > 0.
Regularization phase
We now add a Tikhonov regularization term to the functional RΩT and we look for the reg-
ularization parameter β in order to enforce the weights involved in the definition of the basis
functions to remain small. By this way, we try to define smooth and stretched basis functions
that will prevent the neural network to oscillate too much.
• If RΩG(Wˆ0) < η, then we set βˆ = 0;
• otherwise, for several increasing values of β > 0, we look for Wˆβ that solves
min
W
[
RΩT (W ) + β
1
2(nI + 1)nH
‖W 1‖2
]
(3.9)
In this minimization problem weights are initialized to the value obtained at the end of first
training phase. We denote by βˆ the value of β for which RΩG(Wˆβ) is the smallest.
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Final training phase
We perform finally a new training phase on the set ΩT ∪ ΩG using the regularization parameter
βˆ provided by the previous step and Wˆβ as initial weights.
min
W
[
RΩT∪ΩG(W ) + βˆ
1
2(nI + 1)nH
‖W 1‖2
]
(3.10)
3.2.3. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is a combination of steepest descent method and Gauss-Newton
algorithm [26, 27, 28]. The iterative descent algorithms consist in defining a descent direction
d, and the new point W+ is obtained from the current point W using the following update rule
W+ =W + d (3.11)
As described in [28], the descent direction d is given by(
J(W )TJ(W ) + αI
)
d = −J(W )T r(W ) (3.12)
where α > 0 and J(W ) = ∇r(W )T is the Jacobian matrix. The Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm is then the following:
• Choose an initial point W0 and a real number α0 > 0, k = 0
• Compute dk, solution to
(
J(Wk)
TJ(Wk) + αkI
)
dk = −J(Wk)T r(Wk)
• If RΩ(Wk + dk) < RΩ(Wk), set Wk+1 = Wk + dk, choose αk+1 < αk, increase k and
goto previous step; otherwise, decrease αk and goto previous step. Stop ifRΩ(Wk+dk) <
η
Memory reduction and adjoint computation
As seen in Eqn. (3.12), the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm usually requires the computation of
the inverse of J(W )TJ(W ) + αI , whose size may be quite large in some cases. For memory
reduction, at least in terms of storage, the linear system in Eqn. (3.12) can be solved using
the conjugate gradient method, which requires only matrix-vector products. We only need to
compute the left-hand side of Eqn.(3.12) in an efficient way. This can be done in two steps.
1. We first compute z = J(W )d. This quantity can be rewritten as follows
J(W )d = lim
ε→0
r(W + εd)− r(W )
ε
=
∂r(W + εd)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(3.13)
and J(W )d corresponds to the differentiation of a vector-valued function r with respect
to a single parameter ε. This can be done very efficiently using the forward mode of the
algorithmic differentiation.
2. Then, we have to compute J(W )T z, which can be rewritten
J(W )T z =
nP∑
i=1
∇ri(W )zi = ∇
(
nP∑
i=1
ri(W )zi
)
= ∇ (r(W )T z) (3.14)
In this form, J(W )T z corresponds to the differentiation of a scalar function with respect
to several parameters and the reverse mode of the algorithmic differentiation is particularly
efficient in this case [29, 30, 31].
The computation of the right-hand side of (3.12) is realized in the same manner as in the second
step of the computation of the left-hand side.
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3.3. Simulations using GAP
3.3.1. Database used for simulation
In situ measurements performed during the winter season of the year 2005-2006 at Limoux,
France and TRADA test site in United Kingdom are used in this simulation. Details of these
measurements are provided in section 2.4.1. The input to the NN model are per 15 minute av-
eraged values of wind speed, wind direction, and global solar radiation at test location. Due to
heat capacity of test cell structure and air inside the test cell, changes in outside weather condi-
tions do not affect the inner temperature of the test cell instantaneously. The lag between change
in outside weather conditions and the corresponding change in the test cell temperature results
in a lag time for the response of heating or cooling devices and duration of heating or cooling
cycles. One way to account for this “thermal inertia” effects is to consider moving average val-
ues of energy consumption for each 15 minute observation. Different moving average window
sizes ranging from 1 hour to 3 hours were considered. This process of moving average can also
be looked upon as a low pass filtering of the data. Fig. 3.3 shows the effect moving average
window of different sizes on the distribution of energy consumption values against temperature
difference across the test cell.
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Figure 3.3.: Effect of moving average window size on the distribution of energy consumption value against
temperature difference across the test cell.
From these studies 2 hours moving average window is considered to be a good choice as it is not
smoothening the data too much but is also retaining the system trends. Thus the target values for
NN model are 2 hour moving average values of energy consumption.
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3.3.2. Training of neural network
Using GAP, two neural networks pertaining to the data of two test cells are developed. Total 1513
observations spanned over the period 01/12/2005 to 31/12/2005 are used to train the network.
Within GAP, the dataset is partitioned into three subsets of training set ΩT , generalization set
ΩG and validation set ΩV with a size of 70%, 20% and 10% of the input data respectively. Each
of the trained network contains 5 neurons in the input layer, 6 neurons in hidden layer and one
neuron in the output layer. These networks are validated by predicting the consumption values
for the period of 1/1/2006 to 28/02/2006. Fig. 3.4, 3.5 shows the comparison between measured
and simulated energy consumptions corresponding to these experiments. Table 3.1 shows
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Figure 3.4.: Comparison of measured and simulated energy consumption in a test cell with TS9 insulation,
located at Limoux, France.
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Figure 3.5.: Comparison of measured and simulated energy consumption in a test cell with mineral wool
insulation, located at Limoux, France.
Table 3.1.: Measured and simulated net energy consumption in test cells located at Limoux, France.
Energy consumption in kWh
Cell with TS9 Cell with mineral wool
Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
137 136 143 142
Percentage error = 0.73% Percentage error = 0.7%
the measured and simulated energy consumption in these test cells. The difference between
measured and simulated consumption is less than 1%. It is observed that the energy consumption
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in a test cell with TS9 material is 4% less than the energy consumption for a test cell with mineral
wool.
3.3.3. Prediction using neural network
These trained and validated neural networks are used to predict the energy consumption of sim-
ilar test cells with TRMI TS9 and mineral wool insulation located at TRADA in United King-
dom [10]. The weather data and the consumption were measured for the period 1/1/2006 to
28/2/2006. Fig. 3.6, 3.7 shows the comparison of measured and simulated consumption. Table
3.2 provides the values of measured and simulated consumption. For the cell with multi-foil
insulation the simulated consumption differs by 4% where as for the test cell with mineral wool
insulation the difference is 3%.
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Figure 3.6.: Comparison of measured and simulated energy consumption in a test cell with multi-foil
insulation, located at TRADA, U.K.
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Figure 3.7.: Comparison of measured and simulated energy consumption in a test cell with mineral wool
insulation, located at TRADA, U.K.
Table 3.2.: Measured and simulated net energy consumption in test cells at TRADA, United Kingdom
Energy consumption in kWh
Cell with TS9 Cell with mineral wool
Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
165 159 138 134
Percentage error = 3.63% Percentage error = 2.89%
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As part of the long term in situ data collection strategy, ACTIS planned to set up new test cells
in United Kingdom. The weather data spanned over the period of 1/2/2006 to 28/02/2006 at
eight different location in United Kingdom, namely, Manchester, Norwich, London, Plymouth,
Cardiff, Aberdeen, Newcastle and Belfast is available. The weather data characteristics at these
locations are different than those at Limoux, France. Fig. 3.8 shows the range of measured
values for outside temperature, wind direction, wind speed and global solar radiation at Limoux,
France and at these location in United Kingdom. Table 3.3 shows predicted energy consumption
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Figure 3.8.: Comparison of weather data at eight different locations in U.K. and of Limoux, France
Table 3.3.: Simulated consumptions of test cells with ACTIS TS9 and mineral wool insulation at eight
different locations in United Kingdom.
Location Energy consumption (kWh) Difference
Mineral wool ACTIS TS9 (B-A)/B*100
(A) (B)
Manchester 135 138 2%
Norwich 136 137 1%
London 129 130 1%
Plymouth 155 128 −17%
Cardiff 132 126 −5%
Aberdeen 154 143 −7%
Newcastle 144 143 −1%
Belfast 140 136 −3%
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for the test cell with TS9 and mineral wool insulation to be built at each of the eight sites. The
difference in energy consumption for the test cell with TS9 and mineral wool insulations is also
shown. The predicted consumption in test cell with multi-foil insulation is less compared to
test cell with mineral wool insulation at Plymouth, Cardiff, Aberdeen, Newcastle and Belfast
whereas it is more by 2% at Manchester and by 1% at Norwich and London. The standard
deviation of predicted consumption values for test cell with mineral wool is 9.7 whereas the
corresponding values for the test cell with multifoil insulation is 6.5, possibly indicating that
multifoil insulation is more robust to varying weather conditions as compared to mineral wool
insulation.
3.4. Summary
In this work GAP is used to generate neural network model to predict energy consumption
of test cells as a function of meteorological parameters using in situ data. It is demonstrated
with examples that properly trained networks can accurately predict the energy consumption of
houses located at some other locations also. For examples considered the neural network model
developed in GAP can predict energy consumption in test cells with a maximum error of 4%
for test cells with different insulation products. To summarize, GAP is a result of a powerful
combination of several techniques such as
• The use of a zero memory minimization method,
• Specific activation function that guarantees the minimal change of weights,
• The use of a Tikhonov regularization technique in order to build smooth and stretched
basis functions.
GAP based neural network models thus show a promising technique to couple model and data
to predict energetic performance of test cells.

4. Predictive clustering method
4.1. Introduction
During in situ tests to characterize thermal insulations, test cells of identical geometry and con-
figuration but differing only in terms of installed insulation product are subjected to outside
weather conditions. Response of these test cells in terms of energy consumption represents re-
sponse of the insulation product used. In building industry this response is quantified in terms
of the regression coefficient obtained by regressing energy consumption value and correspond-
ing temperature difference across the test cell. There exists a correlation between the energy
consumption in a test cell, weather parameters and the temperature difference across the test
cell envelope. For example, energy consumption during weather conditions resulting in small
temperature difference across the test cell envelope and high wind speed is different compared
to energy consumption when there is high temperature difference across the test cell envelope,
high global solar radiation and no wind. Thus the response of a test cell envelope in terms
of energy consumption to changing weather conditions can be classified into different groups,
groups which represents distinct weather conditions. Regression between energy consumption
and temperature difference across the test cell for each of this grouped weather conditions will
thus represent characteristics response of the test cell insulation to the characteristic weather
condition represented by the group. Using these representative response characteristics it is pos-
sible to estimate overall thermal performance of the insulation product during in situ test. With
this core idea we propose a new approach to estimate the effective U-value of the test cell using
in situ data. First we classify available observations into different groups or clusters using K-
means algorithm [32]. For each of these clusters we set up a regression equation which relates
temperature difference across the test cell to energy consumption. Using these cluster-wise re-
gression coefficients we deduce the effective U-value of the test cell. This test cell U-value thus
represents intrinsic thermal performance of the insulation system.
We present this methodology by first briefly describing the K-means clustering algorithm and
then present algorithm we propose for predicting the U-value of the test cell. Finally, application
of the proposed methodology is demonstrated using in situ measurements carried out during
winter season of year 2005-2006 and round robin test campaign of year 2008.
4.2. K-means algorithm
K-means is a classical algorithm first proposed in 1956 [33]. It has wide range of applications,
few to mention are in data compression [34], cyclone prediction [35], medical image segmen-
tation [36], design of Internet search engines [37], identifying user traits in web based learning
[38], etc. The core idea of K-means algorithm is to put M data points in an n-dimensional
space into K clusters. To understand K-means algorithm we introduce some notations and ter-
minology as adopted in [39]. Let X = (x1, x2, . . . , xM ) denote observation set consisting of M
observations denoted by x1, x2, . . . , xM such that,
xi ∈ Rn, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M
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Let us consider K clusters Ck, represented by their cluster center zk ∈ Rn, with 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Each cluster Ck is a set of indices from 1, 2, . . . ,M . The clusters are a partition of the data so
that each vector xi belongs to exactly one cluster. Clustering consists of assigning each vector
xi to a cluster Ck. The within-class or intraclass inertia of the resulting partition is defined as,
IW =
1
M
K∑
k=1
∑
j∈k
d2(xj , zk) (4.1)
and the between-class or interclass inertia is defined as
IB =
1
M
K∑
k=1
|Ck| d2(zk, c) (4.2)
where,
d(a, b) is the distance between vectors a and b,
|Ck| is the number of elements in cluster Ck,
c =
∑K
k=1
|Ck|
M zk is the weighted average of the cluster center
IW is the average squared distance from a point to its cluster center, while IB is the average
squared distance from a cluster center to the center of gravity. The goal of clustering is to
minimize the within-class inertia in order to have homogeneous clusters, while maximizing the
between-class inertia so that these clusters are as different as possible. For a large class of
distances d(·, ·), the inertia of each cluster that is the inner sum in Eq. (4.1) is minimized when
the cluster center is the average of all cluster members , that is, zk = 1|Ck|
∑
i∈Ck
xi [40]. Under
these conditions, the average cluster center is also the average of the data. IW and IB thus
become the intraclass and interclass variances. The sum of within and between-class variances
is constant and equal to the total data variance, regardless of the number of clusters or their
compositions. Thus minimizing IW or maximizing IB is equivalent. Accordingly, the within-
class inertia alone provides a possible way of assessing the quality of a partition of K clusters,
but it is not possible to compare two partitions with different number of clusters. Specifically,
the within-class inertia of the optimal partition with K clusters is always higher than that of
the optimal partition with K + 1 clusters. With these notation, the K-means algorithm can be
described as an algorithm which for a given number of clusters K, iteratively minimizes the
within-class inertia given by Eq. (4.1) by assigning data to the nearest center and recalculating
each center as the average of its members. This procedure consists of the following steps, as
described in [32].
1. Choose K initial cluster centers z1(0), z2(0), . . . , zK(0).
2. At the mth iterative step, m ≥ 1, distribute the sample X among the K clusters using the
relation,
xp ∈ Cj(m) if d2(xp − zj(m− 1)) < d2(xp − zi(m− 1)),
i = 1, 2, . . . ,K,
i 6= j, p = 1, 2, . . . ,M (4.3)
where, Cj(m) represents jth cluster after m iterations and zj(m) represents jth cluster
center after m iterations.
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3. Compute the new cluster centers zj(m), j = 1, 2, . . . ,K such that
zj(m) =
1
|Cj |
∑
j∈Cj(m)
xj
4. If zj(m) = zj(m − 1), for j = 1, 2, . . . ,K then the algorithm has converged and the
procedure is terminated. Otherwise go to Step 2.
When the algorithm terminates, Cj is an index set of all points which are close to the center
zj . Usually, Euclidian distance is used as distance measure but other distance measures such
as correlation, Manhattan distance, Mahalbonis distance, etc., can also be used [32]. It can be
shown that the computational complexity of K-means does not suffer from exponential growth
with dimensionality but it is linearly proportional with the number of observations and number
of clusters [32].
4.3. Predictive clustering
Predictive clustering combines two ideas in machine learning, predictive modeling and cluster-
ing which are often considered to be exclusive of each other. Predictive modeling is concerned
with the construction of models that can be used to predict some property from the available
data. Predictive models can be as simple as linear equations to much complicated meta models
like neural networks or decision trees. Clustering, as seen in section 4.2, involves classification
of data into clusters such that members of the cluster are similar. In clustering there is no target
property to be predicted. Predictive clustering first clusters the data and then provides a predic-
tive model to each of these clusters. The data to be classified in our context are the observations
of meteorological data at each site and associated temperature difference across the test cell.
Each element xi of the observation set X is a vector given by
xi = (∆Ti, RHi,Φi, Vi, Gi) (4.4)
where,
∆T is the temperature difference across the test cell in deg ◦C,
RH outside relative humidity in percentage,
Φ direction of wind measured by wind vane in degrees
V wind speed in m/s,
G global solar radiation in W/m2
and subscript i represent the ith observation. We first partition this data into K clusters and
then associate a model to predict energy consumption corresponding to observations in each
of the cluster. The U-value of the test cell is defined as a regression between energy flux and
temperature gradient across the test component therefore, the predictive model for each cluster
is a regression between energy consumption and temperature difference across the test cell and
is given as
Eki = Ak∆Ti + ǫ
k
i (4.5)
Where,
Eki denote the energy consumption corresponding to observation xi ∈ Ck,
Ak is the regression coefficient and
ǫik represents residual error for observation i in set k.
The weighted sum of these model coefficients represents U-value of the test cell. Different steps
in predictive clustering methodology can be summarized as follows:
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4.3.1. Methodology to estimate U-value
• Step-I: Cluster data
Using K-means algorithm partition the observations into K clusters represented by index
sets Ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
• Step-II: Assign model to each cluster
Compute the model coefficient Ak for each cluster k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K using Eq. (4.5).
• Step-III: Compute the U-value
For each of the cluster compute the weight Wk which is the ratio of number of observation
in cluster k to the total number of observations in the data set.
Wk =
|Ck|∑K
k=1 |Ck|
=
|Ck|
M
(4.6)
The global U-value is the weighted sum of the regression coefficients for each of the
cluster.
U =
K∑
i=1
WkAk (4.7)
4.4. Implementation details
Cluster centers found using K-means algorithm depend on initial values of cluster centers used,
commonly known as “seeds”. To avoid K-means algorithm being trapped into local minimum of
Eq. (4.2), for a given data set, K-mean algorithm is repeated 1000 times with randomly generated
seeds. Clusters which corresponds to minimum of intra-class inertia IB are considered as final
clusters.
When meteorological data of particular location is available only for one season it is important
to show that estimated test cell U-value is independent of the data points used and represents the
true thermal characteristics of the test cell. For this purpose input data is divided into number of
subsets of different sizes. Elements of each of these subsets are selected randomly but represent
consecutive observations. These subsets need not be mutually exclusive. Algorithm to estimate
U-value is then used to estimate U-value from each of these subsets. If the standard deviation
in computed U-value for each of these subsets is small it indicates that the estimated U-value is
independent of data points used and represents the true thermal characteristics of the test cell.
In this way the standard deviation in computed U-value also indicates the repeatability index of
the estimation procedure.
4.5. Application for round robin test data of year 2008
We demonstrate proposed methodology using in situ data collected during round robin test cam-
paign of year 2008 at three locations in Europe, namely, France, Spain and Lithuania. The
data set consists of per fifteen minute averaged values of temperature difference across the test
cell, outside relative humidity, wind direction, wind speed, global solar radiation and energy
consumption values. A moving average over a window of two hours is performed for energy
consumption values to account for thermal inertial effects. Measurement period for each of the
data set used is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1.: Details of in situ measurement data set used to demonstrate predictive clustering method
Location Measurement period
France 14-Jan-2008 09:00:00 to 22-Feb-2008 07:15:00
Spain 10-Feb-2008 09:00:00 to 12-Mar-2008 07:00:00
Lithuania 16-Feb-2008 09:00:00 to 10-Mar-2008 08:45:00
4.5.1. Pre-processing of data
Input data is checked for any errors due to sensor failure, failure of data logger units and such
observations are removed from data sets. Energy consumption in a test cell depends on heat flux
transfer through test cell surfaces. In order to scale energy consumption values with respect to
test cell surface area, measured energy consumption values in Watt-hour (Wh) are converted to
energy flux values in (W/m2) by multiplying measured consumption in Wh by the surface area
S of the test cell and dividing by time scale factor tf if energy consumption values are recorded
as an average value over an interval of length other than that of one hour. Time scale factor tf is
nothing but the averaging interval expressed in hours. Mathematically this conversion is given
as,
Ei =
S
tf
Ei (4.8)
where,
Ei is the measured consumption in Wh
tf is the time scaling factor
S is the surface area of the test cell in m2.
4.5.2. Analysis of the data
To visualize the data, bivariate matrix plots of the data sets at each location are generated. These
matrix plots are shown in Fig. 4.1 to 4.3. It can be inferred from these matrix plot that at
each test site energy consumption is strongly correlated to the temperature difference across the
test cells and atmospheric pressure has negligible influence on energy consumption. For most
of the test period, relative humidity values are in the range of 70% to 100% for France and
Lithuania, whereas for Spain most values of relative humidity are less that 50% representing the
dry cliimate.
4.5.3. Choice of number of clusters
Number of clusters K in K-means algorithm is an input parameter and is not decided by the
algorithm. To decide number of cluster K-means algorithm is run on each of the data sets with
varying number of clusters, ranging from 2 to 10 and change in intra-cluster inertia IW given by
Eq. (4.1) is computed. A plot of intra-cluster inertia vs. number of clusters for each of the data
set is shown in Fig. 4.4. The plot indicate that the reduction in IW value is less after 4 clusters.
Thus, K = 4 represents a good choice for number of clusters and this value is used to obtain
numerical results.
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Figure 4.1.: Matrix plot of data recorded in France
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Figure 4.4.: Change in intra-cluster inertia with number of clusters for measurement data set of France,
Spain and Lithuania
4.5.4. Numerical results
Test cells in France
Table 4.2 shows cluster centers obtained for the meteorological data of test cells in France. It
also shows the weights obtained for each of the cluster. It is to be observed that about 43% of
data points fall into class-4 which represents characteristics weather class with high temperature
difference, high relative humidity with almost negligible wind and very small solar radiation.
About 16% observations belong to the class-1 which represents weather condition of low tem-
perature difference, high wind speed and high global solar radiation values. Table 4.3 shows
regressions coefficient and U-value for each subset of the data for a test cell with mineral wool
insulation. As evident, the standard deviation in computed U-value for each subset is small ,
0.84570% of mean U-value, indicating the good repeatability index of the implemented proce-
dure. U-value for each subset of the data correponding to test cell with TRMI insulation are
shown in Table 4.4. For this data also the standard deviation in computed U-value is small indi-
cating that estimated U-value of TRMI test cell represents true thermal response of the test cell.
Table 4.2.: Cluster centers obtained for meteorological data at test site in France
Cluster No. ∆T RH Φ V G P Weight
1 10.4 52.25 73.51 1.43 170.5 100200 0.161
2 12.71 75.12 314.8 4.636 40.85 100300 0.1742
3 14.75 76.43 67.1 0.2649 26.4 99450 0.2305
4 17.97 86.32 261.4 0.0547 17.83 100900 0.4343
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Table 4.3.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in France with mineral wool insulation
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.028884 0.023657 0.020155 0.019514 0.0219
Subset-2 0.028884 0.023481 0.020796 0.019475 0.0220
Subset-3 0.028762 0.023746 0.020702 0.019171 0.0218
Subset-4 0.028304 0.023591 0.020282 0.019271 0.0217
Subset-5 0.028459 0.023431 0.020652 0.019309 0.0218
Subset-6 0.029392 0.023508 0.020796 0.019536 0.0221
Subset-7 0.030166 0.023657 0.020613 0.019624 0.0222
Subset-8 0.028762 0.023519 0.020796 0.019508 0.0220
Subset-9 0.028807 0.02374 0.020691 0.019508 0.0220
Subset-10 0.027923 0.023619 0.020265 0.01932 0.0216
Mean U-value 0.02191
Std. dev. U-value 0.84570 % of mean U-value
Table 4.4.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in France with TRMI insulation
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.032401 0.025119 0.022916 0.022169 0.0245
Subset-2 0.032186 0.025447 0.023154 0.02222 0.0246
Subset-3 0.032106 0.025781 0.023324 0.022174 0.0246
Subset-4 0.031178 0.025362 0.023482 0.022429 0.0246
Subset-5 0.031268 0.02598 0.023177 0.021727 0.0243
Subset-6 0.030708 0.025204 0.022933 0.022084 0.0242
Subset-7 0.031908 0.025555 0.023228 0.02231 0.0246
Subset-8 0.030034 0.025085 0.022916 0.021903 0.0240
Subset-9 0.029037 0.026268 0.022933 0.022248 0.0242
Subset-10 0.029156 0.026693 0.023012 0.02205 0.0242
Mean U-value 0.02438
Std. dev. U-value 0.923267 % of mean U-value
Test cell in Spain
Table 4.5 shows cluster centers obtained for the meteorological data of test cells in Spain and
weights obtained for each of the cluster. Table 4.6 and 4.7 shows regressions coefficient and U-
value for each subset of the data for a test cell with mineral wool insulation and TRMI product
respectively. For this data also the standard deviation in computed U-value is small, less than 5%
for mineral wool product and less than 3% for TRMI product. It is to be observed that U-value
for test cell with mineral wool insulation is higher compared to its value for test cell in France
whereas the U-value of the test cell with TRMI product in France and Spain show small change.
Table 4.5.: Cluster centers obtained for meteorological data at test site in Spain
Cluster No. ∆T RH Φ V G P Weight
1 13.77 32.2 266.5 2.139 139.5 93670 0.1114
2 19.99 60.51 124.6 0.0267 15.9 94490 0.5515
3 15.76 28.1 41.44 2.255 345.4 94890 0.0852
4 8.922 21.64 247.3 0.0537 402 94580 0.2519
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Table 4.6.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in Spain with mineral wool insulation
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.020138 0.019641 0.026880 0.027565 0.0223
Subset-2 0.024080 0.019889 0.027947 0.030481 0.0237
Subset-3 0.024130 0.020182 0.027389 0.030838 0.0239
Subset-4 0.024888 0.019961 0.027095 0.028429 0.0233
Subset-5 0.024193 0.020034 0.027193 0.031627 0.0240
Subset-6 0.020586 0.019760 0.027771 0.029467 0.0230
Subset-7 0.024193 0.020097 0.027542 0.032308 0.0243
Subset-8 0.016478 0.019500 0.027097 0.027051 0.0217
Subset-9 0.020943 0.019779 0.027771 0.029346 0.0230
Subset-10 0.024235 0.020477 0.027133 0.034532 0.0250
Mean U-value 0.02342
Std. dev. U-value 4.148577 % of mean U-value
Table 4.7.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in Spain with TRMI insulation.
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.025228 0.021122 0.025451 0.03028 0.0243
Subset-2 0.025278 0.020084 0.024555 0.031427 0.0239
Subset-3 0.021556 0.020978 0.028095 0.028278 0.0235
Subset-4 0.025228 0.02102 0.026694 0.029838 0.0242
Subset-5 0.025278 0.021191 0.029836 0.030688 0.0248
Subset-6 0.025278 0.020995 0.030057 0.032381 0.0252
Subset-7 0.025228 0.020996 0.024941 0.030243 0.0242
Subset-8 0.025278 0.020978 0.026431 0.031385 0.0246
Subset-9 0.026297 0.020959 0.029099 0.029394 0.0244
Subset-10 0.021556 0.020285 0.028801 0.02715 0.0229
Mean U-value 0.0242
Std. dev. U-value 2.699162 % of mean U-value
Test cell Lithuania
Table 4.8 shows cluster centers obtained for the meteorological data of test cells in Lithuania. It
also shows the weights obtained for each of the cluster. Regressions coefficient and U-value for
each subset of the data for a test cell with mineral wool insulation are shown in Table 4.9 and
those for test cell with TRMI product are shown in Table 4.9. It is to be observed that velocity
coordinate value for each of the cluster centers is higher than 2.0 m/s, unlike in Spain where
velocity coordinate values of cluster centers range from 0 to 2.5 m/s and for France where the
Table 4.8.: Cluster centers obtained for meteorological data at test site in Lithunania
Clust No. ∆T RH Φ V G P Weight
1 15.2 85.68 190.6 2.863 52.2 100400 0.2155
2 15.36 84.67 257.4 5.289 26.78 99870 0.3018
3 19.26 89.17 244.8 2.302 13.56 101500 0.3945
4 18.97 66.71 280.1 3.371 268.5 101800 0.0882
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range is from 0 to 5m/s. This indicates that during the majority of the test period strong winds are
observed in Lithuania. Also to be observed are the coordinates of cluster centers corresponding
to global solar radiation which are in range from 13 to 268 W/m2 indicating that for majority of
the period global solar radiation is small, a characteristic of the test site during winter period.
Table 4.9.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in Lithuania with mineral wool insulation.
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.016209 0.018109 0.016082 0.017795 0.0169
Subset-2 0.015797 0.017471 0.016518 0.016462 0.0167
Subset-3 0.016114 0.017704 0.016379 0.017394 0.0169
Subset-4 0.016439 0.018087 0.016373 0.018053 0.0171
Subset-5 0.016476 0.018180 0.016420 0.017196 0.0171
Subset-6 0.015797 0.018063 0.016364 0.016836 0.0168
Subset-7 0.016356 0.017702 0.016740 0.021588 0.0174
Subset-8 0.016576 0.018178 0.016362 0.018001 0.0171
Subset-9 0.016300 0.017737 0.016042 0.018267 0.0169
Subset-10 0.016433 0.017708 0.016295 0.018108 0.0170
Mean U-value 0.01699
Std. dev. U-value 1.159039 % of mean U-value
Table 4.10.: Regression coefficients and U-values for test cell in Lithuania with TRMI insulation.
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Subset-1 0.025263 0.026041 0.024766 0.024901 0.0253
Subset-2 0.024738 0.025689 0.024283 0.026069 0.0250
Subset-3 0.024077 0.025622 0.024585 0.025128 0.0248
Subset-4 0.025266 0.026263 0.025143 0.024341 0.0254
Subset-5 0.024227 0.025215 0.024038 0.025827 0.0246
Subset-6 0.024760 0.026010 0.024808 0.024497 0.0251
Subset-7 0.024667 0.025546 0.024313 0.025784 0.0249
Subset-8 0.024750 0.025690 0.024413 0.025913 0.0250
Subset-9 0.024666 0.026048 0.024805 0.024426 0.0251
Subset-10 0.024561 0.025258 0.024084 0.026069 0.0247
Mean U-value 0.02499
Std. dev. U-value 1.006164 % of mean U-value
4.5.5. Inferences from numerical results
As seen from the data analysis and from obtained classification of the meteorological data, test
site in France and Spain have similar weather characteristics but differ considerably from the test
site in Lithuania in terms of meteorological characteristics. The characteristic weather data of
each site are rightly captured by the clustering algorithm. Test cell U-values calculated for each
of the test sites are shown in Table 4.11. It is observed that U-value of the test cell with mineral
wool insulation show considerable change from test site in France, with value of 0.02191 to
0.01699 value for test cell in Lithuania, a change of about 29%. For test cell with TRMI product
the variation in U-value with different test site is small, maximum up to 2.5%. It is observed
that amount of global solar radiation and clear sunny days experienced at test sites in France
and Spain are more compared to test site in Lithuania. This could possibly indicate the point
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Table 4.11.: Summary of numerical results
Location France Spain Lithuania
MW TRMI MW TRMI MW TRMI
Mean U-value 0.02191 0.02438 0.02342 0.0242 0.01699 0.02499
Std. dev. in U-value♯ 0.8457 0.9233 4.1486 2.6992 1.159 1.0061
♯ expressed as a percentage of mean U-value
that thermal performance of mineral wool insulation is better when radiation exchange across
the test cell envelope is small.
4.6. Application for the dataset of year 2005-2006
Predictive clustering methodology is also applied to the dataset of the year 2005-2006 (see sec-
tion 2.4.1). Using meteorological data of eight different test sites in United Kingdom, the aim is
to obtain characteristic weather classes for this region and corresponding weights associated with
these classes. The in situ measurements recorded between the period 1/12/2005 to 31/12/2005 at
TRADA test site in United Kingdom are classified into these classes and regression coefficient
between energy consumption and temperature difference across the test cell for each of this class
is obtained. Using computed weights and regression coefficient the global U-value for each of
the test cell is computed. Using global U-value of each of these test cells, consumption predic-
tions are made for a period 1/1/2006 to 28/2/2006 and compared against in-situ measurement.
4.6.1. Pre-processing of data
Similar pre-processing operations as described in section 4.5 are performed on this dataset and
number of classes are considered to be four, that is K = 4.
4.6.2. Numerical results
Table 4.12 shows cluster centers obtained from the meteorological data of eight different location
in United Kingdom. Total (1513 × 8 = 12104) observations are used to obtain these clusters.
Table 4.12 also shows weights obtained for each of the cluster. Table 4.13 shows regressions
coefficient for each weather class and global U-value of the test cell with mineral wool insulation
and TRMI.
Table 4.12.: Cluster centers obtained using meteorological data of eight different location in United King-
dom.
Cluster No. ∆T Φ V G Weight
1 17.13 189.7 2.492 20.81 0.272885
2 20.5 60.69 1.092 17.73 0.400777
3 17.91 289.8 2.424 24.26 0.175066
4 18.17 40.5 1.109 95.89 0.151272
The global U-value computed for each test cell is now used to predict energy consumption in
these test cells for a period between 1/1/2006 to 28/2/2006. The energy consumption for each of
the observation during this period is a product of test cell U-value, test cell area and measured
temperature difference across the test cell envelope. Table 4.14 shows measured and simulated
energy consumption for each of the test cell. Results show an error of 5% in the prediction of
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Table 4.13.: Regression coefficient and U-value for test cells with mineral wool insulation and TRMI located
in United Kingdom.
A1 A2 A3 A4 U-Value
Mineral wool 0.021795 0.022449 0.023084 0.023032 0.02247
TRMI 0.026334 0.02812 0.027959 0.026106 0.0273
energy consumption for a test cell with mineral wool insulation and an error of 3.63% in the
prediction of energy consumption in a test cell with TRMI.
Table 4.14.: Measured and simulated net energy consumption using K-means method in test cells located
in United Kingdom
Energy consumption in kWh
Cell with TRMI Cell with mineral wool
Measured Simulated Measured Simulated
165 159 138 131
Percentage error = 3.63% Percentage error = 5.1%
4.6.3. Inferences from numerical results
As evident from the weights associated with each of the obtained classes, majority of obser-
vations, about 40%, belong to class-2 which represents, high temperature difference, low solar
radiation and moderate wind speed (about 4km/hr) from North-East direction. It is also intrest-
ing to observe that cluster centers for class-1 and class-3 differ slightly and together constitute
about 44% of the data. These classes are of high wind speed from South-East direction with wind
speeds of about 7km/hr and low solar radiation. Observations in class-4 represents weather data
with high solar radiation and moderate winds and account for about 15% of the observations.
These obeservations indicate that weather data at these test sites is principally of high wind
speeds, low solar radiation and low ambient temperature.
For the test site of TRADA, U.K., the U-value of test cell with mineral wool insulation is small
compared to U-value of the test cell with TRMI. Considering U-value of mineral wool insulation
as a base value, the difference in U-value for two test cells is about 2.4%. This indicates that
mineral wool product has better performance compared to TRMI product at this location. This
strengthens the inferences drawn in previous section that possibly overall performance of min-
eral wool insulation is better than TRMI product when solar radiation values are low. It is also
to be observed that the accuracy of predicted energy consumption values are close to the predic-
tions performed using neural network based models. The algorithm thus naturally captures the
trends in the data and associated characteristic response of the test cell enevelope.
4.7. Summary
A new technique named “predictive clustering” to characterize in situ performance of the insula-
tion product is presented in this chapter. Using this technique, in situ performance characteristics
are evaluated in terms of test cell U-value. Various conclusions that can be drawn from these
studies are,
• Predictive clustering methodology presented in this work captures the response of the test
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cell envelope to the characteristic weather conditions at the test site and also provides
insight into the characteristic response of the test cell to representative weather condition.
• From the numerical results obtained using round robin test data of year 2008, it is observed
that the variation in U-value of the test cell with TRMI is negligible whereas for test cell
with mineral wool insulation considerable variation in U-value is observed with changing
weather conditions.
• Using database of year 2005-2006 it is shown that the technique can accurately predict
energy consumption in test cells, with an accuracy of 95%.
As a part of standardization process of TRMI products, this technique was presented to working
group (WS36) of European standardization committee (CEN), and is now accepted as a valida-
tion method for in situ measurements pertaining to TRMI products [7].

5. Physics based modeling
In this chapter we present a technique to predict energy consumption of a test cell using para-
metric heat transfer models for test cell components. The emphasis here is to develop a model
from physics of the problem. Coupling between the model and data is achieved by tuning model
parameters using in situ data. In following subsections we formulate the modeling problem of
predicting energy consumption in a test cell and describe the methodology adopted.
5.1. Problem definition
Heat transfer across the test cell envelope and hence the energy consumption in a test cell is
a result of continuous interaction of external meteorological parameters such as wind, solar
radiation, humidity, etc., with the test cell envelope. Fig. 5.1, reproduced from [41], shows
Figure 5.1.: Different modes of heat transfer in a typical attic space
different modes of heat transfer, namely, conduction, convection and radiation across the test
cell envelope representing attic space of a typical house. As evident from the figure, the amount
of heat transfer across the test cell envelope is a function of test cell location, its geometry,
construction materials used, outside weather, inside temperature of the test cell and heating
or cooling mechanism employed. The problem of mathematical modeling to predict energy
consumption in test cell then can be described as follows. Given,
− Test cell location in terms of longitude, latitude, etc.,
− Test cell component geometry and constituent materials,
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− Measured heat fluxes on test cell component walls,
− Measured temperatures across walls, roofs and the floor of the test cell,
− Measured meteorological parameters,
− Measured energy consumption
set up a parametric model which can predict energy consumption in a test cell. Once tuned, the
model should be able to predict energy consumption using meteorological data at that location
and inside temperature of the test cell. Some other requirements from the model are,
− The model should be simple and provide insight into the heat transfer mechanism within
and across the test cell envelope.
− The model should be computationally inexpensive.
5.2. Selection of modeling approach
Different mathematical models of varying fidelity and complexity exist to describe energetic per-
formance of the building with conventional block insulations [42, 43, 44, 45], however, there are
few attempts to provide mathematical models to describe in situ performance of thin reflective
multifoil insulations (TRMI) [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Black box models based on neural network,
support vector machine are not widely accepted in building physics community as it does not
provide insight into heat transfer mechanism within the test cell but are argued to just provide
input output mapping [51]. Use of detailed building physics modeling software such as DOE-2,
EPS-r, COMSOL, etc. or coupled heat and flow analysis using computational fluid dynamic
tools such as Fluent, ANSYS, etc., is very costly for this process as it requires skilled user,
detailed description of the building components and large computational power. An article by
Crawley, et. al [52] compares and contrasts capabilities of different software used in building
energy simulations and supports this view point. In characterizing the energetic performance
of the test cell with insulation products, often very detailed models are unnecessary and one is
interested only in the surface temperature on building components that constitute the test cell.
Knowing the temperature gradient across the building element and the heat gain or loss, if any,
one can easily compute the heat flux across the element using simple one dimensional models.
As long as temperatures within individual building elements are not essential, the lumped para-
metric models for the building components utilizing electrical network analogy for heat transfer
paths provides accurate and reliable model [53]. As per standard practices in building sciences,
in situ data is often available in terms of hourly average values of measurements. In the con-
text of test cells with TRMI products, the thermal mass of the walls are often small. These
facts permit us to relate the hourly averaged values of the heat flux to hourly averaged values
of surface temperatures across the building element by steady state model. The corrections if
any to account for the effect of thermal inertia of the test cell can be modeled by using moving
average technique presented in chapter 3, section 3.3.1. It is this approach which is followed
in our methodology to develop mathematical model. The key idea is to provide a parametric
one dimensional steady state model for effective thermal resistance of each building element
and compute the temperature gradient across each of the building element. Any effects that are
not directly modeled by one dimensional models are to be accounted by heat source or sinks.
Mathematically, the proposed model for heat flux transfer across each of the test cell component
is,
q˙k = f(T1, T2, , . . . , Tn, P,W1) +
∑
Si(W1) (5.1)
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where,
q˙k is the heat flux transfer across the inside surface of kth test cell component
such as walls, roofs and the floor.
Ti is temperature on the ith surface of each of the constituent layer of walls, roofs
or the floor.
(i = 1, . . . , n)
P are known constituent material properties such as, thermal resistance, heat
transfer coefficient, etc.
W1 are the model parameters.
Si is the source term on the ith surface.
Here, the function f along with source term Si constitute the thermal resistance network that is
set up to compute the heat flux. The estimated heat flux across each of the test cell component
is related to estimated energy consumption Ee as,
Ee = E(q˙1, q˙2, . . . , q˙k, A1, A2, . . . , Ak,W2,∆t) + ψ (5.2)
where,
Ee is the estimated energy consumption.
Aj with (j=1,. . . , k) is the surface areas of inner face of jth test cell component.
W2 are model parameters.
∆t is the interval over which energy consumption is computed, and
ψ is the modeling error.
Parameters W = (W1,W2) of the model constituted by Eqn. (5.1) and (5.2) are estimated using
available in situ data and technique of parameter estimation. When all model parameters are
estimated, the model can predict energy consumption of a given test cell using meteorological
parameters and the inside temperatures of the test cell. In this way we develop a reduced or-
der model through simplifying yet accurate enough approximation of physics of the problem.
This approach also facilitates comparison between the thermal resistance values as computed by
model and those using standards like ISO6946.
5.3. Outline of chapter
Modeling details for models proposed in Eqn. (5.1) and (5.2) are presented in section 5.4 and
section 5.5. In situ measurements performed during round robin test campaign of year 2008
are used in these studies. Since in situ data is in the raw form which could not be directly
used for studies using developed model, data clean up and processing operations were required.
These data pre-processing operations are discussed in section 5.7. Models and all pre-processing
operations are integrated into a software named Software for Predicting Energy Consumption
(SPEC) and the implementation details are provided in section 5.8. Numerical results obtained
using SPEC for test cells at different locations are presented in section 5.9. In section 5.10 we
present the effect of different model parameters on predictions using SPEC and compare these
predicted values against the standard methodologies. Finally comments and conclusions are
presented in section 5.11.
5.4. Model for heat flux transfer across test cell components
The functional relationship between heat flux transfer across test cell component and temper-
ature distribution amongst component layers is given by Eq.(5.1). In this section we develop
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explicit expressions. The heat flux transfer through each building component layer is assumed
to take place normal to the component surface and therefore is one dimensional in nature. Heat
transfer across each of the components is described by steady one dimensional heat transfer
model based on electrical circuit analogy [54]. The model incorporates a layer-to-layer ap-
proach in which the three heat transfer modes, namely, conduction, convection and radiation
are accounted by equivalent thermal resistances. Depending on geometrical arrangement of the
layers, the thermal resistances can be in series or in parallel order. Amount of heat flux trans-
ferred by each of the heat transfer mode vary from layer to layer. Heat flux loss or gain due to
ventilated air layer, phase change, heat loss or gain due to two or three dimensional effects, etc.
are modeled by providing heat sinks. If any of the thermal properties of the constituent layers
such as thermal conductivity, emissivity is unknown, it is treated as model parameter. Model
also has a provision to make use of user defined parametric models for convective heat transfer
coefficient and heat sink. We illustrate this mathematical model by considering a typical test cell
shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The layout of the test cell roof with TRMI developed by Actis [8] is shown
in Figure 5.2(b). Schematic details of the roof along the section A-A is shown in Fig. 5.2(c).
Configuration and geometrical details of different layers of this roof and TRMI are provided in
(a) Typical test cell (b) Layout of the roof with TRMI
(c) Schematic details of the roof with TRMI along section A-A
Figure 5.2.: Configuration details and schematic representation of the test cell roof with TRMI
Table 5.1 and 5.2. In following paragraphs we provide details of the procedure used to compute
thermal resistance of each layer and to set up the thermal resistance network. Then the procedure
to compute heat flux across component layers is discussed.
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Table 5.1.: Configuration details of the test cell roof with TRMI
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Surface Emissivity
(m) K (W/m oK) ǫ
Roof tile 0.010 1.150 0.90
Air layer-1 (Ventilated) 0.065 0.025 -
Counter batten 0.050 0.150 0.90
Breather membrane 0.003 - 0.70
Air layer-2 0.115 0.025 -
Multi-foil insulation 0.040 - 0.05
Air layer-3 0.050 0.025 -
Plaster board 0.013 0.320 0.90
Table 5.2.: Details of TS10 TRMI insulation of Actis
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Surface Emissivity
(m) K (W/m oK) ǫ
Metallic foil with wire frame 0.0030 0.05
Cotton wadding 0.0100 0.054 0.90
Reflective foil 0.0015 - 0.05
Foam 0.0040 0.044 0.90
Foam 0.004 0.044 0.90
Reflective foil 0.0015 - 0.05
Cotton wadding 0.0100 0.054 0.90
Reflective foil 0.0015 - 0.05
Foam 0.0040 0.044 0.90
Foam 0.0040 0.044 0.90
Reflective foil 0.0015 - 0.05
Foam 0.0040 0.044 0.90
Foam 0.0040 0.044 0.90
Reflective foil 0.0015 - 0.05
Cotton wadding 0.0100 0.054 0.90
Metallic foil with wire frame 0.0030 - 0.05
5.4.1. Computation of thermal resistances
The net heat flux q˙ across any material layer is the algebraic sum of the heat fluxes due to
conduction q˙cond , convection q˙conv and radiation q˙rad.
q˙ = q˙cond + q˙conv + q˙rad
Different thermal resistances to account for three modes of heat transfer are,
• Conduction through solid such as tile, plasterboard, mineral wool insulation,
• Gas conduction or convection heat transfer on surfaces exposed to air, and
• Thermal radiation between surfaces separated by air layer and also between reflecting
foils, if present.
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For given material layer, at most two modes of heat transfer exist simultaneously. For radiation
heat transfer all surfaces are considered to be gray and isothermal. The radiation heat exchange
is treated as a surface phenomenon.
Thermal resistance due to conduction
The thermal resistance due to heat conduction in solid layer of thickness l and thermal conduc-
tivity k is computed as,
Rcond =
l
k
(5.3)
If ∆T is the temperature difference across the layer, then the heat flux due to conduction is given
by,
q˙cond =
∆T
Rcond
If the value of thermal conductivity of particular layer is unknown and treated as model param-
eter, the estimated model parameter value represents equivalent thermal conductivity value that
results in the associated heat flux transfer by conduction.
Thermal resistance due to convection
Gas conduction or convective heat transfer is present on surfaces exposed to air. The thermal
resistance due to convection is computed using convective heat transfer coefficient and is given
by,
Rconv =
1
hconv
(5.4)
where, hconv is the overall convective heat transfer coefficient.
If ∆T is the temperature difference across the layer, then the heat flux due to convection is given
by,
q˙conv =
∆T
Rconv
Several standard models can be used to compute the heat transfer coefficients [54, 55]. The
model can also use user defined parametric model to compute this resistance value. When para-
metric model is supplied, the resulting thermal resistance value is the equivalent convective
thermal resistance that results in the specified convective heat flux transfer.
Thermal resistance due to radiation
The radiation heat transfer between adjacent layers is given by
Rrad =
σ(T 2H − T 2C)(TH + TC)(
1
ǫH
+ 1ǫC − 1
) = 1
hrad
(5.5)
where, σ represents Stephan-Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.675X10−8W/m2◦K4), TH and TC
represent warm and cold layer surface temperatures in ◦K respectively, and ǫH and ǫC are the
emissivities of the warm and cold layer surfaces, respectively. hrad represents radiative heat
transfer coefficient and is given by,
hrad =
(
1
ǫH
+ 1ǫC − 1
)
σ(T 2H − T 2C)(TH + TC)
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If ∆T is the temperature difference between two adjacent layers, then the heat flux due to radi-
ation is given by,
q˙rad =
∆T
Rrad
Outer surface thermal resistance
The net surface resistance Re on outside surface is the sum of convective and radiative resis-
tances. If hradout and hconvout are radiative and convective heat transfer coefficients on outer
surface then the net outer surface thermal resistance is given by,
Re =
1
hradout
+
1
hconvout
(5.6)
If Tout represents outside temperature, Ts is the surface temperature of the outermost surface
exposed to the outside environment, then the heat flux transfered to the surface, q˙sout , is given
by,
q˙sout =
(Tout − Ts)
Re
Inner surface thermal resistance
The total surface resistance Rin on inside surface is the sum of convective and radiative resis-
tances. If hradin and hconvin are radiative and convective heat transfer coefficients on inside
surface then the net inner surface thermal resistance is given by,
Rin =
1
hradin
+
1
hconvin
(5.7)
If Tin represents temperature inside the test cell, Ts is the surface temperature of the innermost
surface exposed to the test cell air, then the heat flux transfered to the surface is given by q˙sin is
given by,
q˙sin =
(Tin − Ts)
Rin
5.4.2. Thermal resistance network
To set up a thermal resistance network, each surface of the layer represents a computational
node. Two additional nodes corresponding to outside air temperature and inside test cell air
temperature are considered. The heat exchange between any two adjacent surfaces is character-
ized by the thermal resistance between those two surfaces and is represented by the resistance
symbol between the nodes placed on these surfaces. The heat gain or loss at particular node is
represented by heat source or sink [54]. Most of the layers in building component transfer heat
flux using conduction and their thermal resistance can be easily computed using Eq. (5.3). How-
ever, there are elements such as ventilated air layer, TRMI, etc., which require special attention
in setting up the thermal resistance network and are discussed here in detail.
Treatment of unventilated air layers The heat flux transfer across the unventilated air
layer is a result of combined heat transfer by conduction through the air and radiation between
the surfaces bounding the air layer. The thermal resistance due to conduction and radiation are
therefore in parallel. The equivalent thermal resistance network for ventilated air layer is shown
in Fig. 5.3. TSL and TSR are the temperatures of the surfaces forming the left and right side
boundary for the air layer.
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic geometry and equivalent thermal resistance networks for non ventilated air layer
Treatment of ventilated air layers
The heat flux transfer across the ventilated air layer is the result of combined heat flux transfer
by convection on surfaces bounding the air layer and radiation heat exchange between surfaces.
The net heat lost or gained by convection in the ventilated air layer depends on the temperature
of bounding surfaces, temperature of the air and air speed. The net heat flux transferred by
convection to the air is carried away by the air. The ventilated air layer thus acts like a source or
sink depending on relative temperature of bounding surfaces and that of air. In thermal network
analysis this is modeled by following two approaches.
Separate model for surface heat transfer The heat exchange by convection between
air and surfaces is modeled using surface thermal resistance. The equivalent thermal resistance
network for ventilated air layer is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). A parametric model which depends on
relative temperature of surfaces bounding the air layer and meteorological conditions is used.
The net heat flux lost in the ventilated air layer is given by
S = q˙loss =
(TSL − Ta)
RLconv
+
(TSR − Ta)
RRconv
(5.8)
where, TSL , TSR are the temperatures of the left and right surfaces bounding the air layer, Ta is
the mean temperature of the ventilated air layer. RLconv and RRconv denote the surface thermal
resistances of left and right bounding surfaces respectively. The surface thermal resistance is
calculated using Eq. (5.4).
Source/sink method The heat lost by convection is modeled by a source/sink term. The
equivalent thermal resistance network for ventilated air layer is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). A para-
metric model which depends on relative temperature of bounding surfaces, air layer temperature
and meteorological conditions represents this source/sink term.
S = q˙loss = q˙loss(TSL , TSR , Ta, Vair, Tout, RH) (5.9)
where, Vair is the air speed, RH is the relative humidity.
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(a) Using surface thermal resistances
(b) Using heat sink
Figure 5.4.: Schematic geometry and equivalent thermal resistance networks for ventilated air layer.
Treatment of TRMI product
Unlike conventional block insulations like mineral wool or glass wool insulations which limit the
heat flux by reducing the conductive heat transfer, the TRMI acts on the principle of providing
thermal resistance to conductive as well as radiative heat transfer. Fig. 5.5 shows typical TRMI
product. Reflective foils used are of low emissivity and hight conductivity. For thermal analysis
they are treated as gray, isothermal layers and participate only in radiative heat exchange. There-
fore, only one temperature node exists for reflective foils. The cotton wadding or foam layers
participate only in conduction. These materials are considered to be transparent to the thermal
radiation. The heat exchange between any two reflective foil membrane is by combined solid
conduction (through cotton wadding or foam) and radiation. Therefore, across any two reflective
foils the thermal resistance due to conduction and radiation are in parallel. Fig. 5.5 shows the
equivalent thermal resistance network for TRMI product.
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Cotton wadding
Foam
Reflective foil with metallic grid
Reflective foil
(a) Schematic layout of a typical TRMI
(b) Thermal resistance network for a typical TRMI
Figure 5.5.: Heat flux transfer in a typical TRMI and equivalent thermal resistance networks
Treatment of solar radiation
The solar radiation falling on test cell roof or gable walls is represented by the heat source in
the thermal network. The amount of solar energy flux absorbed by the surface depends on its
absorptivity. If α represents the absorptivity of the surface and if G is the global solar radiation
falling on the surface, then the heat flux gain qsolar is given by,
S = q˙solar = α ∗G (5.10)
Treatment of long wave radiation
The long wave radiation from sky and surrounding is represented by the radiative thermal re-
sistance which is calculated using Eq. (5.5). The surrounding is considered to be at outside
temperature Tout.
5.4.3. Computation of nodal temperature using thermal resistance
network
Temperature at each computational node is obtained by setting up the heat flux balance equation,
that is, the sum of the heat efflux and influx at any node is zero. For a network with n nodes in
which node i is connected to other ki nodes, the heat flux balance at each node can be written
as,
k=ki∑
k=1
q˙ik − Si = 0 ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , n (5.11)
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where, Si represents the source term, if any, at the node i. More specifically, this results in
following n simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations
j=n∑
j=1
(Ti − Tj)
Rij
δij − Si = 0, ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , n
where,
δij =
{
1 if node i is connected to node j
0 otherwise
Ti, Tj temperatures at nodes i and j and Rij represents the thermal resistance between nodes
i and j. The non-linearity is due to convective and radiative resistances which depend on the
nodal temperatures. These equations can be cast in the matrix form
A T = b (5.12)
where,A is n× n matrix whose elements aij are,
aij =
k=n∑
k=1
1
Rik
δik ∀ i = j
=
−1
Rij
δij ∀ i 6= j, i, j = 1, · · · , n
(5.13)
T is n× 1 vector of temperatures at computational nodes given by,
T = [T1, T2, · · · , Tn]T
and, b is n× 1 vector of known quantities such as heat gain or loss at the node by source/sink.
b = [S1, S2, · · · , Sn]T
Usually, the outside air temperature and inside test cell temperature are available. These are used
as boundary conditions for the above matrix equation. In general if temperatures at m different
nodes are available, it can be written as,
CikTk = θi
where, for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and k = 1, 2, . . . , n
Cik =
{
1 if temperature at kth node is known
0 otherwise.
In the matrix form
C T = θ (5.14)
where, C is m× n unit matrix and θ is m× 1 vector of known temperatures.
The solution of Eq. (5.12) subjected to Eq. (5.14) provides temperature at computational nodes.
The constraints in Eq. (5.14) are introduced using either method of elimination or by using La-
grange multiplier method [28]. Solution of this constrained equations is obtained using iterative
preconditioned conjugate gradient method [28]. Once temperatures at all nodes are available,
the net heat flux transfer q˙ij between nodes i, j is given by
q˙ij =
Ti − Tj
Rij
− Si − Sj (5.15)
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where Ti, Tj are the temperatures of the nodes i, j respectively and Rij is the equivalent ther-
mal resistance between the nodes i and j. Si, Sj denote the heat loss/gain at nodes i and j
respectively.
The estimated heat flux across any layer is a function of model parameters. These model param-
eters are tuned by minimizing the difference between estimated heat flux and the measured heat
flux for each of the test cell component. The procedure to tune model parameters is detailed in
section 5.6.
Illustration We illustrate setting up of thermal resistance network for the typical roof shown
in Fig. 5.2(b). The roof has one ventilated air layer between the tiles and breather membrane
and two non-ventilated air layers. Fig. 5.6 shows the schematic model for the roof and the
equivalent thermal resistance network modeled using surface resistances for ventilated air layer.
The network shown in Fig. 5.6 consist of 16 computational nodes, 13 computational nodes with
temperatures T2, T3, . . . , T14 representing the different surfaces of the roof’s layered structure,
two computational nodes T1 = Tout, T15 = Tin representing outside temperature and temper-
ature inside the test cell and one node corresponding to temperature in the ventilated air gap
having the temperature Ta. Let Rij denote the thermal resistances between nodes i and j and
Figure 5.6.: Schematic layout of the model for the roof with TRMI and equivalent thermal resistance
networks.
Re, Rin represent surface resistances on the outside and inside surface of the roof respectively.
Other thermal resistances shown in the network are,
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R2,3 Thermal resistance of the roof tile
R2,4 Thermal resistance for the radiative heat transfer in the ventilated air layer-1,
R4,5 Thermal resistance for the heat transfer in the non ventilated air layer-2,
R5,12 Equivalent thermal resistance of the TRMI,
R12,13 Thermal resistance for the heat transfer in the non ventilated air layer-3
R14,15 Thermal resistance of the plasterboard.
R3,16 Thermal resistance on the left surface of bounding the ventilated air layer-1,
R4,16 Thermal resistance on the right surface of bounding the ventilated air layer-1,
The thermal resistance network for the TRMI product is also shown. The external solar radiation
absorbed by the roof tiles is modeled using the source q˙sol.
Fig. 5.7 show the equivalent thermal resistance networks for the same roof when the ventilated
air layer is modeled using heat sink. In this network, q˙loss represents the sink which models the
heat loss in the ventilated air layer.
Figure 5.7.: Equivalent thermal resistance networks for the roof with multi-foil product when the ventilated
air layer is modeled using heat sink
5.5. Model for energy consumption
The heat transfer into the test cell from each of the test cell component results in the net influx
of heat energy into the test cell. This heat energy is absorbed by the air present inside the test
cell and results in rise of the test cell inside temperature. Similarly net efflux of heat energy
results in drop of test cell inside temperature. Inside test cell temperature is maintained to a pre-
defined value by using heater or coolers which compensate for energy influx or efflux by either
heating or cooling the inside air using electrical energy. Therefore, energy consumption in a
test cell is directly linked to the amount of heat energy being transferred into or out of the test
cell from each of the component. Amount of contribution from each of the test cell component
to the resulting energy expenditure depends on number of factors such as, the component area,
orientation, nature of convection currents set up inside the test cell, etc. Effect of all these
factors in the contribution of test cell component heat transfer to the net energy consumption can
be modeled by assigning them “weights”. In other words, if we denote the net energy transfer
into the test cell from component I of area AI , measured over a time interval of t by QI , then
the estimated energy consumption Ee is expressed as,
Ee =
I=N∑
I=1
wI ∗QI (5.16)
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where, WI are the unknown weights to be determined and QI is given as,
QI =
I=N∑
I=1
AI ∗ q˙It
Knowing the energy consumption of test cell for a particular period, model parameters W2 =
(wI) are estimated using the procedure detailed in section 5.6.
5.6. Model parameter estimation
Consider the observation set Ω with n observations
Ω = {(Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n} (5.17)
in which each Xi ∈ RnI is a vector corresponding to measured nI quantities such as weather
parameters, fluxes, temperature, etc. which are input to the model. Yi ∈ R is the measured
quantity corresponding to input Xi. In the context of SPEC, Yi is measured flux for a particular
test cell component or the measured consumption. The model output Ŷ (W,Xi) depends on the
input Xi and model parameters W . For each observation we denote by ri(W ) = Ŷ (W,Xi)−Yi
the residual and r(W ) = (r1(W ), . . . , rn(W ))T , the residual vector. The difference between
the model output and measured observation is called the discrepancy function and is given by
Eq. (5.18).
rΩ(W ) = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Rn (5.18)
The parameter estimation module of the SPEC, estimates model parameter W by minimizing
the discrepancy function and is mathematically defined as,
min
W
RΩ(W ) :=
1
2
‖rΩ(W )‖2 (5.19)
The minimization is carried out using zero memory Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as dis-
cussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.
5.7. Analysis and pre-processing of the in situ data
The preliminary analysis of the available data indicated that it can not be directly used for mod-
eling studies. Data anomalies due to sensor failure, change of sensor polarity, problem with
data logger units needed to be addressed. The change in the test cell configuration such as roof
and gable with and without breather membrane required that the raw data need to be partitioned
correctly corresponding to the period of measurement of each configuration.
5.7.1. Analysis and cleaning of in situ data
The quality of results obtained using parameter estimation technique is directly related to the
quality of the data used for parameter estimation. Measurements recorded during round robin
test campaign of year 2008 are used in these studies. Available data is manually checked for any
anomalies. Data points pertaining to sensor failure, problem of data logger unit, etc. are ignored.
Based on this analysis in situ data for test cells located in France and Spain are retained for the
studies. For details see section 4.1 of reference [56].
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5.7.2. Data pre-processing operations
The measured in situ data provides per minute values of all measured parameters. For the pro-
posed model, hourly average values of weather parameters, measured fluxes and consumption
are needed. Data averaging operation are therefore, necessary. Hourly averaged values of tem-
perature, pressure, relative humidity, etc. are easy to compute whereas care is needed while
averaging the wind speed and direction data. In following sections we describe important pro-
cedures used to carry out pre-processing operations on the data.
Treatment of wind velocity and wind direction data
Wind velocity is provided in terms of wind speed measured by hot wire anemometer and wind
direction measured by wind vane. The wind speed is listed inm/s and wind direction is provided
in degrees. The wind direction given by wind vane is the direction from which the wind blows
and it is the angle between the North direction and the direction of the wind.
Average wind velocities and direction
To compute the average wind velocity, following procedure is adopted. We denote the wind
speed by Vi and wind direction by Φi, where subscript i = (1, 2, · · · , N) denote the observation
number and N are the total number of observations for which the mean value of wind speed is
to be calculated.
1. First compute the component of wind velocity along the North and East direction.
ViNorth = −Vi cosΦi
ViEast = −Vi sinΦi (5.20)
2. Compute the average wind velocity along the North and East.
VNorthavg =
∑i=N
i=1 ViNorth
N
VEastavg =
∑i=N
i=1 ViEast
N
(5.21)
3. The average wind velocity magnitude Vavg and average wind velocity direction Φavg is
computed as in [57],
Vavg =
√
V 2Northavg + V
2
Eastavg
Φavg = arctan
(
VEastavg , VNorthavg
) (5.22)
Computation of wind velocities along the normal and tangent to the surface
SPEC computes the component of wind velocity along the normal and tangent to the test cell
component surface and provides this information to the user defined parametric models. Let θ
be the inclination of the test cell component with orientation given by Ψ, where Ψ is the angle
measured from North direction in the geocentric coordinate system. Let nˆ denote the inward
unit normal to the surface. The components of wind velocity along the normal Vn and tangent
Vt to the surface are computed as follows.
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1. Resolve the wind velocity vector V , along the North and East direction as described in
section 5.7.2. The components of wind velocity vector in the geocentric coordinates are,
V = (VNorth, VEast, 0)
2. The coordinates of the outward surface unit normal in the geocentric coordinate system,
are
nˆ = (cosΨ cos θ, sinΨ cos θ, sin θ)
3. Resolve the wind velocity along the normal and compute its magnitude Vn.
Vn =
∥∥V ◦ nˆ∥∥
Vn =
√
(VNorth cosΨ cos θ)2 + (VEast sinΨ cos θ)2
If Vn is positive it indicates that the surface is on the leeward side and hence both normal
component, Vn, and tangential component, Vt, are zero.
4. If Vn ≤ 0 compute the tangent component of velocity
Vt =
√
V 2 − V 2n
Treatment of solar radiation data
The global solar radiation on horizontal surface is measured using pyranometer and diffuse solar
radiation on horizontal surface is measured using occulting disc. As diffuse solar radiation is a
component of global solar radiation, diffuse solar radiation should be less than or equal to global
radiation measured at the same time. This check is performed on measured global and diffuse
solar radiation values. If the measured value of global solar radiation is less than the diffuse
solar radiation such observations are omitted from the data sets.
Knowing diffuse and global solar radiation, the direct solar radiation is computed as,
Gdirect = Gglobal −Gdiffuse
Global and diffuse radiation values will be equal when the contribution from direct solar radia-
tion is zero, that is, when the Sun is obscured by thick cloud, or the Sun is below the horizon.
A routine to compute the position of the Sun based on algorithm described in [58] is developed
which computes the time instances when the sun is below the horizon. Using this routine, the
direct solar radiation values are set to zero when the sun is below the horizon.
During analysis of measured global radiation data, it is observed that during night negative
values of the global solar radiation between 1 to 6W/m2 are reported. This can be attributed
to the black disk of the pyranometer which radiates infra red radiation to the sky [59]. Such
negative values are ignored and the global solar radiation and diffuse solar radiation values are
set to zero for such observations.
Computation of energy consumption value
In each test cell the consumption is computed using the per minute measurements of current and
voltage values attached to the blower unit. In order to account for thermal inertia effects moving
average over these computed values with a window of over 2 hours is performed.
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5.8. Implementation of models in SPEC software
The two parametric models discussed in section 5.4 and 5.5 are implemented in SPEC using
programming language of MATLAB software. The graphical user interface (GUI) of SPEC
facilitates user to specify different model inputs such as test cell location, orientation, test cell
component layouts, material properties, etc. user defined models for convective heat transfer are
implemented as user defined MATLAB function M-files. With this input, the thermal resistance
network for each component is set up within the software. For given material properties and
model parameters these model compute heat flux across each test cell component and estimated
energy consumption of the test cell. Further details pertaining to SPEC GUI are detailed in [60].
Observation operator to map measured data to required quantities
The mapping of the measured data to the input quantities required for SPEC is carried out using
the concept of observation operator [61]. In SPEC the observation operator is a program which
performs all preprocessing operations discussed earlier on the measured data and provides the
output in the format required by SPEC. The quantities which are provided by the observation
operator program are,
− hourly averaged values of outside weather parameters such as outside temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed and pressure,
− hourly averaged value of flux on each test cell component,
− hourly averaged value of temperature on the surface of each test cell component, if avail-
able.
− hourly averaged values of temperature below the roof tile, above the insulation, and in
underfloor space, if available.
− hourly averaged values of wind speed in the ventilated air layer, if available.
− hourly averaged values of the inside temperature of the test cell and energy consumption.
Implementation details of minimization solver
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.3 is implemented in SPEC
using MATLAB software. The core routine “LMSolver” performs the minimization and pro-
vides the tuned parameters of the model. Gradient of the objective function with respect to
model parameters are computed using finite difference method. Bound constraints on model
parameters, if any, are handled using projection method [28]. Following stopping criteria are
used for the minimization process,
− RΩ < 10−3
− Change in direction update between consecutive iterations is less than 10−5, that is,
‖(dk+1 − dk)‖ ≤ 10−5.
− Number of iterations exceed predefined values. By default maximum number of iterations
are 5000.
The stopping criterion of RΩ < 10−3 is decided based on the accuracy of measurements in the
flux values. Usually, flux values are measured with an accuracy of 0.5 W/m2 and when measured
flux values are close to zero, the accuracy is further decreased [51]. Provision is made so that
user can modify these stopping criteria.
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5.9. Modeling studies using SPEC
In this section modeling studies carried out using SPEC to estimate energy consumption in test
cells located in France and Spain are presented. Test cell configuration, geometries, orientation
and other related details are already explained in chapter 2. First we present modeling details
for each of the test cells under consideration and then present the numerical results. Two test
cells at each location, one with TRMI and other with mineral wool insulation are considered for
modeling. Two configurations of each test cell, namely with and without breather membrane are
tested and therefore, two set of results are obtained corresponding to each of the test cell config-
uration. For a test cell with TRMI product in France, measurement are available when specially
designed breather membrane is used. This configuration is also considered for modeling. Table
5.3 summarizes different test cell configurations modeled using SPEC.
Table 5.3.: Diffrent test cell configurations considered for numerical studies using SPEC
Location Type of insulation Configuration details Measurement Period
France TRMI With breather membrane 14/01/08 to 16/02/08
France TRMI With special breather membrane 03/03/08 to 10/03/08
France TRMI Without breather membrane 14/03/08 to 21/04/08
France Mineral wool With breather membrane 14/01/08 to 17/02/08
France Mineral wool Without breather membrane 17/03/08 to 21/04/08
Spain TRMI Without breather membrane 17/03/08 to 10/04/08
Spain Mineral wool Without breather membrane 17/03/08 to 14/03/08
Available measurements for each test cells is divided into two parts and labeled as part-A and
part-B. Measured data in part-A is used to estimate the model parameters. The model with tuned
parameters is then used to predict energy consumption corresponding to the test period under
part-B of the measurements. The accuracy of the model is computed in terms of difference
between measured and model estimated consumption.
5.9.1. Modeling test cell with breather membrane
Test cell with TRMI
Table 5.4, 5.5 show geometrical details and nominal material properties of different layers that
constitute the roof and the gable of the test cell with TRMI and Proctor breather membrane as
modeled in SPEC. Three air layers are present in the model for the roof and the gable. The
air layer between the tile and the breather membrane is modeled as a ventilated air layer. The
heat transfer across this layer is modeled as a combined effect of convective heat transfer on
surfaces bounding the air layer and the radiative heat transfer between these bounding surfaces.
User defined parametric models are used to compute convective heat transfer coefficient on
surfaces bounding the ventilated air layer. No conductive heat transfer takes place through the
ventilated air layer and thermal conductivity value of this layer is set to zero. The thermal
resistance to the radiation heat transfer between surfaces bounding the air layer is computed
using Eq. (5.5). The ventilated air layer can also be modeled as a heat sink where user defined
parametric model estimates the heat lost in the ventilated air gap. This approach of modeling
ventilated air layer by a sink term is modeled only for test cell located in France. The air
layer between the breather membrane and the TRMI and the air layer between the TRMI and
plasterboard are modeled as non-ventilated air layer. The heat transfer across non-ventilated air
layer is modeled as the combined effect of radiative heat transfer between bounding surfaces
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and conductive heat transfer through the air layer. In all models, thermal conductivity of non
ventilated air layers is assumed to be unknown.
Table 5.4.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for roof containing TRMI and Proctor breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Tile 0.01 1.15 0.9
2 Air Layer-1 0.065 0.00 0.9
3 Breather membrane 0.003 1 0.7
4 Air Layer-2 0.115 Unknown 0.9
5 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
6 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
7 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
8 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
9 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
10 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
12 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
15 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
16 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
17 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
18 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
19 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
20 Air Layer-3 0.05 Unknown 0.9
21 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
Table 5.5.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for gable containing TRMI and Proctor breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Wood 0.013 0.15 0.9
2 Air Layer-1 0.05 0.0 0.9
3 Breather membrane 0.003 1 0.7
4 Air Layer-2 0.115 Unknown 0.9
5 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
6 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
7 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
8 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
9 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
10 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
12 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
continued on next page
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Table 5.5 continued . . .
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
15 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
16 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
17 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
18 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
19 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
20 Air Layer-3 0.05 Unknown 0.9
21 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
Table 5.6.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the model for floor.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Plywood 0.0125 0.15 0.9
2 Foam 0.1 0.04 0.9
3 Mineral wool 0.2 0.04 0.9
4 Particle Board 0.022 0.15 0.9
(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.8.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof with TRMI and
Proctor breather membrane
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(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.9.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the gable with TRMI and
Proctor breather membrane.
(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.10.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the floor of the test cell.
The breather membrane used in this configuration is manufactured by Proctor company. It is a
three layer non woven spun-bonded polypropylene membrane with a patented melt blown core.
The purpose of the breather membrane present is to prevent water from the air cavity entering the
insulation. Breather membrane surfaces are of low emissivity and its thermal resistance is negli-
gible [8]. For these reasons, the Proctor breather membrane is modeled as an isothermal element
which participate only in radiative heat exchange. The convective heat transfer coefficients on
inner and outer surface of the roof and gable are computed using user defined parametric mod-
els. Following the formulation discussed in section 5.4, equivalent thermal resistance network
for each test cell component is obtained within SPEC software. Fig. 5.8, 5.9, show the model
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and the equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof and the gable of the test cell with
TRMI. Table 5.6 lists geometrical details and nominal material properties of different layers that
constitute the floor of the test cell. There are no air layers present in the floor and heat transfer
within the floor is by conduction. Thermal resistance on the inner and outer surfaces of the floor
are computed using user supplied model for convective heat transfer coefficient. The schematic
model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the floor is shown in Fig. 5.10.
Test cell with mineral wool insulation
Geometrical details and nominal material properties of different layers that constitute the roof
and the gable of the test cell with mineral wool insulation as modeled in SPEC are listed in
Table 5.7, 5.8. For the roof and the gable model, only one air layer is present. For the
Table 5.7.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the model for roof containing mineral
insulation and Proctor breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Tile 0.01 1.15 0.9
2 Air layer-1 0.065 0.00 0.9
3 Breather Membrane 6.00E-04 0 0.7
4 Mineral wool 0.2 0.04 0.9
5 Plaster board 0.013 0.32 0.9
roof, this air layer is present between the tile and the breather membrane and for the gable it is
present between the outer wooden wall and the breather membrane. The air layer is ventilated
and exchanges heat with the surrounding. The modeling details of this ventilated air layer and
breather membrane for this test cell configuration are same as that discussed in the case of test
cell with TRMI. The convective heat transfer coefficients on inner and outer surface of the roof
and the gable are computed using user defined parametric models. Fig. 5.11, 5.12, show the
model and the equivalent thermal resistance network for roof and gable of the test cell with
mineral wool insulation. Geometrical details and modeling procedures for the floor is same as
that in the case of floor of the test cell with TRMI and therefore, is not repeated again.
Table 5.8.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the model for gable mineral insulation and
Proctor breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Wood 0.013 0.15 0.9
2 Air layer-1 0.042 0.025 0.9
3 Breather Membrane 6.00E-04 0 0.7
4 Mineral wool 0.2 0.04 0.9
5 Plaster board 0.013 0.32 0.9
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(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.11.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof with mineral wool
insulation and Proctor breather membrane
(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.12.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the gable with mineral wool
insulation and Proctor breather membrane.
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5.9.2. Modeling of test cell without breather membrane
Test cell with TRMI
Removal of breather membrane from the roof and the gable changed constituent layers of the
roof and the gable. Table 5.9 and 5.10 list geometrical details and nominal material properties
of different layers that constitute the roof and the gable of the test cell with TRMI and without
breather membrane. Due to removal of breather membrane, only two air layers are present in the
roof and the gable model. The air layer between the tile and TRMI surface for the roof and that
between the outer wooden wall and the surface of the TRMI in gable is modeled as ventilated air
layer. The thickness of the ventilated air layer is increased as compared to configuration when
breather membrane is present. Fig. 5.13 and 5.14 show the schematic model and thermal resis-
tance network of the roof and the gable of the test cell with TRMI when the breather membrane
is absent. The treatment of ventilated and non ventilated air layers and modeling of the floor is
same as discussed in previous section for the test cell with TRMI.
Table 5.9.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for roof with TRMI when breather membrane is absent.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Tile 0.01 1.15 0.9
2 Air Layer-1 0.18 0 0.9
3 Metallic Frame 3.00E-04 0 0.05
4 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
5 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
6 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
7 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
8 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
9 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
10 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
12 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
15 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
16 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
17 Metallic Frame 3.00E-04 0 0.05
18 Air Layer-2 0.05 0.025 0.9
19 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
Table 5.10.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for gable with TRMI when breather membrane is absent.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Wood 0.013 0.15 0.9
2 Air Layer-1 0.165 0 0.9
3 Metallic Frame 3.00E-04 0 0.05
4 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
continued on next page
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Table 5.10 continued . . .
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
5 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
6 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
7 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
8 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
9 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
10 Cotton wadding 1.00E-02 0.054 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
12 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
15 Aluminum Foil 1.50E-05 0 0.05
16 Cotton wadding 1.00E-02 0.036 0.9
17 Metallic Frame 3.00E-04 0 0.05
18 Air Layer-2 0.05 0.025 0.9
19 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.13.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
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(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.14.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the gable with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
Test cell with mineral wool insulation
Table 5.11 and 5.12 list geometrical details and nominal material properties of different layers
that constitute the roof and the gable of the test cell with mineral wool insulation and without
the breather membrane. The thickness of the ventilated air layer remains the same as in the
Table 5.11.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the model for roof with mineral wool
insulation when breather membrane is absent.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Tile 0.01 1.15 0.9
2 Air layer-1 0.065 0.025 0.9
3 Mineral wool 0.2 0.04 0.9
4 Plaster board 0.013 0.32 0.9
Table 5.12.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the model for gable with mineral wool
insulation when breather membrane is absent.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Wood 0.013 0.15 0.9
2 Air layer-1 0.042 0.025 0.9
3 Mineral wool 0.2 0.04 0.9
4 Plaster board 0.013 0.32 0.9
configuration for test cell with mineral wool insulation and breather membrane is present. Num-
ber of nodes and thermal resistances in the thermal resistance network for the roof and the gable
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with mineral wool insulation remains the same as that of in the presence of breather membrane.
Only the thermal resistance due to radiation in the ventilated air layer has different value due
to new surface emissivity value of 0.9 at computational node 2 of the network corresponding to
the surface emissivity of the mineral wool insulation (see Fig. 5.11, 5.12). Other modeling de-
tails remain the same as discussed for the test cell with mineral wool insulation and the breather
membrane is present.
5.9.3. Modeling test cell with special breather membrane
A specially designed breather membrane is tested on the test cell with TRMI in France. Geomet-
rical details and material properties of this special breather membrane are described in section
2.2. Table 5.13, 5.14 show geometrical details and nominal material properties of different lay-
ers that constitute the roof and the gable of the test cell with TRMI and containing this special
breather membrane. In this configuration three air layers are present in the roof or in the gable;
ventilated air layer between tiles and the breather membrane, two non-ventilated air layers be-
tween breather membrane and insulation and that between insulation and the plasterboard.
Table 5.13.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for roof containing TRMI and special breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Tile 0.01 1.15 0.9
2 Air layer-1 0.065 0 0.9
3 Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
4 Cotton wadding 0.013 0.054 0.9
5 Reflective foil 0.015 - 0.15
6 Cotton wadding 0.013 0.054 0.9
7 Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
8 Air layer-2 0.115 0.025 0.9
9 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
10 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
12 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
15 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
16 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
17 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
18 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
19 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
20 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
21 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
22 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.054 0.9
23 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
24 Air layer-3 0.05 0.0975 0.9
25 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
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(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.15.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof containing TRMI
and special breather membrane.
Table 5.14.: Geometrical details and material properties used in the
model for gable containing TRMI and special breather membrane.
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
1 Wood 0.013 0.15 0.9
2 Air Gap 0.05 0.025 0.9
3 Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
4 Cotton wadding 0.013 0.054 0.9
5 Reflective foil 0.015 - 0.15
6 Cotton wadding 0.013 0.054 0.9
7 Metallic film with grid 0.3 - 0.11
8 Air gap 0.115 0.025 0.9
9 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
10 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
11 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
12 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
13 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
14 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
15 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
16 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
continued on next page
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Table 5.14 continued . . .
Layer Name Thickness Conductivity Emissivity
No. (m) (W/m ◦K) ǫ
17 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
18 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
19 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
20 Foam 8.00E-04 0.044 0.9
21 Aluminum Foil 0.001 0 0.05
22 Cotton wadding 0.01 0.036 0.9
23 Metallic Frame 0.001 0 0.05
24 Air Gap 0.05 0.025 0.9
25 Plaster board 0.012 0.32 0.9
(a) Schematic model
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network
Figure 5.16.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for the gable containing TRMI
and special breather membrane.
The equivalent thermal resistance network for the roof and gable of this configuration is shown
in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16. Other modeling details pertaining to user defined models for convective
heat transfer coefficients and related to the model for the floor remain same as those described
for the test cell with TRMI.
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5.9.4. User defined parametric models
User defined parametric models are used for convective heat transfer coefficients and for mod-
eling heat lost in the ventilated air gap.
The surface heat transfer by convection and heat lost in ventilated air gap is primarily function
of wind speed on component surfaces and temperature difference between the surface and the
surrounding. A linear model for surface heat transfer coefficient as a function of surface wind
velocities and temperature difference between the surface and the surrounding is used. Coef-
ficient in this linear model thus can be interpreted as sensitivity of heat transfer coefficient to
these parameters. Such model also permits to compare values of modeled surface heat transfer
coefficient to those prescribed in standards like ISO6946.
Table 5.15 show the prototypes of the user defined models for convective heat transfer coeffi-
cients and model prototype for heat lost in ventilated air gap used in these studies. Here,
Table 5.15.: Model prototype used to model convective heat transfer coefficients
Model Prototype
hout C1 + C2Vn + C3Vt or C1 + C2V + C3(Ts − Tout)
hLeft C4 + C5(TsL − Tout) + C6V
hRight C7 + C8(TsR − Tout) + C9V
hin C10 + C11(Tin − Ts)
qlost C12 + C13V + C14(TsR − Tout) + C15(TsL − Tout) + C16V 2
− hout is convective heat transfer coefficient on outside surface.
− hLeft is convective heat transfer coefficient on left surface bounding the ventilated air
layer.
− hRight is convective heat transfer coefficient on right surface bounding the ventilated air
layer.
− hin is convective heat transfer coefficient on the inside surface.
− V is the magnitude of wind velocity.
− Vn is the component of wind velocity along the normal to the surface.
− Vt is the component of wind velocity along the tangent to the surface.
− TsL is the temperature of the left side surface bounding the air layer.
− TsR is the temperature of the right side surface bounding the air layer.
− Tin is the inside temperature of the test cell.
− Tout is the the outside ambient temperature.
− C1, C2, . . . , are model parameters.
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5.9.5. Numerical results for test cells in France
Test cell with TRMI and when Proctor breather membrane is present
Following data sets are used for this study.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 14-Jan-2008 09:00 to 30-Jan-2008 23:00
Observation period used for prediction 01-Feb-2008 09:00 to 16-Feb-2008 22:00
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.16 and 5.17. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided in
Table 5.18 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.19. Fig. 5.17 to 5.21 show the
measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component for the period 01-Feb-
2008 to 16-Feb-2008. Fig. 5.22 shows the measured and model predicted consumption during
01-Feb-2008 to 16-Feb-2008.
Table 5.16.: Measured and model predicted flux values for a test
cell in France with TRMI product and when breather membrane is
present.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof 2.551929 -4.85005 hout 0
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 1.0718
qlost 2.063 × 10−3 − 0.3531(TsL −
Tout) − 0.1790(TsR − Tout) +
0.0741V 2
Right roof 6.984087 7.672591 hout 0+0.1309Vn+1.5025×10−3Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.8064
qlost −0.1489−0.1413(TsL−Tout)−
4.9423 × 10−3(TsR − Tout) +
4.7108× 10−3V 2
Back gable 2.889805 4.413958 hout 5.9188× 10−5Vn + 0.1666Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.5247
qlost −0.1164−0.1370(TsL−Tout)−
0.1545(TsR −Tout)+0.0771V 2
Front gable 2.416664 -4.11102 hout 0 + 0.004313Vn + 0.002732Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.3586
qlost −0.0733−0.0497(TsL−Tout)−
0.0972(TsR − Tout)
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Table 5.16 continued . . .
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Floor -1.70011 16.94891 hout 0
hin 0.0586
Table 5.17.: Measured and model predicted consumption values for a test cell in France with TRMI product
and when breather membrane is present.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1769.482 1667.379 1764.679 1681.542 0.27142 -0.8494
Table 5.18.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the data set used for model
parameter estimation pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and containing breather mem-
brane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3806 -0.9287 1.9770 0.1354
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5313 -0.4782 2.4257 0.3561
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5142 -1.3481 2.4789 0.1113
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3844 -0.7182 1.8437 0.0667
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.0247 -0.0546 0.0823 0.0014
Test cell consumption (Wh) 0.4963 -1.0680 1.7126 0.0118
Table 5.19.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and containing breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5334 -1.7242 1.4903 -0.1250
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6120 -0.4551 2.2946 0.3796
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.7041 -0.8568 2.4787 0.1733
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5764 -1.4338 1.8439 -0.0470
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1128 -0.0460 0.3801 0.0580
Test cell consumption (Wh) 0.6089 -1.8333 2.0305 -0.0379
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Figure 5.17.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in France with TRMI product
and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.18.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing breather membrane
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Figure 5.19.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing breather membrane
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Figure 5.20.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing breather membrane
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Figure 5.21.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor for a test cell in France with TRMI product
and containing breather membrane
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Figure 5.22.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption of a test cell in France with TRMI product and
containing breather membrane
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Observations and comments
Following observation are noted from the analysis of Fig. 5.17 to 5.20 and Table 5.18 and 5.19
1. From Fig. 5.17 to 5.19 it is observed that model predicted fluxes are close to measured
fluxes for first 96 hours (4 days). After this period during afternoon sessions when sun
is on the highest position in the sky, difference between model predicted flux values and
measured flux values are relatively higher. Study of variation in the outside weather
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Figure 5.23.: Weather data at Limoux during the period 14 January 2008 to 30 January 2008
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Figure 5.24.: Weather data at Limoux during the period 1 February 2008 to 16 February 2008
parameters during the period of measurement provide a link to this behavior. Variation
in outside temperature, wind velocity and global solar radiation during the period used
for estimation and prediction are shown in Fig. 5.23 and 5.24. For first 96 hours outside
temperature variation and wind are similar to the estimation period. Beyond 96 hours,
variation in daily temperature are higher and wind speeds are very low. During afternoons
there is a small temperature difference across the test cell envelope, thereby resulting in
small flux values.
2. The lower value of measured and predicted flux on the right roof compared to that of left
roof can be attributed to the fact that no shading effects are considered in the model. Study
of the test site shows that possibly during the winter period in month of January to March,
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the test cell 8 can experience shadow of a small hillock along its side and trees. Effect of
shadowing is more predominant in case of back and front gable.
3. The flux value from floor is within the measurement accuracy of flux meter. In model the
measur ed flux is accounted by a convective heat transfer coefficient on the inside surface
of the floor of value 0.0586W/m2.
4. Model predicted consumption shows the same trend as measured consumption. It is to be
observed that model predicted consumption profile is smoother compared to the profile
of measured consumption. This can be attributed to minimization technique, where we
minimize the mean square error and not the point wise error. The modeled cumulative
consumption is close to the measured consumption and has an error of 0.8% which is
considered to be a good accuracy for the available data.
5. Fig. 5.25 shows temperature at different nodes in the left roof of the test cell during
the period of 14 January 2008 to 30 January 2008. It is observed that variation in tem-
perature on different layers constituting the left roof follow the variation in outside air
temperature. Node “1” in this figure is on outermost surface (tile) of the left roof where
as node “13” is on the innermost surface (plasterboard wall) of the left roof. For the pe-
riod considered, outside surface temperature varies in the range of 3◦C to 17◦C whereas
corresponding range for temperature variation of the inner most node is between 18◦C to
21◦C. Combined analysis of Fig. 5.23 and 5.25 reveals that temperature of outside sur-
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Figure 5.25.: Temperature at different nodes in a left roof of the test cell with TRMI product and with
breather membrane during the period 14 January 2008 to 30 January 2008
face, that is tile, attains peak value in a day when global solar radiation value is maximum.
This phenomenon is also observed in practice. It is also observed that considerable tem-
perature drop takes place in ventilated air gap. Fig. 5.26 shows amount of heat transfer
by conduction and radiation between different layers of the left roof. Same observation
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points (100th and 300th hour) for which temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 5.25 are
used to compute the flux transfer across different layers.
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Figure 5.26.: Amount of heat transfer by conduction/convection and radiation across different layers that
constitute left roof the test cell in France with TRMI product: 100th and 300th hour of the observation period
6. For left roof, model can predict fluxes within the accuracy of flux measurement (±0.5
w/m2). The zero value of outside convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) for the
left roof is due to predominantly North-West wind during the period used for parameter
estimation. Fig. 5.27 shows the compass plot of wind vector during this period. Owing to
the test cell orientation of 350◦, the left roof is on the leeward side of these winds and as
explained in section 5.7, the leeward wind is modeled as zero.
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Figure 5.27.: Compass plot showing direction and magnitude of wind vector during a test period for a test
cell in France with TRMI product and containing breather membrane
Heat flux transfer due to small value of CHTC, is accounted by the source term used for modeling
heat lost in the ventilated air gap. For prediction period the wind speed is in the range of 0 to 6
m/s which is smaller than the range of 0 to 10 m/s during estimation period and is in the West
direction. So for prediction period also the left roof is on the leeward side of the wind.
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Test cell with TRMI and containing specially designed breather membrane
Following data sets are used in this study.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 03-Mar-2008 to 07-Mar-2008
Observation period used for prediction 07-Mar-2008 to 10-Mar-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.20 and 5.21. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.22 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.23. Fig. 5.28 to 5.32 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.33 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 07-Mar-2008 to 10-Mar-2008.
Table 5.20.: Measured and model predicted flux values for a test
cell in France with TRMI product and containing special breather
membrane
Component
Average % difference
Model Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof 1.335103 −1.50273 hout 1.901 × 10−4 + 8.5964 ×
10−3Vn + 2.1124× 10−3Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 1.1680
qlost −0.3141(TsL − Tout) −
0.8477(TsR − Tout)
Right roof 0.838322 -0.64601 hout 0
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 1.0304
qlost −0.7540−0.4964(TsL−Tout)+
0.6612(TsR − Tout)
Back gable 4.549578 -3.54787 hout 3.87048e− 3 + 1.2313e− 2Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.1770
qlost −1.665 × 10−2 + 6.2193 ×
10−2(TsL − Tout) +
0.3558(TsR − Tout)
Front gable -0.78242 -9.3962 hout 0
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.6653
qlost −0.158− 0.1073(TsL −Tout)+
0.2391(TsR − Tout)
Floor −2.31172 −14.9654 hout 0.0230 + 0.0129(Ts − Tout)
hin 0.11046
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Table 5.21.: Measured and model predicted consumption for a test cell in France with TRMI product and
containing special breather membrane
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
424.1686 370.0789 418.0091 380.9031 1.4521 -2.9248
Table 5.22.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the data set used for pa-
rameter estimation pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and containing special breather
membrane
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1739 -0.3677 0.4488 0.0516
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1638 -0.4722 0.3484 0.0273
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4547 -0.7275 1.2828 0.2463
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3567 -0.7958 0.9103 0.0874
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.0691 -0.0736 0.1418 0.0129
Test cell consumption (Wh) 0.6161 -1.0462 2.1289 0.0642
Table 5.23.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and containing special breather membrane
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.2837 -0.6903 0.7547 -0.0638
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1983 -0.4816 0.7052 -0.031
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5908 -1.4371 0.8565 -0.1327
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5063 -1.157 0.6045 -0.1799
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.0466 -0.0923 0.0841 -0.0225
Test cell consumption (Wh) 0.6304 -1.5286 1.6245 -0.1139
Observations and comments
Following observations are noted from the analysis of Fig. 5.28 to 5.33 and Table 5.22 and 5.23
1. For left roof, and right roof, tuned model can predict fluxes within the accuracy of flux
measurement (±0.5 w/m2). As seen in earlier case, the value of outside CHTC is zero for
the left roof.
2. From Fig. 5.28 to 5.30 it is observed that error between model predicted fluxes and mea-
sured fluxes is small for first 36 hours (first day of prediction) but this error grows beyond
this period. For front and back gable the maximum value of error is about 2.5W/m2.
This can be attributed to the different weather data profiles during estimation and predic-
tion period. As seen in Fig. 5.34 temperature and wind velocity profiles are different for
these two periods. For last 3 days out of period of 4 days used for parameter estimation,
there is high wind (about 8 m/s) and low outside temperature (in range between 4◦ C to
7◦ C). In contrast, for the prediction period for last 3 days, there is relatively high outside
temperature (about 13◦ C) during daytime and very low wind of about 2 m/s.
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Figure 5.28.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in France with TRMI product
and containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.29.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.30.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.31.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.32.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of a test cell in France with TRMI product
and containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.33.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption of a test cell in France with TRMI product and
containing special breather membrane
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Figure 5.34.: Comparison between the variation of hourly averaged values of outside temperature, wind
speed and global solar radiation during a period used for parameter estimation and for prediction period;
data pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and containing special breather membrane.
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This illustrates that the period of 4 days used for estimating model parameters is inad-
equate to capture variation in component fluxes due to all possible variations in exter-
nal weather conditions. When weather conditions close to assimilated data are available
model predications are well within measurement accuracy.
3. It is observed that measured flux for right roof is smaller than the measured flux for the
left roof. This can be accounted to the orientation of the test cell. Due to orientation of
350◦, right roof receives relatively more amount of direct solar radiation compared to the
left roof.
4. Similar trend in measured and model predicted flux is observed for front and back gable.
For first 36 hours the difference between these fluxes is less than 0.5 W/m2.
5. Model predicted consumption shows the same trend as measured consumption however,
the point wise error is large owing to relatively large error in flux estimation over compo-
nents for last three days.
Test cell with TRMI and when breather membrane is absent.
Following data sets are used in this study,
Observation period used for parameter estimation 14-Mar-2008 to 30-Mar-2008
Observation period used for prediction 17-Apr-2008 to 21-Apr-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.24 and 5.25. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.26 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.27. Fig. 5.35 to 5.39 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.40 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 17-Apr-2008 to 21-Apr-2008.
Table 5.24.: Measured and model predicted flux values for a test
cell in France with TRMI product and without breather membrane.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof 5.289929 9.648012 hout 5.2497× 10−3
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.8809
qlost 2.4173 × 10−4 − 0.2143(TsL −
Tout)+0.696886(TsR −Tout)+
0.141254V 2
Right roof -2.07126 0.462924 hout 5.7923×10−3+9.3061×10−4Vt
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.79303
qlost −0.1615 − 0.2476(TsL −
Tout) + 0.6764(TsR − Tout) +
0.074489V 2
continued on next page
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Table 5.24 continued . . .
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Back gable 3.538443 -2.63268 hout 0.01702 + 0.0052Vn
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.660546
qlost −0.1053−0.1786(TsL−Tout)+
0.4640(TsR − Tout)
Front gable -11.0166 27.62119 hout 9.8516× 10−4 + 0.1897Vn
hLeft -
hRight -
hin 0.497426
qlost −0.1030−0.1619(TsL−Tout)+
0.2752(TsR − Tout)
Floor -9.25724 54.87336 hout 7.4413× 10−3(TUFS − TS)
hin 0.0762141
Table 5.25.: Measured and model predicted consumption of a test cell in France with TRMI product and
without breather membrane.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1702.812 389.5776 1717.006 401.8303 -0.83357 -3.14513
Table 5.26.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the training data set per-
taining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and without breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6242 -1.2447 1.2595 0.4485
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.383 -1.1177 1.1846 0.0697
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6064 -1.2982 1.8863 0.0727
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6205 -2.5658 1.083 -0.1106
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.0699 -0.0993 0.2119 0.0058
Test cell consumption (Wh) 0.5714 -2.3937 1.7156 -0.0349
Observations and comments
Following observations are noted from the analysis of Fig. 5.35 to 5.40 and Table 5.26 and 5.27
1. As seen in earlier case, the value of outside CHTC is zero for left roof.
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Table 5.27.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and without breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.9099 -1.2156 1.6542 0.7347
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4728 -1.411 0.9662 0.2226
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6098 -1.0703 1.5102 -0.1047
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5553 -1.7061 1.0546 -0.163
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1959 0.1242 0.2726 0.1923
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.5332 -1.7301 1.1423 -0.1178
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Figure 5.35.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in France with TRMI product
and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.36.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.37.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.38.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in France with TRMI
product and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.39.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of a test cell in France with TRMI product
and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.40.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption of a test cell in France with TRMI product and
without breather membrane.
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2. Flux values measured over left and right roof surfaces are comparable. It is also observed
that the variation in the measured flux values is directly influenced by outside temperature.
The change in measured and model predicted flux values follow the trend similar to the
outside temperature.
3. Fig. 5.41 shows, temperature, wind velocity and global solar radiation profiles during
prediction period. It can be seen that when outside temperature is higher the corresponding
temperature difference across test cell envelope is small and therefore the measured flux
for such observations is small. Similar trend is reflected in model predicted flux values for
the left and right roof.
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Figure 5.41.: Comparison between the variation of hourly averaged values of outside temperature, wind
speed and global solar radiation during a period used for parameter estimation and for prediction period;
pertaining to a test cell in France with TRMI product and without breather membrane.
4. For observations with high outside temperature or in other words, with low temperature
difference across the test cell envelope, measured flux values are higher than model pre-
dicted values for front and back gable. As discussed earlier this can be attributed to shad-
ing effects for solar radiation values which are not accounted in the model.
5. Although, point wise accuracy of flux prediction is not good, model predicted flux fol-
low the trend of the measured data and model can predict the energy consumption with
sufficient accuracy. This can be attributed to energy consumption model in which pre-
dicted consumption is a weighted sum of component fluxes and weights are determined
by minimizing the mean square error between model predicted consumption and measured
consumption.
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Test cell with mineral wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
Following data sets are used this case.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 14-Jan-2008 to 30-Jan-2008
Observation period used for prediction 02-Feb-2008 to 17-Feb-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.28 and 5.29. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.30 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.31. Fig. 5.42 to 5.46 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.47 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 02-Feb-2008 to 17-Feb-2008.
Table 5.28.: Measured and model predicted flux values pertaining
to test cell in France with mineral wool insulation and containing
breather membrane.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof -6.05591 -0.45404 hout 1.7947 × 10−3 + 0.0726Vn +
0.03629Vt
hLeft 0.05354+0.2373(TSL−Tout)+
0.0588V
hRight 0.04189 + 0.2819(TSR − Tout)
hin 0.0777(Tin − TS)
qlost -
Right roof 9.497603 13.2836 hout 0.4968 + 1.4468(TS − Tout)
hLeft 0.6230 + 1.7409(TSL − Tout)
hRight 2.0014 + 3.4356(TSR − Tout)
hin 3.26591 + 2.67281(Tin − TS)
qlost -
Back gable -1.48963 -1.58222 hout 9.1634 × 10−3 + 1.23685 ×
10−3(TS − Tout)
hLeft 5.23556× 10−3(TSL − Tout)
hRight 0.0268+4.94816×10−4(TSL−
Tout)
hin 0.42523 + 0.152341(Tin − TS)
qlost -
Front gable 0.801385 2.325021 hout 0
hLeft 0.0326× 10−3(TSL − Tout)
hRight 0
hin 0.822772
qlost -
Floor 19.41419 20.33634 hout 0
hin 3.4369
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Table 5.29.: Measured and model predicted consumption pertaining to test cell in France with mineral
wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1611.406 1576.897 1602.225 1575.792 0.5697 0.0701
Table 5.30.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the training data set per-
taining to test cell in France with mineral wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1882 -0.4804 0.7091 -0.0218
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4419 -0.3831 1.5947 0.3172
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3202 -0.7146 1.1247 0.0299
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.2634 -0.4388 1.2592 0.0178
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1037 -0.0112 0.1948 0.0941
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.5184 -3.0431 1.5308 0.0225
Table 5.31.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to test cell in France with mineral wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4627 -1.7484 0.6042 -0.143
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5137 -0.222 1.6645 0.4215
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3533 -0.92 0.8586 0.0192
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.328 -0.5078 1.2992 0.0171
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1125 -0.0019 0.2393 0.1024
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.508 -1.12 1.4168 0.0029
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Figure 5.42.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.43.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.44.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in France with mineral
wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.45.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in France with mineral
wool insulation and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.46.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and containing breather membrane.
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Figure 5.47.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption for a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and containing breather membrane.
Observations and comments
Data sets used for parameter estimation and prediction are same as those for TRMI product
with breather membrane. From the analysis of Fig. 5.42 to 5.47and Table 5.30, 5.31 following
observations are noted.
1. Measured flux on left roof shows small negative values of flux (less than -1.0 W/m2)
beyond first 96 hours of measurements.
2. Similar to the case of TRMI product with breather membrane, for first 92 hours there is
a good agreement between measured and model predicted flux values for the left roof,
right roof and gables. Similar explanations as that of in the case of TRMI product with
breather membrane can be provided to explain the increased difference between these
values beyond this period.
3. It is to be noted that flux values measured over different components for this configuration
are small compared to those in the case of for TRMI product. The range for flux values is
between 0 to 4 W/m2, whereas for TRMI product corresponding range is between 2 to 8
W/m2,
4. Except afternoon periods the difference between model predicted flux and measured flux
is within measurement tolerance.
5. The error between model predicted consumption and measured consumption is small for
estimation (0.5%) and prediction period (0.07%) .
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Test cell with mineral wool insulation and when breather member is absent.
Following data sets are used in this study.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 17-Mar-2008 to 30-Mar-2008
Observation period used for prediction 17-Apr-2008 to 21-Apr-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.32 and 5.33. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.34 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.35. Fig. 5.48 to 5.52 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.53 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 17-Apr-2008 to 21-Apr-2008.
Table 5.32.: Measured and model predicted flux values for a test cell
in France with mineral wool insulation and without breather mem-
brane.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof -4.04963 17.27027 hout 2.72061 × 10−3 + 0.0245Vn +
0.0765Vt
hLeft 6.8037 × 10−4 + 0.32372(Ts −
Tout) + 0.1051V
hRight 9.57652 × 10−4 + 0.6805(Ts −
Tout) + 0.3728V
hin 0.3153 + 0.0328(Ts − Tin)
qlost -
Right roof 0.820274 7.01152 hout −0.0543 − 0.0219Vn +
0.00122Vt
hLeft −0.0625+0.2529(Ts−Tout)+
0.0124V
hRight 0.1726 + 0.1845(Ts − Tout) −
0.4368V
hin −0.3680 + 1.0581(Ts − Tin)
qlost -
Back gable -3.5121 53.96707 hout −0.1052−0.0501Vt+0.1953Vn
hLeft −0.2280− 0.1405(Ts−Tout)+
0.3441Vt
hRight −0.0673 + 0.2129(Ts − Tout)
hin −0.0673 + 0.2129(Ts − Tin)
qlost -
Front gable -2.85345 -3.57746 hout 0.0130(Ts − Tout)
hLeft 0.0454 + 0.0222(Ts − Tout)
hRight 0.0413(Ts − Tout)
hin 0.0431 + 0.1786(Ts − Tin)
qlost -
Floor 31.51788 32.34783 hout 3.2369
hin 5.8383
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Table 5.33.: Measured and model predicted consumption for a test cell in France with mineral wool insu-
lation and breather member is absent.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1399.1990 322.1669 1415.5600 343.5295 -1.1693 -6.6309
Table 5.34.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the training data set per-
taining to test cell in France with mineral wool insulation and without breather member.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3787 -1.962 0.9342 -0.0596
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.2738 -0.9324 0.6774 0.0175
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4771 -1.3409 1.2175 -0.0778
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3607 -1.71 0.7276 -0.0582
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1866 0.0746 0.3413 0.173
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.4784 -2.3862 1.5518 -0.0502
Table 5.35.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to test cell in France with mineral wool insulation and without breather member.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4627 -1.7484 0.6042 -0.143
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5137 -0.222 1.6645 0.4215
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3533 -0.92 0.8586 0.0192
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.328 -0.5078 1.2992 0.0171
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1125 -0.0019 0.2393 0.1024
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.508 -1.12 1.4168 0.0029
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Figure 5.48.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and breather member is absent.
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Figure 5.49.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and breather member is absent.
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Figure 5.50.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in France with mineral
wool insulation and breather member is absent.
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Figure 5.51.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in France with mineral
wool insulation and breather member is absent.
Observations and comments
Following observations are made from the analysis of Fig. 5.48 to 5.53 and Table 5.34 and 5.35,
• The measured flux over left roof is in the range of -2 W/m2 to +2 W/m2. During the
afternoon hours when sun is on the highest position in the sky, measured flux value is
either close to zero or negative. For these instances the error between measured and model
predicted flux is high. For other observations there is a good agreement between measured
flux and model predicted flux values.
• For right roof, the measured flux variation is between -1 to +3 W/m2 and the error between
model predicted flux and measured flux is small when flux values are positive. The error
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Figure 5.52.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and breather member is absent.
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Figure 5.53.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption for a test cell in France with mineral wool
insulation and breather member is absent.
is large (maximum up to 1.6 W/m2) when flux values are negative.
• Similar observations are noted for flux prediction on front and back gable. The error in
flux prediction is small for front gable as compared to back gable.
• Similar to the case of test cell with TRMI insulation and without the breather membrane,
a phase lag between model predicted flux values and measured flux values is observed for
back and front gable.
• For floor, flux of less than 0.5 W/m2 is recorded during the measured period. Model
predicted flux is close to this flux (about 0.4 W/m2) and the difference between these two
values is within the error band of the measured flux.
• For the period used for parameter estimation, the error between model predicted energy
consumption and measured energy consumption is -1.16% of the measured consumption.
The negative sign indicates that model overpredicts the consumption.
• For the prediction period, the error between model predicted consumption and measured
consumption is 6.63% of the measured value.
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5.9.6. Numerical results for test cells in Spain
For test cell with TRMI and Breather membrane is absent.
Following data sets are used in the study.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 17-Mar-2008 to 2-Apr-2008
Observation period used for prediction 03-Apr-2008 to 10-Apr-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.36 and 5.37. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.38 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.39. Fig. 5.54 to 5.58 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.59 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 03-Apr-2008 to 10-Apr-2008.
Table 5.36.: Measured and model predicted flux values for a test cell
in Spain containing TRMI and when breather membrane is absent.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof 0.186448 -5.52801 hout 1.5253 × 10−3 + 9.9347 ×
10−3Vn + 9.0041× 10−4Vt
hLeft 0.02038+0.01622(Ts−Tout)+
2.30184× 10−4V
hRight 0.0058186 + 0.37729(Ts −
Tout) + 0.129952V
hin 0.5265
qlost -
Right roof 7.25739 8.612491 hout 7.9349× 10−3+0.0111VEast+
0.01905VNorth
hLeft 0.0185 + 7.4677× 10−3V
hRight 0.0532 + 0.4419(Ts − Tout) +
0.1342V
hin 0.5572
qlost -
Back gable 3.302069 10.9595 hout 0.07136+0.0383Vn+0.0593Vt
hLeft 0.0555 + 0.3682(Ts − Tout)
hRight 0.0708 + 0.5488(Ts − Tout)
hin 0.3321
qlost -
Front gable 2.926196 21.86198 hout 0.11V
hLeft 0.00117 + 1.3288(Ts − Tout)
hRight -
hin 0.44257
qlost -
Floor 100 100 hout 0
hin 0
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Table 5.37.: Measured and model predicted consumption of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and without
breather membrane.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1882.917 669.4328 1897.18 698.6859 -0.7575 -4.3698
Table 5.38.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the training data set per-
taining to the test cell in Spain with TRMI and without breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.021047 -1.34078 1.084574 0.030712
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.023268 -1.35062 1.553729 0.096392
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.042562 -2.02895 2.193421 0.270969
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.055461 -1.85242 2.640373 0.60492
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.044379 0.477192 2.190325 0.826471
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.03235 -1.72718 1.723183 -0.0344
Table 5.39.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to the test cell in Spain with TRMI and without breather membrane.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.469985 -1.50116 1.490426 0.082809
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.561059 -1.12159 1.806704 0.195808
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.937845 -2.41885 2.638219 0.121743
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 1.127619 -2.22392 3.260053 0.468153
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.753984 0.3792 1.7081 0.712208
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.840553 -2.63115 2.314164 -0.15236
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Figure 5.54.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.55.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.56.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.57.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and
without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.58.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of a test cell in Spain with TRMI and without
breather membrane.
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Figure 5.59.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption of the test cell in Spain with TRMI and without
breather membrane.
Observations and comments
Analysis of Fig 5.54 to 5.59 and Table 5.38, 5.39 leads to following observations.
1. There is a very good agreement between model predicted flux and measured flux for the
left roof, right roof.
2. For back gable and front gable a definite phase lag is observed between model predicted
flux and measured flux for first 108 hours (first 5 days). This phase lag is more pronounced
for back gable as compared to that for the front gable.
3. A large variation in measured flux values in the range of +5 to -5 W/m2 is observed
for all components during first 108 hours. This can be related to wide range of outside
temperature variations during this period (see Fig. 5.60).
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Figure 5.60.: Variation of hourly averaged values of outside temperature, relative humidity, wind speed
and global solar radiation during a period used for prediction period pertaining to a test cell in Spain with
TRMI product and with no breather membrane.
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4. Beyond 108 hours variation in the flux value is small as variation in the outside temper-
ature is small (about 2 ◦C). However, this period is dominated by relatively high wind
speeds (4 m/s), high relative humidity and very low global solar radiation. The model
predicted flux is observed to follow the same trend as the measured flux and prediction
error is small for left roof, right roof and back gable for this period.
5. Relatively large error in flux prediction for front gable could be attributed to the shading
effects, discussed earlier.
6. Owing to the error in flux prediction for a period beyond 108 hours, corresponding error
in consumption prediction is large. The model estimated consumption is 4.3% higher than
the measured consumption.
For test cell with mineral wool insulation and breather membrane is absent
Following data sets are used for this case.
Observation period used for parameter estimation 17-Mar-2008 to 2-Apr-2008
Observation period used for prediction 03-Apr-2008 to 10-Apr-2008
Numerical results are summarized in Table 5.40 and 5.41. The difference between the measured
and predicted fluxes and consumption for the data set used for parameter tuning are provided
in Table 5.42 and those for prediction period are listed in Table 5.43. Fig. 5.61 to 5.65 show
the measured and predicted flux values for each of the test cell component. Fig. 5.66 shows the
measured and model predicted consumption during 03-Apr-2008 to 10-Apr-2008.
Table 5.40.: Measured and model predicted flux values pertaining
to the test cell in Spain containing mineral wool insulation and when
breather membrane is absent.
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
Left Roof 16.43583 19.72343 hout 0 + 0.6229Vn + 0.4823Vt
hLeft 0.1734 + 0.09086(Ts − Tout) +
0.5870V
hRight 0.3172 + 0.2814(Ts − Tout) +
1.5171V
hin 2.2812
qlost -
Right roof -4.40111 4.037099 hout 0+1.8875VEast+1.9843VNorth
hLeft 0.02938 + 2.6637(Ts − Tout) +
2.6478V
hRight 0.893512+1.63087(Ts−Tout)+
5.47905V
hin 1.32917
qlost -
Back gable 5.964567 -6.53247 hout 1.7618 + 0.9493Vn + 2.2730Vt
hLeft 1.7092 + 5.2396(Ts − Tout)
hRight 3.6177 + 5.7473(Ts − Tout)
continued on next page
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Table 5.40 continued . . .
Component
Average % difference
Parameter Estimated modelin flux
Training Prediction
set set
hin 2.83067
qlost -
Front gable 5.964567 162.2673 hout 2.5012 + 3.6475V
hLeft 3.15155
hRight 6.9755 + 3.7544(Ts − Tout)
hin 9.41603
qlost -
Floor 6.565657 2.44E-14 hout 0
hin 0
Table 5.41.: Measured and model predicted consumption for a test cell with mineral wool insulation and
breather membrane is absent.
Measured Estimated Difference
consumption (Wh) consumption (Wh) (In % )
Training Prediction Training Prediction Training Prediction
set set set set set set
1885.4545 668.6472 1884.7118 677.8357 0.0394 -1.3742
Table 5.42.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the training data set per-
taining to test cell in Spain containing mineral wool insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.5668 -1.5262 1.3814 -0.0519
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.4556 -0.9668 1.3703 0.1975
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6885 -1.5931 1.8600 0.2135
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 1.4595 -1.9266 5.1043 0.6169
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.1420 -0.0490 0.7714 -0.0035
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.8170 -2.0951 2.9421 0.0019
Table 5.43.: Difference between measured and model predicted quantities for the prediction data set
pertaining to test cell in Spain containing mineral wool insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
Component RMS MIN MAX AVG
Left roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.6208 -1.5460 1.4398 -0.0368
Right roof Flux (W/sq.m) 0.3776 -0.7493 1.3034 0.1514
Back gable Flux (W/sq.m) 0.7674 -2.2603 1.8579 0.0076
Front gable Flux (W/sq.m) 2.0499 -2.1293 6.7774 0.7752
Floor Flux (W/sq.m) 0.0391 -0.0444 -0.0361 -0.0391
Test cell Consumption (Wh) 0.9784 -2.4889 3.0710 -0.0479
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Figure 5.61.: Measured and model predicted flux on the left roof of a test cell in Spain with mineral wool
insulation and without breather membrane.
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Figure 5.62.: Measured and model predicted flux on the right roof of a test cell with mineral wool insulation
in Spain and when breather membrane is absent.
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Figure 5.63.: Measured and model predicted flux on the back gable of a test cell in Spain with mineral
wool insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
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Figure 5.64.: Measured and model predicted flux on the front gable of a test cell in Spain with mineral
wool insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
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Figure 5.65.: Measured and model predicted flux on the floor of a test cell in Spain with mineral wool
insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
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Figure 5.66.: Measured and predicted test cell consumption for a test cell in Spain with mineral wool
insulation and when breather membrane is absent.
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Observations and comments
Analysis of Fig 5.61 to 5.66 and Table 5.42, 5.43 leads to following observations.
1. Variation in the measured and predicted flux values for the first 108 hours is in the range
of +4 to -2 W/m2. This variation range is small compared to the one observed in a similar
test cell with TRMI product.
2. For back gable a definite phase lag is observed between model predicted flux and measured
flux for first 108 hours (first 5 days). This phase lag is more pronounced for back gable as
compared to that for the front gable.
3. For front gable, variation in measured flux values in the range of +3 to 9 W/m2 is observed
after first 108 hours. However, for model predicted flux such variation is not observed.
The variation in model predicted flux values is more consistent with the variation in the
outside weather parameters. (see Fig. 5.60).
4. Beyond 108 hours variation in the flux value is small as variation in the outside temper-
ature is small (about 2 ◦C). However, this period is dominated by relatively high wind
speeds (4 m/s), high relative humidity and very low global solar radiation. The model
predicted flux is observed to follow the same trend as the measured flux and prediction
error is small for left roof, right roof and back gable for this period.
5. The difference between model estimated consumption and measured consumption for the
period of estimation is 1.37% of the measured consumption wherein model overpredicts
the consumption.
5.9.7. Summary of numerical results and inferences
• From the numerical results obtained for test cells in France, it is observed that model pre-
dicts the flux on each test cell component within the measurement accuracy except during
the time of the day when solar radiation is maximum. This could be possibly attributed
to solar radiation falling on component surfaces being different than those measured by
weather station. The possible cause is shadow or shielding effect on the test cell compo-
nents which are not accounted by the model.
• For test cells in France with special breather membrane and TRMI, the error between
the model predicted flux for the front and back gable and measured flux is about 10%
for the observations between 09-Mar-2008 to 10-Mar-2008. This error is atrributed to a
the limited number of observations used for parameter estimation. The range of weather
parameters used to ascertain model response is rather limited and does not account for the
complete range of weather parameters recorded during prediction period. It is therefore
important that for good prediction, model should be trained with sufficient data.
• For test cells in Spain, the difference between model predicted flux and measured flux is
within measurement accuracy. A phase difference is observed between model predicted
flux and measured flux on the front and back gable of these test cells.
• All models, can predict energy consumption in test cell with good accuracy.
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5.10. Effect of different model parameters on estimated
prediction using SPEC and comparison with model
parameters estimated from ISO6946
The performance of TRMI is linked to the heat transfer mechanism in air gaps or air layers
facing the insulation [8]. The estimation of heat flux on the inside surface of roof and gable
with TRMI is therefore, related to the estimation of effective thermal conductivity or effective
thermal resistance of air layers. When procedure outlined in ISO 6946 is used, it is observed that
the average difference between computed heat fluxes and those measured in situ is about 20%
to 30%. This can be attributed to different simplifying assumption used in ISO 6946. However,
when model parameters are tuned using SPEC, the difference between measured and estimated
flux is observed to be small. These tuned models thus indicate the effective thermal conductivity
or thermal resistance of the air layer. In order to study the effect of different user defined models
for the air gap on the estimation of energy flux across the test cell component, numerical studies
are carried out using SPEC and results are compared against the values computed using proce-
dure described in ISO 6946. In following subsections we present the results obtained under this
study.
5.10.1. Data sets used
Flux measurements pertaining to the left roof of the test cell located at Limoux, France with
TRMI are used in these studies. Two configurations of this test cell exists, namely, with Proctor
breather membrane and with specially designed breather membrane. Both of these configura-
tions are considered in this study. Numerical studies pertaining to the test cell with Proctor
breather membrane are designated by group “1” and those pertaining to the test cell with spe-
cially designed breather membrane are designated by group “2”. Different cases under these
groups are labeled by alphabets A, B, . . ., etc. For cases under group 1, model parameters are
tuned using measurements spanned over the period starting on 14/01/2008 to 17/02/2008 and
model predictions are checked using measurements during the period starting from 18/02/2008
to 22/02/2008. For cases under group 2, model parameters are tuned using measurements
spanned over the period starting on 25/02/2008 to 6/03/2008 and model predictions are checked
using measurements carried out during the period 7/03/2008 to 10/03/2008.
5.10.2. Modeling details
In a roof with TRMI, three air layers are present. The air layer between the tiles and the breather
membrane is designated as “air layer-1” and the heat transfer in this layer is modeled as a com-
bined effect of convective heat transfer on the surfaces bounding the air layer and the radiative
heat transfer between the bounding surfaces. User defined models for the convective heat trans-
fer coefficient on bounding surfaces are used. The air layer between the breather membrane and
the TRMI is designated as “air layer-2” and the air layer between the TRMI and plasterboard is
designated as “air layer-3”. These two air layers are modeled as non-ventilated air layers. The
heat transfer across air layer-2 and air layer-3 is modeled as the combined effect of radiative heat
transfer across the surfaces and conductive heat transfer through the air layer. The convective
heat transfer coefficients on inner and outer surface of the roof are computed using user defined
parametric models. Table 5.44 shows the prototype of the models for convective heat transfer
coefficients used. Here, Vn, Vt respectively denote the component of wind velocity along the
normal and tangent to the surface. Tout denotes the outside temperature, Ts denotes the temper-
ature of the surface for which heat transfer coefficient is to be computed and Tin is the inside
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Table 5.44.: Model prototype used to model convective heat transfer coefficients
Model Prototype
Outside convective heat transfer coefficient, hout C1 + C2Vn + C3Vt
Convective heat transfer coefficient on left surface hLeft C4 + C5(Ts − Tout) + C6V
Convective heat transfer coefficient on right surface, hRight C7 + C8(Ts − Tout) + C9V
Inside convective heat transfer coefficient, hin C10 + C11(Tin − Ts)
temperature of the test cell. The equivalent thermal resistance network for these models are
identical to those described in section 5.9.1. By considering different combinations of unknown
thermal resistances for air layers, different cases are generated. Table 5.45 and 5.46 lists the
details of these cases along with its labels.
Table 5.45.: Test cases for modeling studies using measurement data of the left roof of the test cell with
TRMI and when the breather membrane is present
Case Thermal Conductivity/Convective heat transfer coefficientAir layer 1 Air layer 2 Air layer 3
1A Unknown As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
1B As per ISO 6946 Unknown As per ISO 6946
1C As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946 Unknown
1D Unknown Unknown Unknown
1E Unknown♯ As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
1F As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
♯ Thermal resistance of tile is ignored. Represents heat transfer coefficient.
Table 5.46.: Test cases for modeling studies using measurement data of the left roof of the test cell with
TRMI and when specially designed membrane is present
Case Thermal Conductivity/Convective heat transfer coefficientAir layer 1 Air layer 2 Air layer 3
2A Unknown As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
2B As per ISO 6946 Unknown As per ISO 6946
2C As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946 Unknown
2D Unknown Unknown Unknown
2E Unknown♯ As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
2F As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946 As per ISO 6946
♯ Thermal resistance of tile is ignored. Represents heat transfer coefficient.
To simulate the air layer-1 as “well ventilated air gap” as per ISO 6946 standard, a specific
case labeled as case 1E and 2E are performed. As per ISO 6946 the thermal resistance of well
ventilated air layer is computed by disregarding the thermal resistance of the air layer and all
other layers between the air layer and external environment, and including the external surface
resistance corresponding to still air [5]. When this specific test case is modeled in SPEC, the
layer representing tiles and air layer-1 are removed from roof model and the model for convective
heat transfer is used to estimate the unknown thermal resistance on the exposed surface. This
value is compared with the heat transfer coefficient calculated using ISO 6946. Fig. 5.67 shows
the schematic model for the roof and equivalent thermal resistance network when the breather
membrane is present. Fig. 5.68 shows the schematic model for the roof and equivalent thermal
resistance network when the special breather membrane is present.
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(a) Schematic model for case 1E
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network for case 1E
Figure 5.67.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for case 1E
(a) Schematic model for case 2E
(b) Equivalent thermal resistance network for case 2E
Figure 5.68.: Schematic model and equivalent thermal resistance network for case 2E
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5.10.3. Computation of air layer thermal conductivity using ISO 6946
Table 5.47 and 5.48 show calculations to compute thermal conductivity of air layer using ISO
6946 standard. These values are used in cases, A, B, C, D. For case E, the thermal resistance
of air layer-1 is computed using thermal resistance of the still air. The value of heat transfer
coefficient for still air, as per ISO 6946, is 0.0229 (W/ m2 ◦K) for case 1E and 0.8839 (W/m2
◦K) for case 2E.
Table 5.47.: Thermal resistance and equivalent thermal conductivity of air layer modeled using ISO 6946,
Case: Proctor breather membrane is present
Quantity Air layer 1 Air layer 2 Air layer 3
Air layer thickness, d (m) 0.0650 0.1150 0.0500
Emissivity of left surface, ǫ1 0.05 0.07 0.05
Emissivity of right surface, ǫ2 0.07 0.9 0.9
Average temperature, Tm,◦C 20 20 20
E = 1(1/ǫ1+1/ǫ2−1) 0.030043 0.06946 0.049724
Convective heat transfer coefficient, ha 1.95 1.95 1.95
hr0 = 4σT
3
m 5.7 5.7 5.7
hr = E ∗ hr0 0.171245 0.395921 0.283425
Equivalent thermal resistance, R = 1hr+ha 0.471421 0.426272 0.447743
Equivalent U value, U = 1R 2.121245 2.345921 2.233425
Equivalent thermal conductivity, Keq = dR 0.1379 0.2698 0.1117
Thermal conductivity of air layer Kaeq = ha ∗ d 0.1268 0.2243 0.0975
Table 5.48.: Thermal resistance and equivalent thermal conductivity of air layer modeled using ISO 6946,
Case: Special breather membrane is present
Quantity Air layer 1 Air layer 2 Air layer 3
Air layer thickness, d (m) 0.0650 0.0900 0.0500
Emissivity of left surface, ǫ1 0.05 0.07 0.05
Emissivity of right surface, ǫ2 0.07 0.9 0.9
Average temperature, Tm,◦C 20 20 20
E = 1(1/ǫ1+1/ǫ2−1) 0.030043 0.06946 0.049724
Convective heat transfer coefficient, ha 1.95 1.95 1.95
hr0 = 4σT
3
m 5.7 5.7 5.7
hr = E ∗ hr0 0.171245 0.395921 0.283425
Equivalent thermal resistance, R = 1hr+ha 0.471421 0.426272 0.447743
Equivalent U value, U = 1R 2.121245 2.345921 2.233425
Equivalent thermal conductivity, Keq = dR 0.1379 0.2111 0.1117
Thermal conductivity of air layer, Kaeq = ha ∗ d 0.1268 0.1755 0.0975
5.10.4. Results and discussion
Table 5.49 summarizes the results obtained for different cases under group 1 and 2.
• From the results of case 1D and 2D it is observed that the average error in the estimation
of surface heat flux is minimum when the heat flux transfer across air layers is modeled
using user defined models in SPEC.
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Table 5.49.: Summary of results obtained using model studies
Case Mean % Thermal Conductivity/Convection coefficient
error in Air layer 1 Air layer 2 Air layer 3
flux prediction ISO 6946 SPEC ISO 6946 SPEC ISO 6946 SPEC
1A 4.2679 0.1268 0.0000 0.2243 0.2243 0.0975 0.0975
1B 7.3065 0.1268 0.1268 0.2243 0.1573 0.0975 0.0975
1C 4.2948 0.1268 0.1268 0.2243 0.2243 0.0975 0.4691
1D 1.3749 0.1268 0.0000 0.2243 0.3558 0.0975 0.8754
1E 1.8657 1.9575♯ 0.229 ♯ 0.2243 0.2243 0.0975 0.0975
2A 11.8296 0.1268 0.0000 0.1755 0.1755 0.0975 0.0975
2B 12.6196 0.1268 0.1268 0.1755 0.4271 0.0975 0.0975
2C 19.4753 0.1268 0.1268 0.1755 0.1755 0.0975 1.0000
2D 5.1248 0.1268 0.0000 0.1755 0.3402 0.0975 0.9190
2E 13.595 1.9575♯ 0.8839 ♯ 0.1755 0.1755 0.0975 0.0975
Legend
Used as known quantity in SPEC model
Estimated using SPEC
♯ This value represents convective heat transfer coefficient
• It is also needed to observe that when thermal conductivity values of one or more air layers
are fixed, SPEC tries to compensate the error in estimation by finding effective values for
other model parameters such as convective heat transfer coefficient on the left and right
side of the ventilated air layer so as to minimize the difference between model predicted
flux and the measured flux.
• Table 5.50 to 5.53 show parametric models obtained using SPEC for the test cases con-
sidered.
Table 5.50.: Tuned parametric model of outside
convective heat transfer coefficients for different
test cases considered.
hout
1A 0.0039 + 0.0795Vn + 0.Vt
1B 0.0279 + 0.Vn + 0.0148Vt
1C 0.0176 + 0.0046Vn + 0.023Vt
1D 0.+ 0.3306Vn + 0.Vt
1E 0.333(Ts − Tout)
2A 0.0014 + 0.2071Vn + 0.0063Vt
2B 0.0279 + 0.Vn + 0.0148Vt
2C 0.0219 + 0.0165Vn + 0.Vt
2D 0.+ 0.0094Vn + 0.2636Vt
2E 0.333(Ts − Tout)
Table 5.51.: Tuned parametric model of inside
convective heat transfer coefficients for differ-
ent test cases considered.
hin
1A 0.508 + 0.2285(Tin − Ts)
1B 0.9056 + 0.(Tin − Ts)
1C 0.9056 + 0.(Tin − Ts)
1D 0.9056 + 0.(Tin − Ts)
1E 0.73032(Tin − Ts
2A 01.3287 +−(Tin − Ts)
2B 0.9056 + 0.(Tin − Ts)
2C 0.9595 +−(Tin − Ts)
2D 0.982 +−(Tin − Ts)
2E 0.0128 + 0.7872(Tin − Ts)
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Table 5.52.: Tuned parametric model of convective
heat transfer coefficients on the left side surface bound-
ing the ventilated air layer for different test cases con-
sidered.
hLeft
1A 0.+ 0.0563(Ts − Tout)
1B 0.+ 0.0605(Ts − Tout)
1C 0.+ 0.0778(Ts − Tout)
1D 0.+ 0.(Ts − Tout)
1E -None-
2A 0.+ 0.0061(Ts − Tout) + 0.2V
2B 0.+ 0.0605(Ts − Tout) +−V
2C 0.+ 0.0705(Ts − Tout) + 0.V
2D 0.+ 0.0652(Ts − Tout) + 0.0086V
2E -None-
Table 5.53.: Tuned parametric model of convective
heat transfer coefficients on the right side surface
bounding the ventilated air layer for different test cases
considered.
hright
1A 0.0288 + 0.5812(Ts − Tout)
1B 0.0089 + 0.9237(Ts − Tout)
1C 0.+ 0.9169(Ts − Tout)
1D 0.+ 0.629(Ts − Tout)
1E -None-
2A 0.+ 0.6367(Ts − Tout) + 0.4672V
2B 0.0089 + 0.9237(Ts − Tout) +−V
2C 0.+ 0.694(Ts − Tout) + 0.4453V
2D 0.1229 + 0.5672(Ts − Tout) + 0.4601V
2E -None-
5.11. Conclusions
• In this chapter we presented a modeling approach based on simplifying assumption about
the physics of the heat transfer process across the test cell envelope, namely one dimen-
sional heat transfer across test cell components. Inaccuracies introduced due to these
simplifying assumption are corrected by introduction of a source term in the model.
• The resulting parametric one dimensional heat transfer model along with the source term
is a novel technique in the application for estimating energy consumption in a test cell.
Details of this model and model building procedure is explained at length.
• The technique described is encoded into a software SPEC. Numerical studies are per-
formed using SPEC to predict energy consumption in test cells using in situ data of the
round robin test campaign of year 2008.
• Through numerical results it is shown that properly tuned model in SPEC can predict
energy consumption in a test cell with sufficient accuracy and also provides insight into
dependence of test cell energy consumption on outside weather parameters.
• Parameters estimated using SPEC represent “effective” values. Effective in the sense that
when these parameters are fed into model, they reproduce measured heat flux values.
Therefore, parameter values obtained using SPEC need to be interpreted in this “effec-
tive” sense. If parameter bounds are not appropriately chosen, it is possible that estimated
value of some of these parameters are beyond the usually observed range. This necessi-
tates that user should have through knowledge of model parameters, their significance and
acceptable range.

6. Conclusions and perspectives
Different techniques presented in this work address questions posed in the introductory chapter
pertaining to requirements of mathematical model to estimate intrinsic thermal performance of
insulation products from the sequences of characteristic weather data of the test site and in situ
measurements. This work represents a first step in providing a mathematical framework towards
various efforts directed by Actis, EMM, EOTA and CEN to standardize TRMI products. Here
we highlight some of the distinct features of the techniques presented, their possible extension
or modification and comparison.
Meta modeling approach using neural network technique
Compared to existing neural network modeling technique, the neural network (NN) training
process described and named as global assimilation process (GAP), has number of advantages,
namely,
• Use of Tikhonov regularization technique to avoid “over fitting”
• Automatic selection of number of neurons in the hidden layer.
• Use of “Zero memory” Levenberg-Marquardt technique of minimization based on for-
ward and adjoint mode of algorithmic differentiation which facilitates use of large data
sets for training and a low computational cost in terms of storage requirements.
Figure 6.1.: Different snapshots of GAP software
The technique presented is encoded into a software “GAP”. Fig. 6.1 shows snapshots of the
GAP software.
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One simple extension of meta modeling using GAP is to develop neural network model to clas-
sify and predict energy consumption values as per weather classes such as energy consumption
during low wind, high solar radiation or that during low outside temperature and high humidity,
etc. The dataset required to train neural network model to classify weather data can be generated
using K-means approach discussed in chapter 4. Different steps involved in this procedure are
1. Weather data classification: Classify weather data into different classes using K-means
algorithm. This constitute training set for classification.
2. Develop neural network model to classify the data: Using training set of classification,
develop a neural network model using GAP to classify weather data.
3. Develop neural network model to predict energy consumption in each class: For each
class of the classified data, train neural network model using GAP to predict energy con-
sumption.
This is expected to further increase the accuracy of neural network model as response of test cell
to specific weather conditions is similar. Therefore, for a given class dispersion in the measured
consumption values is expected to be less in the training dataset which can result in better input-
output mapping using neural network.
Predictive clustering
This novel technique of estimating U-value of the test cell and predicting energy consumption
using this modeled U-value has two main modules:
• Classical K-means method to classify local weather data into different classes such as high
wind, low solar radiation, etc.
• An associated linear regression model for each resulting class to predict energy consump-
tion as function of temperature gradient across the test cell envelope.
Using in situ data it is shown that predictive clustering method provides a means to ascertain
the performance index for insulation product in terms of “test cell U-value”. It is demonstrated
that predictive clustering method can predict energy consumption in test cell within an error of
3% which is a good enginerring accuracy. This technique is encoded into a software PClust
(see Fig. 6.2) and is accepted as a viable method for predicting energetic perfomance of test
cell by WS36 group of CEN [62]. In this work linear regression model is used for predicting
energy consumption in each weather class. Principally, the predictive model for each class is not
restricted to linear model. Complex models such as Kriging based linear or quadratic models
can also be used as predictive models in PClust.
K-means is a hard partitioning method. It means that a sample will be assigned to particular
cluster if it is farthest from remaining clusters. Such classification is possible if we try to classify
weather data of one test site using cluster centers obtained from the weather data of another
location or user defined cluster centers. In order to overcome this restriction, a strategy could
be to remove a point from the cluster if its removal results in the decrease in the norm of the
difference between cluster centers and mean of remaining data points and it also decreases the
standard deviation of the remaining data points in the cluster. These steps are equivalent to
the topological optimization method wherein by removal of data points we are creating holes
in the data distribution and then assessing the change in the defined objective function. The
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Figure 6.2.: Snapshots of PClust software in action
minimization problem solved can be given by following equation,
min
ρ(x)
||zj − µj(x)| |2 + α||σj(x)| |2
∀x ∈ Cj
where,
zj denotes the jth cluster center
µj denotes the mean of data points belonging to cluster j
σj denotes the standard deviation of data points belonging to cluster j
α denotes the regularization parameter
ρ denotes the density of points
This process thus can remove outliers in data and provide well centered and clustered data.
Physics based modeling
Use of one dimensional parametric heat transfer model to predict energy consumption in test
cell is demonstrated in chapter 5. Some of the principal characteristics of the model are
• A layer by layer approach utilizing thermal resistance network to model all three modes
of heat transfer, namely conduction, convection and radiation.
• Model is non-linear as it accounts for radiation heat transfer and temperature dependent
thermal conductivity.
• Use of source/sink terms in the model to account for effects that are not one dimensional
in nature.
• Use of “Zero memory” Levenberg-Marquardt technique for parameter estimation.
• Possibility of utilizing user defined models for convective heat transfer processes.
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• In situ data is used to estimate model parameters.
The technique presented is encoded into a software “SPEC” for allowing easy manipulation of
different inputs required by the model and for the analysis of results obtained using this modeling
process. Few snapshots of SPEC software are shown in Fig. 6.3. It is shown that properly trained
model in SPEC not only accurately predicts energy consumption of a test cell but also provides
insight into physics of the problem. SPEC provides temperature distribution amongst different
layers of the roof, gable or floor of the test cell. It also facilitates quantifying amount of energy
exchange through each of these components and share of each mode of heat transfer, namely
conduction, convection and radiation in this process.
Figure 6.3.: Snapshots of SPEC software in action
The ability of SPEC to consider the effect of different material properties on the performance
of insulation product, to provide details of temperature distribution across constituent layers,
quantitative details of different modes of heat transfer across each of constituent layers of the
test cell distinguishes it from GAP and PClust techniques. The principle idea behind GAP and
PClust method is
− To estimate performance index of the insulation system of the test cell using the response
of the test cell to outside weather conditions in terms of energy consumption, and
− To use the estimated performance index to predict the consumption of the test cell sub-
jected to characteristic weather conditions of the test site.
Techniques in GAP and PClust software are thus aimed to estimate performance index of the
complete assembly of the test cell structure and the insulation product as a whole. These tech-
niques are primarily aimed to standardize the evaluation process of the in situ testing of insula-
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tion products. However, technique encoded in SPEC software is aimed for a larger goal. Along
with the ability to estimate energy consumption in test cell, objectives of SPEC are
− to provide a tool to estimate effect of different material properties of the constituent layers
on the energy loss by convection, conduction, radiation, etc.
− to facilitate use of different models for convective heat transfer processes and thereby
quantify the effect of these models on the estimation of performance index of the insula-
tion product.
With these features, SPEC software not only provides estimation of performance index of the
insulation system but also acts as a design tool for new insulation products.
One obvious extension of SPEC is to use one dimensional parametric time dependent model for
predicting heat flux across test cell component. This can probably provide more insight into
effect of “thermal inertia” in test cell components. Effect of thermal inertia is to introduce hys-
teresis in the model response. However, it is possible to use existing SPEC model by modeling
this hysteresis effect in steady one dimensional parametric equation. Effect of thermal inertia
can be accounted by considering the test cell envelope as a lumped capacitance or lumped mass
and applying correction coefficient to this lumped mass. As cited in work of Nilsson [63], effect
of this corrected lumped mass is to replace the real ambient temperature in steady-state heat
transmission calculations with the fictitious one. Analysis of the equation derived in [63] show
that the fictitious ambient temperature when averaged over time is nothing but the first moment
of temperature. Therefore, fictitious ambient temperature Tˆ ∗out at instant t0 can be modeled as
first moment of temperature
Tˆ ∗out(t0) = Tout(t0)−
∫ t=t0
t=t0−H
C T (t) (t− t0)dt (6.1)
where,
Tˆout(t0) is the ambient temperature at instant t0
C represents a factor which simulates the thermal inertia
T (t) is the temperature at any instant t
t0 is the instant about which the moment are computed.
H represents the duration for which moments of temperature
are carried out and H=2 hours.
The parameter C is a model parameter and can be estimated by minimizing the difference be-
tween the measured and model predicted temperature on the inner and outermost surface of the
test cell components. This calls for extra set of measurements in in-situ testing of test cells. With
next set of measurements planned in upcoming round robin tests, evaluation of this approach of
modeling thermal inertia is planned.
To summarize, this work have demonstrated number of promising techniques for coupling model
and data to predict energetic performance of test cells under varying weather conditions and
containing different insulation products. The strength of these methods relies on simple, com-
putationally inexpensive yet accurate parametric models, tuned using in situ data.

Part II.
DIVE: A New Approach to
Multi-disciplinary Design
Optimization

7. Introduction
Design of a complex engineering system is often characterized by number of design objectives
and constraints spread over different disciplines. For example, aircraft design involves different
design teams specializing in aircraft structure, aerodynamics, propulsion, control, materials and
manufacturing. Design objectives and constraints from each of these disciplines along with sys-
tem level operational performance targets such as aircraft range, take-off weight, cruise speed,
etc., constitute the whole aircraft design problem. In principle, the design problem can be mod-
eled as a single constrained optimization problem in the space of design variables. However, it is
not always feasible to solve design problem as a single optimization problem in real life design
process. The infeasibility can be attributed to the dimensionality of the problem, complexity
and cost of the underlying disciplinary analyses involved. This necessitates a decomposition ap-
proach to enable concurrent execution of smaller and more manageable tasks. Such approach not
only grants autonomy to the group of engineers responsible for discipline specific design sub-
task in choosing their methods and tools but also facilitates concurrent execution of subtasks. In
the current technology trend of massively concurrent processing this seems to be a more viable
option to cut down lead time in product design, analysis and actual manufacturing. Decomposi-
tion of a single, expensive design optimization problem into smaller, manageable optimization
problems or subtasks is itself a complex process. Often disciplinary analyses are coupled requir-
ing input from other disciplines. This leads to iterative design process. Moreover, the coupling
between different disciplines can be so complex that it can lead to non-hierarchical structure
for information and data exchanges. Design optimization by decomposition, therefore, must
also provide a framework for coordination amongst different subsystems and for coordination
between system level objectives and constraints and subsystem level designs. Multidisciplinary
Design Optimization (MDO) is a body of methods and techniques for performing the above opti-
mization so as to balance design considerations at the system and subsystem levels to render the
final optimal design. The name multidisciplinary optimization is often taken literally. It should
preferably be called “collaborative design optimization”. Indeed, the optimization tool is only
one part which can not be separated from the total design process. The goal of collaborative de-
sign optimization is not to create an automatic design process based on optimization algorithms
but to allow easy interaction amongst teams from different disciplines. Apart from the design
of a framework for information and data exchange, there are number of other issues which need
to be addressed for successful implementation of MDO method in engineering design process.
These issues are
• Definition of design parameters: Different publications related to MDO consider two
types of design parameters, public parameters (shared by disciplines) and private parame-
ters (specific to the given discipline). The proper choice of public and private parameters
is important in MDO methods as it represents the decomposition of design variables and
thus govern MDO framework.
• Selection of design parameters: The definition of public parameters and their range of
validity are big issues in MDO. The choice of these parameters is often dictated by ability
and experience of design engineers. The optimal design strongly depends on the set of
selected public parameters. For example, for a design of an aircraft wing, the structural
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analysis team usually tries to increase the wing thickness and the aim of aerodynamicists
is to decrease it. Parameterization is a way to help teams to find a compromise. Shape
parameters are quite difficult to handle. Engineers usually create shape parameters on dead
meshes. Each discipline has its own mesh: inside the structure for structural analysis, on
its surface for acoustic analysis, and outside it for aerodynamic analysis. For these reasons,
one has to define discipline independent parameterized shapes.
• Use of Computer Aided Design: Nowadays standard Computer Aided Design (CAD)
codes provide parameterization facilities taking into account different constraints such as
parameter bounds, volumes, density, etc. Shape definition by CAD is an excellent way
to facilitate interaction between design teams. However, use of CAD for shape param-
eterization is not prevalent among engineering teams as CAD codes do not offer mesh
parameterization facilities. Using CAD environment, it is only possible to build a new
mesh for a given choice of design parameters. This way of generating meshes is not suit-
able for optimal shape design. Generally, numerical error due to the change in topology of
the mesh is too high compared to the information to be calculated, for example, the differ-
ence between very close responses. Therefore, for design involving shape optimization,
mesh morphing which is a mean to achieve mesh parameterization, is recommended.
• Use of surrogate models: Use of high fidelity analysis methods in MDO imposes an
enormous computational burden on the designer, limiting the extent to which highly ac-
curate but expensive computational tools can be used at the early design stages [64]. High
computational cost of MDO is one of the primary reasons for which MDO practitioners
use approximations or surrogate models in design process. The use of surrogate models
has number of open questions such as,
– How to develop an accurate surrogate model when number of design variables are
large?
– How to ascertain required fidelity of the surrogate model?
– Is it possible to provide surrogate management framework so that use and construc-
tion of multiple surrogate models of varying fidelity and performance cost is possi-
ble?
– How to manage interplay between the model fidelity and optimization so that the
solution converges to the solution of original design problem?
• Computational platform: Multidisciplinary design is generally performed using a plat-
form allowing interaction between analysis software and optimization toolboxes. Few
widely known software are iSIGHT, Dakota, Optimus, ModelCenter, Genesis, HEEDS,
Hyperstudy, LS-OPT, modeFRONTIER and Boss Quatro [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
73, 74]. These environments also support “black box” applications. The data and infor-
mation exchange across different disciplines is permitted using languages like XML or
Python.
With these considerations, over a last few decades, field of MDO has grown into a specialist
branch which represents a synergy between applied mathematics, engineering and computa-
tional science. Number of contributions in terms of review papers, Ph.D. and Master level
theses and numerous journal articles and reports have contributed to enrich the field of MDO.
These contributions reveal that studies in MDO are concentrated amongst three main directions,
namely, methodologies for problem decomposition, analysis of different decomposition method-
ologies and design-oriented modeling for disciplinary analysis. In following paragraphs major
contributions to these “axes of research” are discussed.
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The article by Sobieski [75] can be regarded as a first article to put forward the idea of decom-
position to solve large scale optimization problem. In this article, author describes “blue-print”
for using MDO in large scale design problems by proposing different options for decomposition
based design. In this sequel, article by Shankar et al. [76] proposed analysis of decomposi-
tion algorithms for simple sequential decomposition and decomposition when coupling between
involved disciplines is weak. Using analytical examples authors showed that the original algo-
rithm by Sobieski in [75] fails for simple quadratic programs and suggested number of modi-
fications such as use of global sensitivity analysis. Article by Cramer [77] compared different
single-level decomposition algorithms such as MultiDisciplinary Feasible (MDF), Individual
disciplinary Feasible (IDF) and All-At-Once (AAO) in the context of aeroelastic optimization
problem. Cramer also highlighted the need for fast and efficient calculation of sensitivity infor-
mation. Use of global sensitivity equations for global sensitivity analysis is proposed in [78].
Even today this methodology proposed by Sobieski is widely used in many MDO architectures.
Different bi-level decompositions such as Concurrent Sub-Space Optimization (CSSO) [79],
Collaborative Optimization (CO) [80], Bi-Level System Synthesis (BLISS) [81], etc. advocate
the idea of use of more than one optimization system. In these frameworks, system level de-
sign optimization drives subsystem level design optimization cycle. This type of decomposition
is motivated from industrial needs where disciplinary autonomy is to be maintained and at the
same time multidisciplinary feasibility need to be ensured at optimum design. The article by
Sobieski and Haftka [82] and recent article by Weck et al. [83] presents thorough review of
different decomposition based MDO approaches. The article by Barthelemy [84] summarizes
different opinions expressed by experts in panel discussion on “MDO application and industrial
needs” during AIAA conference in 1998. Bartholomew in [85] reviews progress made in MDO
within the European aerospace industry and highlights the role of product models, the definition
and execution of MDO process under user control and the need for adoption of standards in the
definition of the product model. A recent article by Agte, et. al [86] compliments an article by
Alexandrov [87] and discusses number of options such as reconfigurable MDO architecture.
Much of the theoretical analysis in MDO is concentrated on the analysis of feasibility of obtain-
ing disciplinary or multidisciplinary solution. In [88] author Alexandrov presents trust region
based multi-level algorithm and put forward the theory to establish first order necessary condi-
tions for the existence of solution in bi-level MDO problem. Article by Arian [89] provides con-
vergence estimates for multidisciplinary analysis and optimization and illustrate results through
simple analytic example. Analysis of different decomposition based MDO methods is presented
in [90, 91, 92]. In [93] authors present decomposition strategy for quasi-separable problems and
provide rigorous theory justifying the decomposition along with some simple illustrative ex-
amples. Work on development of coordination strategies amongst different disciplines appears
in [94] where it is shown that augmented Lagrangian penalty relaxation in combination with a
block coordinate descent method ensures convergence in distributed optimization problem.
Implementation of MDO for industrial design problems is reported in works of Kapania [95] for
aeroelastic wing design, for the design of aero-spike engine in [96] , for rotocraft blade in [97]
by Walsh et al., by Brown in [98] for the design of reusable launch vehicle and in [99] for au-
tomotive magneto-rheological brake design. Since convergence properties of most of the MDO
algorithm can not be proved or compared using theoretical analysis, comparison of different
MDO methods using simulation based studies has been subject of interest of many articles such
as [98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104], etc. Use of MDO in the design of aeroelastic wing, design of
speed reducer system, etc., also appear in the MDO test suite of NASA [105]. However, in the
context of industrial applications, major focus is towards use of approximate or surrogate model
in MDO framework. A thorough discussion on state of the art in approximation techniques and
future directions appear in [106]. In [107] Simpson reviews sampling methods and different
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concepts such as response surface, Kriging, etc., put forward to generate surrogate models in
MDO framework. Trust region based meta model management framework for multi fidelity ap-
proximation and derivation of necessary conditions for convergence of the MDO algorithm are
subject of interest in work of Dennis and Torczon [108] and Alexandrov in [109]. Golovidov
et al. in [64] demonstrate implementation of flexible meta model management framework in
iSIGHT software suite. Ph.D. thesis of Serafini [110] show the use of multi-fidelity approxima-
tion and meta model management framework to solve 31-variable helicopter rotor blade design
problem. A. Giunta in his thesis [111] uses Bayesian statistics and Kriging method for modeling
subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic performance of high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft
configurations. Hosder et al. in [112] illustrate the use of polynomial response surface approx-
imations in the multidisciplinary design optimization of a HSCT aircraft. Authors Hu et al. in
[113] demonstrate use of efficient sampling and move limit coordination strategy to generate
meta model for shape optimization problem in car design.
These and many other references point out the need to synergize various efforts by academia
and industry to promote use of MDO in industrial design. With this perspective, French national
level project “Optimisation Multi-Disciplinaire (OMD)” supported by l’Agence Nationale de la
Recherche Française and Réseau National des Technologies Logicielles (ANR/RNTL) launched
in year 2005 aims to provide integrated MDO environment for industrial applications. The work
carried out under this thesis constitute a part of this national level project. In order to get a better
idea of aim and scope of this work we take a brief overview of “OMD” project.
7.1. Project OMD, ANR/RNTL
The project OMD is constituted by different French universities and research labs (University
Paul Sabatier of Toulouse, INRIA, ENS Cachan, . . ., etc.) and industries like ONERA, Dassualt,
Renault and Astrium, etc.) The goal of this project is to adopt five pronged strategy to develop
a MDO architecture and a software for real life industrial applications. There are five main
streams under this project, namely,
1. Meta-models : The objective of this stream is to build meta models of subsystems in-
volved in MDO process. The particular aim is to develop reduced order models from
numerical solution of partial differential equations describing fluid, structure, thermal or
electromagnetic behavior.
2. Multi-level optimization: Multiple levels considered under this stream are in terms of
parameterization, accuracy and fidelity of the models or analysis modules. These factors
strongly influence the design cycle in terms of number of simulations, simulation time,
etc. The aim is to develop a strategy for multi-level parametrization and management of
multi-level models of varying fidelity.
3. Robust optimization: Goals under this stream are divided in two parts. The first goal
is to develop a strategy to quantify propagations of uncertainties in simulations resulting
from uncertainties in model parameters or model behavior. The second aim is to develop
optimization method which takes into account model uncertainties.
4. Collaborative optimization: This project stream aims to analyze different MDO frame-
works and to develop a new method if required. The framework put forward should be
built on contributions from other project streams such as meta models, robust optimiza-
tion, etc.
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5. Software integration: This stream primarily works with the collaboration from other
teams and is responsible for the development of an integrated simulation tool for MDO.
7.2. Scope of the thesis and contribution to OMD project
This thesis work represents contribution to OMD project under the stream “Collaborative Opti-
mization”. The aim of this thesis is to study, implement and compare different MDO methodolo-
gies. The major contribution of this thesis work to OMD project is in terms of a new formulation
of MDO methodology named Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination (DIVE). Within the
cadre of this thesis work it is shown that DIVE method is a generalization of a trust region
method. Moreover, it provides a framework for meta model management, has a provision to
account for model uncertainty and reliability and has a better strategy for solving state equations
of the coupled system. Though meta model based MDO framework is the main topic of this
research, meta modeling is considered only as a tool and no exhaustive study on meta model
creation is aimed in this thesis. The main aim is to provide efficient and generalized meta model
management strategy under this work. This work has lead to one international journal paper
[114], three articles in the peer reviewed proceedings of a conference [104, 115, 116], a book
chapter in French [117] and in English [118].
7.3. Summary and outlook
In this chapter the notion of multidisciplinary optimization is introduced. Different requirements
and essential features of a MDO framework are presented. The scope of this thesis work in the
context of project OMD is described and contributions to OMD project are listed.
In following chapters we present a new MDO method named DIVE. Considering different as-
pects of DIVE, the presentation is organized as follows.
Chapter 8 presents number of essential concepts in MDO such as importance of parameter defi-
nition in section 8.1, discuss different strategies for parameter definition, their merits and limita-
tions. Terminologies and nomenclature used to describe different MDO frameworks are detailed
in section 8.3 and then in section 8.4 classical MDO approaches are presented. Wherever possi-
ble analytic example is used to illustrate the MDO method. Discussions in this section is limited
to decomposition based MDO methods. Application of game theory is a recent contribution of
J. Périaux et al. to MDO. It is presented in section 8.5. In section 8.6 we give a brief survey
of very recent developments and alternative approaches for MDO. Guiding principal towards
use of optimization algorithm in MDO are discussed in section 8.7 and role of surrogate mod-
eling in MDO architecture is discussed in section 8.8. Chapter 9 is dedicated to present DIVE
method for MDO. Different notations and symbols are first explained and then the framework
is illustrated. Qualitative comparison of DIVE method with other existing methods is discussed
in section 9.7. Application of DIVE method is illustrated in chapter 10. The test problem of
“human heart dipole” and “combustion of Propane” are used to demonstrate ability of DIVE
to accurately solve state equations. Comparison of results obtained with DIVE to those listed
in [105] are presented. Features of DIVE, such as meta model management framework, use of
parameter definition in system and subsystem level optimization to limit design variables are
illustrated using the test case of conceptual design of supersonic business jet in section 10.3.
In section 10.4 results obtained using different MDO frameworks and their comparison for the
test case of conceptual design of an aircraft proposed by Dassault aviation under the project
OMD/RNTL are presented. Finally, comments and conclusions drawn from these studies are
presented in the concluding chapter.

8. State of the art in multidisciplinary
design optimization
The goal of this chapter is to study and understand different concepts in multidisciplinary opti-
mization (MDO). Different MDO frameworks put forward in last few decades are studied and
their characteristics, advantages and limitations are discussed using simple analytic examples
wherever possible. In the course of this presentation, essential concepts like role of parameter
definition, use of parameterization, etc., which are often overlooked or assumed while discussing
MDO frameworks are specifically elaborated. Studies on different MDO frameworks shows that
use of approximation or surrogate modeling is finding ever increasing use in modern MDO
methods. Therefore, a brief overview of surrogate modeling techniques is also presented in this
chapter.
8.1. Definition of parameters
8.1.1. Public parameters
In a multidisciplinary context, public parameters are design parameters shared by more than
one discipline. The definition or choice of public parameters is itself a design step. Choice of
public parameters determine interactions amongst different disciplines involved in the design
optimization cycle. Final optimal design thus strongly depends on the definition and choice of
public parameters.
Definition of parameters is a major issue in the collaborative design. Despite technological de-
velopments, this problem remains difficult. The choice of public parameters is to be made by
discussion amongst all disciplines involved in design and analysis. Generally, first few simula-
tions carried out on the product allow parameter definition in a relevant way. For example, in the
case of shape optimization, theoretically number of design parameters are infinite. In practice,
one can only work with a large number of parameters; for example, all nodes of the mesh can be
design parameters. An optimization process involving large number of parameters has at least
two advantages:
1. The optimization process may compute an unexpected form and one might realize after-
ward that the computed form is far from being uninteresting, despite some unsatisfied
criteria.
2. In the development step, sensitivity computation with respect to all degrees of freedom of
the problem (using adjoint methods) makes it possible to find the most sensitive region
and to create more appropriate parameters.
When number of design parameters are large, it is possible to find the optimal solution (of
the optimization problem), but not the optimal design. The design criteria like aesthetic and
manufacturability are difficult to describe and they are not taken into account by the optimization
problem. By reducing number of design parameters one reduces the probability of unacceptable
solutions. It is accepted that in a multidisciplinary context, one can only work with a limited
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number of parameters and therefore for definition of public parameters one can rely on expertise
of engineers, available knowledge base and /or use of adjoint method to find important design
parameters.
Engineering knowledge
The knowledge base of engineers in terms of the experience they have gained in design and
analysis process plays vital role, especially in selecting shape parameters and their bounds. For
example, in aerodynamics, for given operational characteristics of the aircraft allowable range
for the leading edge sweep angle of the wing and the wing curvature are decided by engineers
based on the experience gained from wind tunnel testings and operational characteristics of
existing aircrafts.
Adjoint methods
Adjoint method is an excellent way to define parameters. Using adjoint methods, different
criteria of different disciplines can be combined in only one criterion in order to have a common
gradient. Distribution of the gradient on the surface of the initial design indicates more sensitive
parts of the shape. One can also compute a gradient for each criterion. Each gradient, defined
on the surface, can be considered as a basic perturbation function. For the definition of adjoint,
we refer to [119, 120, 121]. Automatic differentiation methods could be used for adjoint code
generation [121, 122, 30, 123, 124].
These two approaches (adjoint methods and engineering knowledge) for the definition of pa-
rameters are complementary. In [125] authors determine most significant design parameters by
considering an hierarchical approach. This approach is also discussed in the chapter "‘Multi-
parameter Shape Optimization"’ [126]. As said earlier, shape parameters are difficult to define.
In order to highlight the influence of definition of parameters in the design process, in next
section, we illustrate shape parameterization using control volume based method.
8.1.2. Private parameters
Private parameters are design parameters for specific discipline and are not shared by other
disciplines. For example, if we consider an aircraft wing, number of ribs, their positions and
their sizes may only interest the engineer in-charge of structural analysis. One calls them pri-
vate parameters. For a given choice of public parameters, the structure engineering department
performs computations with an optimal configuration of private parameters.
8.2. Creation of parameters
Use of computer aided design (CAD) software is ubiquitous in modern design and analysis
process. Usually, model prototypes and designs are created using CAD software to illustrate
different features of the product. Use of parametric design such as parametric shapes in CAD
allows easy manipulation of the product geometry and saves considerable time in generating
CAD prototypes. CAD based design thus permit easy information and data exchange amongst
different disciplines. In the 90’s, commercial CAD software introduced utilities for shape param-
eterization under constraints. These constraints can directly appear as mathematical equations
connecting one set of parameters to others (for example, constrained surface or volume). They
can also be of geometrical nature: orthogonality, parallelism, etc. These new tools are still not
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widely used, in-spite of incentive policy of many companies for the use of CAD parameterization
facilities. The reasons being
• They are difficult to implement: It is not so easy to implement simultaneously an infinite
number of shapes whereas it is already difficult to draw a fixed geometry.
• The technical communications often rely on CAD within a company. However, there is
no standard format allowing parameterized geometry transfer between different software.
Other concerns appear in the particular context of collaborative design. The relevant parameters
are not known a priori and CAD parameters may not be suitable.
8.2.1. Shape parametrization using control volume technique
In CAD, shape parameters are often created on meshes. One way to generalize shape parameter-
ization is to extend definition of bivariate Non Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). NURBS
are a standard way for surface representation in CAD. Perturbation of control points of NURBS
leads to a natural mesh perturbation. One can imagine NURBS depending on three variables
(u, v, w) for the definition of volume. Shape parametrization can be achieved by assigning a
parameterized volume to the mesh and allowing mesh nodes to undergo same perturbation as
that of points of the control volume. Major advantage of this method is to create a regular mesh
perturbation inside each volume. For implementation, one can use hexahedral finite elements as
NURBS of degree 1 or 2. These elements are generally implemented in the computational part
of most CAD software. In following paragraph we illustrate this idea.
Mesh perturbation
The use of NURBS or finite elements both require an explicit function, which at each point
(u, v, w) of the reference cube (0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, 0 ≤ w ≤ 1) associates a point (x, y, z)
of the control volume (see Fig. 8.1), where x(u, v, w)y(u, v, w)
z(u, v, w)
 =∑Pi(u, v, w)
 xiyi
zi
 (8.1)
and where (xi, yi, zi) are the control points of the control volume.
Figure 8.1.: Reference cube (left) and initial hexahedral element with its 8 control points (right).
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How to build a perturbation of the mesh? Let us denote by (x0i , y0i , z0i ) the coor-
dinates of control points before perturbation, and (x1i , y1i , z1i ) coordinates of these points after
the perturbation. Let (x0, y0, z0) be a mesh node before perturbation. First compute the triplet
(u0, v0, w0) such that  x0y0
z0
 =∑Pi(u0, v0, w0)
 x0iy0i
z0i
 . (8.2)
Coordinates of this point after perturbation are obtained using Eq. (8.3). x1y1
z1
 =∑Pi(u0, v0, w0)
 x1iy1i
z1i
 (8.3)
Solution of the system of three equations given by Eq. (8.2) provides three unknowns at each
node of the initial mesh. This step is needed only once for all perturbations. Unknowns
(u0, v0, w0) are thus shape parameters which provide parameterized meshes. A similar approach
for shape parameterization using 3-D NURBS is cited in the article by Samareh2000 [127].
Perturbation of the external mesh In acoustic or electromagnetic field analysis, only the
surface of the structure is meshed. For these applications, it is possible to perturb the surface
nodes using the process described in the previous paragraph because by construction these nodes
are inside the control volume. In aerodynamic analysis often the domain of analysis is outside
the structure. In this case, large part of the mesh is outside the control volume. For this type of
mesh, same control volume technique can be used to compute surface mesh perturbations, and
then to use traditional methods of mesh propagation to compute external mesh perturbations.
Some of these mesh perturbation methods are now discussed.
Mesh propagation
In the case of an external mesh, from a surface perturbation one needs to propagate the modifi-
cation to the neighboring mesh. Different methods which are discussed in literature are,
Mesh regeneration Most of the structured grids use regeneration technique based on trans-
finite interpolation and exponential blending functions. The choice of blending functions has a
considerable influence on the quality and robustness of the regenerated grid. Algorithm by Soni
et al. [128] proposed a set of blending functions based on arc length. This algorithm has been
incorporated in most of the commercial structured grid generation packages. Similar work is
found in [129, 130]. One of the major limitation of this approach is that it is quite difficult to
use this methodology automatically in batch mode for any type of configuration with structured
multi-block meshes. Moreover, methods used for re-meshing are not necessary differentiable
which makes them not well adapted to gradient-based approaches [131].
Elasticity methods This method first elaborated by Batina in [132] is based on an idea of
using surface perturbation as an imposed displacement. Inside the domain, one solves a linear
elasticity problem. In general, stiffness km is a function of the element volume.
km = f
(
1
V
)
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where, V is the cell volume [133]. The grid movement is computed through predictor and
corrector steps. The predictor step is based on an existing mesh and the corrector step uses
several Jacobi iterations of the static equilibrium equations by using
Un+1 =
∑
kmU
n∑
km
where the sum is over all cells and Un represents grid deformation at nth iteration. This is
similar to a Laplace operator, which has a diffusive behavior.
∇(km∇U) = 0 where km = 1
max(V, ǫ)
where, ǫ is a small positive number needed to avoid a division by zero. This technique avoids
rapid variation in U and thus eliminates the possibility of small cells [134]. The computational
effort for these methods is not negligible and in some cases comparable to the actual analysis
code [135]. Further, computational experience has shown that this methodology is not very
robust on Navier-Stokes type meshes and the related sensitivities cannot be estimated by a simple
and fast way.
Improved Integral methods First presented in [131], this approach is not widely discussed
in open literature. Let X be the set of points for which we need to compute the deformation
and X∗ represent point on the boundary Γ. For example, X∗ includes points representing air-
craft surface and the far field boundaries. Let δX∗(P ) be the deformation vector of a point
P (x∗, y∗, z∗) belonging to the boundary Γm. Γm ⊂ Γ is a part of the boundary which under-
goes movement. If M(x, y, z) is a point in X ( that is, M ∈ X), the deformation δX(M) of
this point is given by,
δX(M) =
∫
P∈Γm
δX∗(P )
d(M,P )dΓ∫
P∈Γm
1
d(M,P )dΓ
(8.4)
Where,
dΓ is an elementary surface of the boundary Γm
d(M,P ) is a distance measure between point M and P
The new updated mesh is given by
M(x∗, y∗, z∗) =M0(x
∗, y∗, z∗) + δX(M), ∀M ∈ X
where subscript “0” represents current mesh. As only real distances are used in Eq. (8.4), the
mesh deformation does not depend on the topology and thus is applicable for both structured
and unstructured meshes.
Parametrization: Application to a wing
Consider a wing whose design variables are thickness, twist, sweep, airfoil and dihedral angle.
These design variables of the wing are shown in Fig. 8.2. In CAD software, the wing is
represented by a single hexahedral element. Finite element of degree one or degree two is
considered along the wing span. The natural parameterization of these variables can be achieved
using the method of control volume discussed earlier where each surface of the wing is mapped
to the surface of the reference cube and the wing volume is parameterized using reference cube
volume as shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Tiwst
Sweep
Thickness
Figure 8.2.: Wing parameters
Figure 8.3.: Modification of the wing thickness
using a finite element of degree one in each
direction.
Figure 8.4.: Modification of the wing twist us-
ing a finite element of degree one in each di-
rection.
A thickness modification is achieved simply by a vertical perturbation of control points of face
A (see Fig. 8.1 and 8.3). The twist parameterization is achieved by a rigid rotation of face B (see
Fig. 8.1 and 8.4). The modification in wing sweep angle consists in a rigid translation of face
B (see Fig. 8.1 and 8.5). One can imagine a finite element of degree two to modify curvature
Figure 8.5.: Modification of the wing sweep us-
ing a finite element of degree one in each direc-
tion.
Figure 8.6.: Modification of the wing profile us-
ing a finite element of degree two in one direc-
tion and of degree one in two other directions.
of the airfoil or dihedral angle of the wing. One can see in Fig. 8.6 a finite element of degree
two in the plane containing the airfoil, and in figure 8.7 another finite element of degree two in
the direction corresponding to the dihedral. Fig. 8.8 shows engine displacement along the wing.
Blocks B1 and B3 follow the displacement induced by the control points of block B2. If the
leading edge and the tailing edge were parallel, one could only consider rigid displacements of
this block. If we want to take into account the angle between these two edges, we have to force
the control points of B2 to remain on the edge.
Fig. 8.9,reproduced from [131], shows application of improved integral method to compute de-
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Figure 8.7.: Modification of the dihedral using a finite element of degree two in one direction and of degree
one in two other directions.
Figure 8.8.: Engine displacement: Arrows correspond to degrees of freedom of different points, other
points are fixed.
formed grid around the aircraft surface when aircraft wing surface has undergone a considerable
deformation.
Figure 8.9.: Mesh deformation around the aircraft wing obtained using improved integral method
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8.3. MDO formulation
In order to simplify presentation of different MDO frameworks, few notations are introduced
and some of the frequently used terminologies in MDO are explained here.
8.3.1. Notations and terminology
Consider, a coupled system involving two disciplines or subsystems as shown in Fig. 8.10. Dif-
ferent variables describing this system are as follows,
v
v
-
6
-
?
-
--
-
f1, g1
A2
y21 y12
x2
x1
z
f2, g2
A1
Figure 8.10.: Schematic representation of a multidisciplinary design system involving two disciplines
• Z represents shared or system variables. Shared variables are used by more than one
discipline for disciplinary analysis.
• y12, y21 are coupling variables which are output of discipline 1 and 2 respectively. In
general, for n subsystems, yij represents coupling variables which are output of discipline
i and are input to discipline j. Let Yi = (yi1 ∪ yi2 ∪ yi3 . . . ∪ yin) be the set of all outputs
of discipline i and Y = (Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ . . . ∪ Yn) denote set of all coupling variables.
• x1, x2 are private variables of discipline 1 and 2 respectively. In general xi denote private
variables of ith discipline. Let pr = ∪xi.
• f1, f2 denote disciplinary objective function values. In general fi represents objective
function value of discipline i.
• g1, g2 denote disciplinary constraints. In general gi represents constraints of discipline i.
• System variables Z along with coupling variables Yi constitute public variables pu of the
design problem. Therefore, pu = (Z, Y ).
• Public and private variables together represent all design variables of the problem. Let
p = (pu, pr) ∈ RN denote design variables. Here, N denotes dimension of the design
problem. Whenever necessary p also represents a design point in the system.
Let ai denote output of discipline i. State equations for each of these subsystems are given in an
explicit form as,
a1 = A1(p, a2) (8.5)
a2 = A2(p, a1) (8.6)
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Here, ai represents coupling variables from discipline i. Alternatively, state equations can also
be written as
R1(Z, y21, x1) = 0
R2(Z, y12, x2) = 0 (8.7)
We generalize these notations to a system with n disciplines or subsystems as follows. Let Ai
denote the ith discipline and state equation governing this subsystem is given as,
ai = Ai(p, aj) (8.8)
or
Ri(Z, yji, xi) = 0 (8.9)
where, (i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j)
8.3.2. MDO problem
The aim of MDO method is to find design variables p within the design space defined by bounds
pl and pu on design variables to minimize (or maximize) the design objective F by simulta-
neously satisfying disciplinary constraints gi and system level constraints G. For example in
aircraft design problem, design objective is to obtain maximum range of an aircraft subjected to
different design constraints from aerodynamics, structure, propulsion and manufacturing design
teams. Mathematically the design optimization problem can be defined as
min
p
F (p, a1(p), a2(p))
Subjected to:
gi(p, a1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0, (i = 1, . . . , n)
G(p) ≤ 0
pl ≤ p ≤ pu
(8.10)
where,
F is the objective function.
gi are different disciplinary constraints.
G are system level constraints.
pl, pu are lower and upper bounds respectively on design variables.
Example
Consider, an analytical example of a MDO problem involving two disciplines as shown in
Fig. 8.10. There are three system variables Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3). The coupling between two
disciplines is described by following equations,
y12 = Z
2
1 + Z2 + Z3 − 0.2y21 (8.11)
y21 =
√
y12 + Z1 + Z3 (8.12)
with disciplinary constraints,
g1 =
(
1− y12
8
)
≤ 0 (8.13)
g2 =
(y21
10
− 1
)
≤ 0 (8.14)
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The optimization problem is,
min
Z,Y
F = Z22 + Z3 + y12 + e
−y21 (8.15)
such that
gi ≤ 0, (i = 1, 2)
−10 ≤ Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤ Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤ Z3 ≤ 10 (8.16)
8.3.3. Multidisciplinary Analysis (MDA)
Multidisciplinary analysis (MDA) is a process by which an equilibrium or multidisciplinary
feasibility is established by simultaneously solving state equations of disciplinary analysis given
by Eq. (8.7). Owing to the coupled nature of analysis amongst different disciplines MDA is
iterative in nature. MDA can be performed using following methods
Fixed point method
Commonly, MDA is performed using fixed point method such as generalized Gauss-Siedel or
generalized Jacobi scheme to eliminate coupling variables [89]. In these methods coupling vari-
ables are first initialized to a guess value ykij , ykji, (i 6= j) and are provided to disciplinary anal-
ysis. Output of disciplinary analysis modules provides updated value of yk+1ij , y
k+1
ji which are
again fed back to disciplinary analysis. The process is terminated when the difference between
6
Compatability
? ?
6
x1,z, z, x2
yk12
yk+112y
k+1
21
A2A1
‖yk12 − yk+112 ‖ ≤ ǫ
‖yk21 − yk+121 ‖ ≤ ǫ
yk21
Figure 8.11.: Schematic representation of MDA for two disciplines using fixed point method
two consecutive iterates of coupling variables is less than pre-specified tolerance ǫ. Fig. 8.11
shows schematic representation of this process for a system with two disciplines. However, con-
vergence of this method is not always guaranteed and final values of coupling variables depends
on initial guess. Theoretical analysis of conditions under which convergence is archived are
discussed in [89].
Newton type method
In Newton type method an initial guess about coupling variables is made. For a system involving
n disciplines, an increment ∆yij in coupling variable yij is computed using state equations given
by Eq. (8.9) and linear system of equations given by Eq. (8.17).
∂Ri
∂yij
∆yij = −Ri(Z, xi, yk1i, yk2i, . . . , ykji, . . . , ykni) (8.17)
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where, (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n), and i 6= j). Here, ∂Ri∂yij , represents partial derivate of disciplinary
state or output with respect to coupling variables. New updated value of coupling variables is
computed as
yk+1ij = y
k
ij + α
k∆yij , (i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j)
where, αk is called step length obtained by solving one dimensional optimization problem given
by Eq. (8.18).
αk = min
α
∑
i
‖Ri(ykij + α∆yij)‖2 , (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) , i 6= j (8.18)
The high computational cost in evaluating partial derivatives in Eq. (8.17) is primary reason
for this method not being widely used for MDA. Different variants of Newton like schemes to
reduce computational cost can be found in [136].
Residue minimization
The MDA problem can be formulated as a residue minimization problem where, residue r is
a difference between assumed values of coupling variables and response of disciplinary state
equations to these assumed values of coupling variables, that is,
r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) ,where, ri = (ai −Ai(p, aj))
The MDA problem thus can be to find coupling variables ai that minimize the residue r and is
given by Eq. (8.19)
min
ai
∑
i
‖(ai −Ai(p, aj)‖2, (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) , i 6= j (8.19)
A peculiar advantage of this method compared to earlier methods is that, in this method priority
is given to accurate solution of state equations. Later, in chapter 10 specific advantages of this
method are demonstrated in solving real life MDO problem.
However, it is to be noted that the solution given by all above methods can possibly depend on
initial guess and may represent a local solution. This can be owned to the non-linear equations
involved in multidisciplinary analysis. Therefore, it is utmost important in MDA that obtained
solution is verified to be a meaningful solution.
8.3.4. Global Sensitivity Equations (GSE)
In the context of MDO, global sensitivity equations (GSE) represent set of equations that re-
late sensitivity of state variables to design variables. It was first proposed by Sobeiszczanski-
Sobieski [78] and has been used by number of researcher in complex MDO problems such as
those in [84, 95, 137, 138].
We illustrate GSE for a system with two disciplines. GSE are derived by differentiating state
equations given by Eq. (8.5) and (8.6) with respect to design variables p. A simple chain rule
of differentiation when applied to these two equations and algebraic arrangement results in GSE
given by Eq. (8.20)  I −∂A1∂a2
−∂A2∂a1 I


∂a1
∂p
∂a2
∂p
 =

∂A1
∂p
∂A1
∂p
 (8.20)
where, I represents identity matrix. When coupling between two disciplines is not strong, that
is, when one discipline uses only a part of state variables from the output of other discipline,
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matrices ∂A1∂a2 and
∂A2
∂a1
are sparse. For many of the real life applications this is the case. Thus
solution of such sparse system provides sensitivity of state variables with respect to design vari-
ables. When the coefficient matrix in above Eq. (8.20) is not sparse an adjoint based approach
suggested by Martins in [139] can be followed to reduce computational cost.
The principal advantage of GSE can be illustrated by comparing its computational cost to finite
difference method. Consider that analysis of two subsystems A1 and A2 require n1 and n2
iterations respectively. Let T be the time per evaluation for both analyses, and let N be number
of iterations required for MDA to converge. It can be readily shown that time TFD for finite
difference across MDA is,
TFD = 2N(n1 + n2)T
whereas time required by GSE is
TGSE = (N + 1)(n1 + n2)T
which clearly indicates that computational cost with GSE is of half the order as that of finite
differencing method.
8.4. Different frameworks for multidisciplinary design
optimization
In order to keep presentation on different MDO frameworks simple, we consider a design system
involving two disciplines. However, extension to a system with more than two disciplines is
straight forward.
8.4.1. Multi-Disciplinary Feasible (MDF) method
The principal idea in this method is to couple optimization code to the multidisciplinary analysis
code. This formulation is also known as Fully Intergrated Optimization (FIO) or Nested Analysis
and Design (NAND). In this method, design variables θ = (Z,X) are provided to the coupled
system of disciplinary analysis. For given design variables θ, a complete MDA is performed
using a fixed-point iteration scheme, such as Gauss-Siedel or Jacobi method, to obtain output
variables a1, a2. These outputs are then used in evaluating the objective F (Z,X) and constraints
G(Z,X, a1, a2). The optimization problem solved is:
min
Z,X
F (Z,X)
Subjected to:
G(Z,X, a1, a2) ≤ 0
(8.21)
Fig. 8.12 shows the interaction between optimizer and system analysis in MDF formulation.
Note that in Eq. (8.21) explicit dependency of objective function on coupling variables is re-
moved as in each iteration of the optimization process, coupling variable values are fixed via
MDA. If a gradient-based method is used to solve the above problem, then MDA provides nec-
essary gradients of system objective function and constraints. A complete MDA is necessary not
just at each iteration, but at every point where the derivatives are to be evaluated. Thus, attaining
multidisciplinary feasibility can be prohibitively expensive in realistic application [100].
Disadvantages
The primary disadvantage of MDF approach is that it is computationally expensive. At each
optimization iteration, complete multidisciplinary feasibility is enforced and thus in each design
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Figure 8.12.: Information and data exchange paths in MDF framework for MDO
cycle, a considerable computations may be inefficiently spent on attaining convergence amongst
different discipline even when design point is far from being optimal. Since optimization solver
is directly coupled to the MDA code, an integrated design system is required. Such integrated
system can incur high cost in software integration and maintenance. Furthermore, individual
disciplines do not have decision autonomy. The design is driven by a system level optimizer
alone and thus optimum values of private variables are also fixed by system level optimizer.
Advantages
Even though there are numerous disadvantages of MDF method, MDF method is a good method
when coupling between different disciplines is strong. This is because in MDF, MDA is enforced
in each design (optimization cycle) iteration which insures that state equations and hence the
physics of the problem is satisfied accurately even if the optimization (design process) is stopped
prematurely.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy using MDF formulation is as
follows,
1. Optimization variables: Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3)
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2. Analysis: In every iteration, for given values of Z, solve Eq. (8.11) and 8.12 using MDA
until convergence.
3. Optimization: For given converged values of y12, y21 solve optimization problem given
by Eq. (8.15) and 8.16.
4. Using values of Z from step 3, repeat Analysis (step-2) to optimization (step-3) until
convergence.
8.4.2. Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF) method
As the name suggest, the IDF formulation provides a way to avoid a complete MDA in each
MDO optimization cycle. IDF maintains individual discipline feasibility, while allowing the op-
timizer to drive individual disciplines to multidisciplinary feasibility and optimality by control-
ling coupling variables. The principal idea in IDF is to treat coupling variables as optimization
variables by introducing auxiliary variables to satisfy individual discipline state equation. For
this, state equations in Eq. (8.5) and (8.6) are rewritten as
a1 −A1(Z, x1, b2) = 0
a2 −A2(Z, x2, b1) = 0
b1 = a1, b2 = a2
(8.22)
where, b1, b2 are auxiliary variables of the size of a1 and a2 respectively. The IDF formulation
is:
min
Z,X,b1,b2
F (Z,X, b1, b2)
such that
gi(Z, xi, b1, b2) ≤ 0
G(Z,X, b1, b2) ≤ 0
b1 − a1(Z, x1, b1, b2) = 0
b2 − a2(Z, x2, b1, b2) = 0
(8.23)
The information and data exchange path in IDF method is shown in Fig. 8.13. For IDF frame-
work thus total number of design variables are dim(Z) + dim(X) + dim(Y ) However, dimen-
sionality of the problem is dim(Z) + dim(X) because of compatibility condition on auxiliary
variables introduced through Eq. (8.22).
Advantages
As evident from Fig. 8.22 each system level objective function evaluation in IDF requires run-
ning one cycle of disciplinary analysis codes to calculate coupling variables, disciplinary ob-
jective function and constraint values. Thus IDF formulation provides autonomy to individual
disciplines whereby disciplinary analysis can be carried out independent of other disciplines and
could even be performed in parallel. In IDF, individual disciplines can execute their own anal-
ysis codes for given auxiliary variables. This way it avoids MDA in each system level design
iteration, allows lesser complexity in software integration and thus low maintenance cost of the
design system.
Disadvantages
As the name suggest, only individual disciplinary feasibility is maintained in this framework,
that is, state equations of individual disciplines are satisfied in each iteration but all disciplinary
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Figure 8.13.: Information and data exchange paths in IDF framework for MDO
constraints need not be satisfied [77]. Unlike MDF method, multidisciplinary feasibility is
achieved only after system level optimization converges. In other words, during intermediate
design cycles, coupling variables need not satisfy the physics of the problem.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy in IDF formulation is as
follows,
1. Optimization variables: Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3, b1, b2)
2. Analysis: Introduction of auxiliary variables b1, b2 require modification of set of disci-
plinary equations. The new set of equations solved by discipline-1 and discipline-2 are
given by Eq. (8.24) and (8.25). Analysis steps involves a single non iterative solution of
these equations.
y12 = Z
2
1 + Z2 + Z3 − 0.2b2 (8.24)
y21 =
√
b1 + Z1 + Z3 (8.25)
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3. Optimization: The system level optimization problem is given by Eq. (8.26).
min
Z,b1,b2
F = Z22 + Z3 + b1 + e
−b2
such that
g1 = 1− b1
8
≤ 0
g2 =
b2
10
− 1 ≤ 0
b1 − y12 = 0
b2 − y21 = 0
−10 ≤Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z3 ≤ 10 (8.26)
4. Repeat Analysis (step-2) and optimization (step-3) cycle until convergence.
8.4.3. Disciplinary Analysis Optimization (DAO) method
One of the drawback of IDF method is that multidisciplinary feasibility is not maintained in
individual design iterations. The outcome of these could be that there may not exist system level
variables Z which which satisfy all disciplinary constraints. To maintain individual disciplinary
feasibility and at the same time to satisfy all disciplinary constraints, an approach proposed by
Alexandrov and Lewis in [91, 92] involves introduction of system level auxiliary variables in
disciplinary analysis. This approach is known as Disciplinary Analysis Optimization (DAO)
method. Each discipline Ai chooses its own set of system variables ti in order to satisfy disci-
plinary constraints. When the convergence is achieved, all ti are equal. Convergence of all ti
is ensured by added equality constraint of the form ti = Z in the optimization problem. For a
system with two disciplines DAO problem is defined as:
min
Z,X,t1,t2,b1,b2
F (Z,X, t1, t2, b1, b2)
g1(t1, x1, b1) ≤ 0
g2(t2, x2, b2) ≤ 0
b1 = a1(t1, x1, b2)
b2 = a2(t2, x2, b1)
t1 = Z
t2 = Z
(8.27)
Advantages
Unlike IDF, DAO ensures that all disciplinary constraints are satisfied at each iteration of the
optimization cycle. By properly initiating auxiliary system variables, individual discipline fea-
sibility as well as multidisciplinary feasibility can be maintained in the design cycle. Equality
constraints on auxiliary system variables ensures that these two set of variables coincide at the
optimum solution.
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Figure 8.14.: Information and data exchange paths in DAO framework for MDO
Disadvantages
With DAO method number of variables and number of constraints to be satisfied in the optimiza-
tion problem are more compared to IDF. Total number of design variables in the optimization
problem with DAO formulation are 2 ∗ dim(Z) + dim(Y ) + dim(X). This increases compu-
tational cost in optimization step.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy in DAO formulation is as
follows,
1. Optimization variables: (Z1, Z2, Z3, t1, t2, b1, b2) where
t1 = (t11, t12, t13)
and
t2 = (t21, t22, t23)
2. Analysis: Introduction of auxiliary variables t1, t2, b1, b2 require modification of set of
disciplinary equations. The new set of equations solved by discipline-1 and discipline-2
are given by Eq. (8.28) and (8.29). Analysis steps involves a single non iterative solution
of these equations.
y12 = t
2
11 + t12 + t13 − 0.2b2 (8.28)
y21 =
√
b1 + t21 + t23 (8.29)
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3. Optimization: The system level optimization problem is given by Eq. (8.30).
min
Z,t1,t2,b1,b2
F = Z22 + Z3 + b1 + e
−b2
such that
g1 = 1− b1
8
≤ 0
g2 =
b2
10
− 1 ≤ 0
t11 = t21 = Z1
t12 = t22 = Z2
t13 = t23 = Z3
b1 = y12
b2 = y21
−10 ≤Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z3 ≤ 10 (8.30)
4. Repeat Analysis (step-2) and optimization (step-3) cycle until convergence.
8.4.4. All-At-Once (AAO) method
All-At-Once (AAO) method is also known as “one shot”, Simultaneous Analysis and Design
(SAND) method or SAD method [101, 80, 140]. In AAO method state equations and optimiza-
tion problem are solved simultaneously. State equations are considered as equality constraints
on the system level optimization problem. Contrary to the MDF method, state equations are not
satisfied at each step of the optimization algorithm, but they are satisfied when the convergence
is achieved. Optimization problem defined by this method can be described as:
min
p
F (p)
g1(p) ≤ 0
g2(p) ≤ 0
G(Z, Y, Z) ≤ 0
R1(Z, y21, x1) = 0
R2(Z, y12, x2) = 0
(8.31)
Fig. 8.15 shows data and information exchange paths in AAO method. Note that unlike MDF or
IDF, system analysis is absent in AAO method. The system level optimizer provides all design
variables to compute disciplinary outputs.
Advantages
The primary advantage of AAO method is the elimination of an iterative disciplinary analysis
which is present in MDF or IDF method. This can be computationally advantageous as system
level optimizer need not satisfy all disciplinary constraints when the design point is far from
being optimal.
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Figure 8.15.: Information and data exchange paths in AAO framework for MDO
Disadvantages
AAO is really efficient due to elimination of system analysis, but it can be difficult to obtain
its convergence when some of the state equations are strongly nonlinear. Even in a mono-
disciplinary context, the convergence is not always achieved. Furthermore, the optimization
problem in AAO is more complicated owing to large set of optimization variables and more
equality constraints. As cited in [102] another disadvantage is that disciplinary feasibility is
only attained at a relative or at an absolute extremum. This lowers the possibility of attaining a
valid design solution if the optimizer is unsuccessful in attaining the global optimum solution.
Software integration and maintenance cost associated with AAO method is least as compared
to MDF and IDF method but a platform to manage input output relationship amongst different
discipline is essential. No disciplinary autonomy is provided under AAO method as all design
variables are selected by the system level optimizer.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy in AAO formulation is as
follows,
1. Optimization variables: (Z1, Z2, Z3, y12, y21)
2. Analysis/Residue computation: There is no analysis step in AAO method, rather it com-
putes residue of state equations, given by Eq. (8.32) and (8.33).
R1(Z, y21, x1) = y12 −
(
Z21 + Z2 + Z3 − 0.2y21
) (8.32)
R2(Z, y12, x2) = y21 − (√y12 + Z1 + Z3) (8.33)
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3. Optimization: The system level optimization problem is given by Eq. (8.34).
min
Z1,Z2,Z3,y12,y21
FAAO = Z
2
2 + Z3 + y12 + e
y21
such that
g1 =
(
1− y12
8
)
≤ 0
g2 =
(y21
10
− 1
)
≤ 0
y12 − Z21 + Z2 + Z3 − 0.2y21 = 0
y21 −√y12 + Z1 + Z3 = 0
−10 ≤Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z3 ≤ 10 (8.34)
4. Repeat residue computation (step-2) and optimization (step-3) cycle until convergence.
8.4.5. Collaborative Optimization (CO) method
The principal idea in CO method is to use auxiliary variables to relax interdisciplinary compat-
ibility conditions. Collaborative optimization is a bi-level optimization approach and therefore,
optimization problem is solved at two levels, namely, at system level and disciplinary level. The
main goal of system level optimization problem is to impose to each discipline some objectives
to be reached in a least square sense. Each discipline selects its own set of design variables,
so as to satisfy disciplinary constraints and then each discipline specific optimization minimizes
the difference between discipline chosen design variables and design variables provided by sys-
tem level optimizer. Design variable values obtained from this subsystem optimization provides
equality constraint on system level variables in system level optimization problem. At system
level following problem is solved:
min
Z,b1,b2
F (Z, b1, b2)
such that
1
2
‖(σ∗1(Z, b1, b2)− Z)‖2 +
1
2
‖(a∗1 − b1)‖2 = 0 (8.35)
1
2
‖(σ∗2(Z, b1, b2)− Z)‖2 +
1
2
‖(a∗2 − b2)‖2 = 0 (8.36)
G(Z, b1, b2) ≤ 0
Z l ≤ Z ≤ Zu
where, σ∗1, σ∗2 are optimum values of system variables obtained by solving disciplinary optimiza-
tion problem and
a∗1 = A1(σ
∗
1(Z, b1, b2), x
∗
1(Z, b1, b2), b2)
a∗2 = A2(σ
∗
2(Z, b1, b2), x
∗
2(Z, b1, b2), b1)
are the disciplinary output at these optimum values. A1, A2 represent state equations of disci-
pline 1 and 2 respectively. The optimization problem for discipline 1 is
min
σ1,x1
(
1
2
‖σ1 − Z‖2 + 1
2
‖b1 − a1(σ1, x1, b2)‖2
)
such that g1(σ1, x1, b1) ≤ 0 (8.37)
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and optimization problem for discipline-2 is
min
σ2,x2
(
1
2
‖σ2 − Z‖2 + 1
2
‖b2 − a2(σ2, x2, b1)‖2
)
such that g2(σ2, x2, b2) ≤ 0 (8.38)
where, for ith discipline (i = 1, 2), system level optimizer provides coupling variable target bi
and design variable target Z. The system level optimizer minimizes the system specific objec-
tive function F by selecting system level design variables Z, coupling variables b1, b2 and by
satisfying system level constraints. Equality constraints given by Eq. (8.35) and (8.36) ensures
that multidisciplinary feasibility is achieved at optimum solution. The information and data
exchange path in CO framework is shown in Fig. 8.16.
Advantages
In each system level optimization cycle, a sequence of disciplinary optimization are solved and
since each of these disciplinary optimizations are performed independent of other disciplines,
concurrent processing of disciplinary optimization is possible. This can reduce the compu-
tational time considerably. Furthermore, each discipline has an autonomy to select its own
optimization process. This facilitates software integration in which heterogeneous computing
platforms are allowed. When coupling between disciplines is weak, that is number of coupling
variables shared by two or more disciplines are small, the dimensionality of resulting subsystem
optimization in CO method is small compared to optimization process in MDF, IDF or AAO
method.
-
[
‖σ∗
1
− Z‖2 + ‖a∗
1
− b1‖2
]
= 0
Discipline 1
[
‖σ∗
2
− Z‖2 + ‖a∗
2
− b2‖2
]
= 0
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??
-
G(Z, b1, b2) ≤ 0
σ∗
1
, a∗
1
g1(σ1, x1, b1) ≤ 0
g2(σ2, x2, b2) ≤ 0
σ∗
2
, a∗
2
min
σ1,x1
1
2
[
‖σ1 − Z‖2 + ‖b1 − a1(σ1, x1, b2)‖2
]
subjected to:
min
σ2,x2
1
2
[
‖σ2 − Z‖2 + ‖b2 − a2(σ2, x2, b1)‖2
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Figure 8.16.: Information and data exchange path in CO framework for MDO
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Disadvantages
Alexandrov and Lewis in [92] showed that in CO formulation system level constraints can have
discontinuous derivatives. In works of DeMiguel and Martins [141, 142] it is proved that at
optimum point obtained using CO method, Jacobian matrix of the system-level compatibility
constraints is singular. As the value of compatibility constraints and their gradients are both zero
at solutions, Lagrange multipliers associated with compatibility constraints are zero. This can
pose convergence problem when gradient based solvers are used for system level optimization .
Further, when number of coupling variables are large, the dimensionality of resulting subsystem
and system level optimization problem in CO method is large. This can lead to increased com-
putational cost and convergence problems. The existence of multiple subspace solution regions
can also produce inaccuracies in the system-level Jacobian [80] and further hinder convergence.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy using CO method is as fol-
lows:
1. System level:
Optimization variables: Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3, b1, b2)
Optimization problem:
min
Z1,Z2,Z3,b1,b2
(
Z22 + Z3 + b1 + e
−b2
)
subjected to constraints
‖(σ∗1 − Z)‖2+‖(a∗1 − b1)‖2 = 0
‖(σ∗2 − Z)‖2+‖(a∗2 − b2)‖2 = 0
−10 ≤Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤Z3 ≤ 10
where, σ∗1 = (σ11, σ12, σ13) and σ∗2 = (σ21, σ22, σ23) are output of disciplinary opti-
mization problem solved by discipline-1 and 2. a∗1, a∗2 denote values of coupling variables
computed using discipline specific optimized solutions for discipline-1 and 2 respectively.
2. Each objective function evaluation in system level optimization problem calls for subsys-
tem level optimization in discipline 1 and 2.
3. Subsystem level: Discipline-1:
Optimization variables: (σ11, σ12, σ13)
Subsystem optimization problem for discipline-1:
min
σ11,σ12,σ13
1
2
(‖σ11 − Z1‖2 + ‖σ12 − Z2‖2 + ‖σ13 − Z3‖2 + ‖b1 − a1‖2)
such that g1 =
(
1− b1
8
)
≤ 0
where,
a1 =
(
σ211 + σ12 + σ13 − 0.2 b2
)
Output: σ∗1 = (σ∗11, σ∗12, σ∗13) , a∗1 =
(
σ∗11
2 + σ∗12 + σ
∗
13 − 0.2 b2
)
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4. Subsystem level: Discipline-2:
Optimization variables: (σ21, σ22, σ23)
Subsystem optimization problem for discipline-2:
min
σ21,σ22,σ23
1
2
(‖σ21 − Z1‖2 + ‖σ22 − Z2‖2 + ‖σ23 − Z3‖2 + ‖b2 − a2‖2)
such that g2 =
(
b2
10
− 1
)
≤ 0 (8.39)
(8.40)
where,
a2 =
(√
b1 + σ21 + σ23
)
Output: σ∗2 = (σ∗21, σ∗22, σ∗23) , a∗2 =
(√
b1 + σ
∗
21 + σ
∗
23
)
5. System level optimization process is continued till convergence.
8.4.6. Concurrent Sub-Space Optimization (CSSO) method
Concurrent Sub-Space Optimization (CSSO) method is a bi-level MDO framework. Unlike in
CO method, no specific distinction is made in the choice of objective function for system level
problem and the subspace level problem. The system level problem is treated just as another dis-
cipline and each discipline has its own optimizer. The principal idea in CSSO method is to use
decomposition of design variables and approximations so as to ensure multidisciplinary fidelity
in each step of design optimization process. The CSSO is similar to the domain decomposition
method and its application for solving state equations, except for one aspect: in domain decom-
position, an unknown can easily be associated to one equation of the state. In multidisciplinary
optimization, it is difficult to associate any public parameter to one particular discipline, be-
cause by definition public parameters are shared between different disciplines. Concurrency in
CSSO method is achieved by solving disciplinary or subspace optimization problems indepen-
dent of each other. Each discipline operates on its own set of local variables. Coupling variables
and constraints from other disciplines required in disciplinary optimization are approximated
using GSE. Each subsystem optimization thus provides different designs. These designs are
used to construct an approximation of objective function to be used in system level problem,
named as “coordination problem.” Convergence amongst disciplinary optimization outputs is
obtained by solving “coordination problem” which is similar to MDF approach but makes use
of approximate subsystem models generated using disciplinary optimization instead of using
real disciplinary models. Different processes, information and data exchange path are shown in
Fig. 8.17. A detailed presentation on CSSO method and its variant are referred to [76, 75, 79].
Here, CSSO method is illustrated for a system with two disciplines. Recall the initial problem
a1 = A1(p, a2),
a2 = A2(p, a1),
min
p
F (p, a1(p), a2(p))
G(p, a1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0
pl ≤ p ≤ pu
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Figure 8.17.: Information and data exchange path in CSSO framework for MDO
where, p = (Z, Y,X) is a vector of design variables. Let p = (p1, p2), be decomposed into
two subsets, where pi, (i = 1, 2) are the vector of the variables associated to discipline i. Let
“˜” denote approximation or meta-model of a function or output. Then, we denote by a˜i the ap-
proximation of the output of ai. A˜2 is an approximation of discipline 2 used in the optimization
problem solved in discipline 1 and reciprocally, an approximation of discipline 1, denoted by A˜1
is used in the optimization problem solved in discipline 2. Optimization problem for discipline
1 is:
a1 = A1(p, a˜2), (8.41)
a˜2 = A˜2(p, a1), (8.42)
min
p1
F˜1(p1, p2, a1(p), a˜2(p)) (8.43)
g1(p, a1(p), a˜2(p)) ≤ 0
g˜2(p, a1(p), a˜2(p)) ≤ 0
(1−∆2)p01 ≤ p1 ≤ (1 + ∆2)p01 (8.44)
The constraint given by Eq. (8.44) is introduced to set the validity domain of the approximation
of a2 around the current point p01. The approximate response a˜2 and the coefficient ∆2 are
generated using response from discipline 2 and GSE. F˜2 and g˜2 are approximations of objective
function and approximation of constraints for discipline-1 used in the optimization problem for
discipline-2.
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In the same way, we can write the problem solved by discipline 2
a˜1 = A˜1(p, a2), (8.45)
a2 = A2(p, a˜1), (8.46)
min
p2
F˜2(p1, p2, a˜1(p), a2(p)). (8.47)
g˜1(p, a˜1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0
g2(p, a˜1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0
(1−∆1)p02 ≤ p2 ≤ (1 + ∆1)p02 (8.48)
where constraint given by Eq. (8.48) is introduced to set the validity domain of the approximation
of a1 around the current point p02. The approximate response a˜1 and the coefficient ∆1 are
generated using response from discipline 1 and GSE. F˜2 and g˜1 are approximations of objective
function and approximation of constraints for discipline-2 used in the optimization problem for
discipline-1.
The system level optimization problem is:
min
p
F˜ (a˜∗1, a˜
∗
2)
G˜(p, a˜∗1, a˜
∗
2) ≤ 0
pl ≤ p ≤ pu (8.49)
where F˜ and G˜ are approximations of objective function and constraints generated using optimal
responses, a˜∗1, a˜∗2 from subsystem optimizations.
Advantages
In CSSO approach subsystem and system level optimization problems are solved independent
of each other. This permits use of heterogeneous optimization procedures within the integrated
software environment. Computational time in subsystem optimizations can be saved by using
parallel processing. Furthermore, multi-fidelity approximations can be developed for system
level optimization problem and with effective meta model management framework, CSSO can
provide multi-fidelity solutions of the design and optimization problem. One such approach is
listed in [143].
Disadvantages
CSSO makes use of approximate models for subsystem and system level optimization. Usually
these approximate models are accurate within a small region surrounding the point of approx-
imation and therefore model validity need to be ensured in each optimization cycle of CSSO.
This calls for appropriate model and parameter bound constraint management. Without this
meta-model management strategy it is possible that optimal solution could be far from realistic
solution.
Example
For example problem considered in section 8.3.2, solution strategy using CSSO method is as
follows:
1. The design vector is p = (Z1, Z2, Z3, y12, y21)
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2. We divide this vectors into two p1 = (Z1, Z2, Z3, y12) and p2 = (Z1, Z3, y21)
3. Using MDA find y12, y21 such that
y12 = k1 − 0.2y21 y21 =
√
y12 + k2
4. Using GSE find ∇py12, ∇py21
5. Construct approximation y˜12, y˜21, g˜1, g˜2 such that
y˜ij = yij |p +∇p (yij)
g˜i = gi|p +∇p (gi)where (i, j = 1, 2), i 6= j
6. Subsystem optimization problem for discipline-1
min
p1
F˜1 = Z
2
2 + Z3 + y12 + e
−y˜21
such that
g1 =
(
1− y12
8
)
≤ 0
g˜2 =≤ 0
−10 ≤ Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤ Z2 ≤ 10
0 ≤ Z3 ≤ 10
output: a˜∗1
7. Subsystem optimization problem for discipline-2
min
p2
F˜2 = Z˜
2
2 + Z3 + y˜12 + e
−y21
such that
g˜1 =≤ 0
g2 =
(y21
10
− 1
)
≤ 0
−10 ≤ Z1 ≤ 10
0 ≤ Z3 ≤ 10
where
Z˜2 = Value ofZ2 held constant from previous iteration
output: a˜∗2
8. Using a∗1, a∗2 perform MDA and GSA. Use this information to generate approximation
F˜ = F˜ (p, a˜∗1, a˜
∗
2) and g˜i = g˜i(p, a˜∗1, a˜∗2), (i = 1, 2).
9. Solve system level optimization problem given by Eq. (8.49) to find optimum solution p∗.
10. Using p∗ check for convergence amongst disciplines 1 and 2.
11. If convergence is achieved STOP else set p = p∗ and repeat step 2 and onwards.
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8.4.7. Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS)
The principal idea in BLISS method is to formulate disciplinary objective function from the
given system level objective such that minimization of disciplinary objective function by disci-
pline specific optimization process will result in the reduction of system level objective function
value. As the name suggests, BLISS method decomposes the design optimization problem into
two levels, namely system level and subsystem level. Each system level design iteration in
BLISS is carried out in two steps,
• Step-1 Concurrent optimizations of disciplinary objectives using private variables X and
holding system level variables Z as constant; and next,
• Step-2 System-level optimization that utilizes variables Z.
First introduced in 1998, detailed description of this method is provided in [81]. The method
comprises of, MDA to find coupling variables, solution of GSE at each iteration to find update
in design variables, to compute system and subsystem level objective function and disciplinary
optimization to find private variables.
To illustrate BLISS procedure, Let po =
(
Z0, Y 0, X0
)
be the current design point. The super-
script 0 denotes the current state. Let θ0 =
(
Z0, X0
)
. For given θ0 coupling variables Y 0 are
determined using MDA. Let F 0 = F
(
Z0, X0
)
and G0 = G
(
Z0, X0
)
be the value of system
level objective function and constraints at design point p0. Gradient of objective function ∇pF 0
and system level constraints ∇pG0 are computed using GSE. Using this information a linear
approximation F˜ (p) and G˜(p) of F and G are generated as,
F˜ (p) = F 0 +∇pF 0
(
p− p0)
G˜(p) = G0 +∇pG0
(
p− p0) (8.50)
(8.51)
Note that,∇p = (∂Z , ∂Y , ∂X) is a gradient operator. In this approximation ∂XF 0
(
p− p0)
represents contribution from individual disciplines to the system level objective function and and
∂XG
0
(
p− p0) represents contribution from individual disciplines to system level constraint for
chosen private parameters X . Thus minimization of this disciplinary contribution lead to the
minimization of F˜ (p) and G˜(p). Therefore, each subsystem “i” in BLISS architecture solves
following optimization problem.
min
xi
∂xiF
0
(
xi − x0i
)
such that (8.52)
G0 + ∂xiG
0
(
xi − x0i
) ≤ 0
gi(Z
0, Y 0, x0i ) ≤ 0
xli ≤ xui (8.53)
where, gi are subsystem specific constraints. Subsystem optimization constitutes “step-I” of
BLISS algorithm and represents optimal response of subsystems for assumed values of Z and
values of Y obtained using MDA. Solution of subsystem minimization problem given by Eq. (8.53)
provides optimal values of local variables Xopt and Lagrange multipliers λ associated with sys-
tem level constraints G0. It can be readily shown [81] that for given values of Xopt obtained
from disciplinary optimization, the system level objective function and constraints reduces to
f(Z) =FXopt +
(
∂ZF
0 + λT∂ZG
0
) (
Z − Z0) (8.54)
g(Z) =GXopt +
(
∂ZG
0
) (
Z − Z0) (8.55)
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Minimization of system level objective function given by Eq. (8.54) subjected to constraints
given by Eq. (8.55) constitutes “step-2” of the BLISS method. The system level optimization
problem restricted to system level variable Z is given by Eq.(8.56)
min
Z
f(Z)
such that
g(Z) ≤ 0
Z l ≤ Z ≤ Zu (8.56)
Fig. 8.18 shows information and data exchange flow in BLISS method.
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Figure 8.18.: Schematic layout of information and data exchange flow in BLISS framework for MDO
Advantages
BLISS is a bi-level framework in which the system level optimization process guides subsystem
level optimization to improve overall system design. Reduction of original design optimization
problem into number of subsystem level optimization problem results in reduction in the dimen-
sionality of the problem handled by optimizer. Since disciplinary optimization are performed
after MDA, concurrent processing of disciplinary optimization is possible which can reduce the
computational time.
Disadvantages
In BLISS method, disciplinary objective function is obtained using system level objective func-
tion and therefore, individual disciplines do not have an autonomy to select their own objective
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function. Also, the resulting system level optimization problem in BLISS can be highly discon-
tinuous and this can pose problem if gradient based optimization solver is used.
Depending on the method used to generate approximations of the cost function and constraints,
different variant of BLISS are cited in literature. The formulation BLISS-RSM [143] uses
polynomial approximations as disciplinary meta-models. The formulation BLISS2000 [144]
generalizes the BLISS method by using disciplinary meta models. In following subsection
BLISS2000 method is described.
8.4.8. BLISS2000
BLISS2000 is a variant of BLISS method. BLISS2000 formulation differs from BLISS formu-
lation in terms of use of disciplinary meta models, definition of subsystem level optimization
problem and coordination strategy to couple system level optimizer to subsystem level opti-
mization process. Unlike BLISS where system level optimizer controls all design variables in
BLISS2000, design space is divided into system level variables (Z,W ), coupling variables Y
and local or private variablesX . W are the weights used in subsystem optimization and provides
the means by which subsystem optimization are driven to system level design objective during
system level optimization. Similar to BLISS, in BLISS2000 first for given values of system level
variables optimal values of local and coupling variables are determined and then for this optimal
set of local and coupling variables an update in system variable is carried out to reach system
level objectives. The process is repeated till convergence. Different steps in BLISS2000 method
are, subsystem optimization, construction of disciplinary meta models and solution of system
level optimization using disciplinary meta models.
Subsystem optimization
For given values of system shared and coupling variables (Z, Y,W ) each discipline or subsys-
tem finds its own set of optimum local variables by satisfying disciplinary constraints. For ith
discipline, the discipline specific objective function is:
fi =
ni∑
j=1
wij yij(xi, Z, Y ) (8.57)
where, wij ∈ W are weights associated with disciplinary outputs yij and ni denote number of
coupling variables which are output of ith disciplinary analysis. The subsystem optimization
problem solved in ith discipline is:
min
xi
fi
such that gik(xi, Y, Z) ≤ 0 (8.58)
xli ≤ xi ≤ xui (8.59)
where gik(xi, Y, Z), k = 1, 2, . . .K are discipline specific constraints. Solutuon of this subsys-
tem optimization are optimal values of private variables xiopt .
Construction of disciplinary meta models
Disciplinary meta models are constructed using optimal response of disciplinary analysis. The
optimality is in the sense of solution of disciplinary optimization problem in Eq. (8.59) for given
sets of shared variables (Z, Y,W ). The disciplinary meta model provides input output relation-
ship between set of shared variables (Z, Y,W ) and optimal response of disciplinary analysis.
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To construct disciplinary meta models disciplinary optimization problem is solved for different
sets of shared variables, (Zm, Y m,Wm), (m = 1, . . . , Ni) where Ni are number of samples
used to construct approximation for ith discipline. Let ximopt denote solution of optimization
problem defined in Eq.(8.59) for shared variables (Zm, Y m,Wm) and Y˜ moi be the response of
the disciplinary analysis of ith discipline for inputs (xmiopt , Y m, Zm). Here, “Y˜ ” signifies the
approximate response and subscript “o” signifies the output. Using this ensemble of Y˜ moi and
(Zm, Y m,Wm), (m = 1, . . . , Ni) disciplinary meta models are constructed using any avail-
able technique such as response surface method, neural network, etc. The functional relationship
provided by meta model MMi of discipline i is:
Y˜oi =MMi(Z, Y,W ) (8.60)
Use of these specific meta models thus eliminate local variables from system level optimization.
System level optimization problem
Usually, system level objective function is one of the disciplinary output and is computed using
disciplinary meta models. Let system level objective function be F = yoIJ where, yoIJ rep-
resents J th output of Ith meta model. The system level optimization problem in BLISS2000
is:
min
Z,Y,W
F (Z, Y,W ) = yoIJ
such that
Yi − Y˜oi = 0
G(Z, Y,W ) ≤ 0
Z l ≤ Z ≤ Zu
Y l ≤ Y ≤ Y u
W l ≤W ≤W u
The equality constraint Yi − Y˜oi = 0 ensures multidisciplinary feasibility at optimum. Fig. 8.19
shows information and data exchange paths in BLISS2000 method.
Advantages
Specific construction of meta models eliminate local variables from the system level optimiza-
tion problem and thus system level optimization problem is of reduced dimension as compared
to BLISS method discussed earlier. Compared to BLISS, use of disciplinary meta models also
reduces computational cost involved in each of the system level iteration if one ignores the cost
involved in meta model generation and considers only the cost towards objective function eval-
uation and computation of sensitivity derivatives. Unlike BLISS, use of GSE is eliminated for
construction of disciplinary objective function.
Disadvantages
Construction of specific meta models is a central theme in BLISS2000 method. The computa-
tional cost involved in construction of meta models could be high. A good meta model creation
strategy involving efficient sampling and exception handling such as a situation in which there
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Figure 8.19.: Schematic layout of information and data exchange flow in BLISS framework for MDO
is no feasible solution for subsystem optimization problem for given set of shared variables is
needed. Like CSSO method, an appropriate model and parameter bound constraint management
is required without which optimal solution could be far from realistic solution.
8.5. Game theoretic approach to multidisciplinary design
optimization
Game theory has been used for multi-criteria optimization [145]. Then, it has been enhanced
by J. Périaux et al. [146, 147, 148] as an excellent way to deal with multidisciplinary optimiza-
tion. Game theory seems to be more suitable for multidisciplinary design than most of classical
methods. For example, in aircraft design problem criteria like the maximum of the Von Mises
stress, the drag and the lift, the maximum deformation, and the fuel consumption are of totally
different nature. The main advantage of game theory is to work in a multi-criteria context, and
allow each discipline to be in charge of its own criterion.
The natural way to adapt game theory to multidisciplinary optimization is to consider each dis-
cipline as a player. Consider a design problem or system involving two subsystems. In game
theoretic approach these subsystems are considered as players A and B. We consider two real
cost functions defined on A×B:
fA : A×B → R
(x, y) 7→ fA(x, y) (8.61)
and
fB : A×B → R
(x, y) 7→ fB(x, y) (8.62)
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where A and B are two parts of Rn and Rm respectively. Player A minimizes the cost function
fA with respect to x, while player B minimizes the cost function fB with respect to y. The
outcome of the game between player A and B is the resulting design and the game is considered
to be over when an equilibrium is reached. There are different notions of equilibrium.
8.5.1. The Pareto equilibrium
Definition
The point (x∗, y∗) is “Pareto optimal” (or a Pareto equilibrium point) if there does not exist any
(x, y) ∈ A×B such that {
fA(x, y) ≤ fA(x∗, y∗)
fB(x, y) < fB(x
∗, y∗),
or {
fA(x, y) < fA(x
∗, y∗)
fB(x, y) ≤ fB(x∗, y∗).
This is equivalent to say that there is no way to improve fA without a loss of performance of fB
and vice versa. The set of all Pareto equilibrium points is called the “Pareto front”.
When the Pareto front is a convex set, one can find all points on the Pareto front by minimizing
fλ = λfA + (1− λ)fB where, 0 < λ < 1. For all λ, there exists a Pareto equilibrium point.
The team in charge of disciplines may use the set of Pareto front to find a compromise between
different interdisciplinary criteria or objectives.
Example
Let us consider a very simple example{
fA = (x− 1)2 + (x− y)2
fB = (y − 3)2 + (x− y)2. (8.63)
One can find the Pareto equilibrium points by considering a convex combination of two criteria
fλ = λfA + (1− λ)fB, (8.64)
and minimizing fλ for all 0 < λ < 1. In this case, we have
fλ = λ(x− 1)2 + (1− λ)(y − 3)2 + (x− y)2 (8.65)
and then
∂xfλ = 2 [λ(x− 1) + (x− y)] = 0
∂yfλ = 2 [(1− λ)(y − 3)− (x− y)] = 0. (8.66)
We finally obtain {
(1 + λ)x− y = λ
−x+ (2− λ)y = 3(1− λ). (8.67)
8.5.2. The Nash equilibrium
Definition
The point (x∗, y∗) is a Nash equilibrium point if{
fA(x
∗, y∗) = inf
x
fA(x, y
∗)
fB(x
∗, y∗) = inf
y
fB(x
∗, y).
(8.68)
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It is straightforward to see that this equilibrium point must satisfy the optimality system{ ∇xfA(x∗, y∗) = 0
∇yfB(x∗, y∗) = 0 (8.69)
Example
We consider again example (8.63){
fA = (x− 1)2 + (x− y)2
fB = (y − 3)2 + (x− y)2,
and the corresponding Nash equilibrium is given by
∂xfA = 0
∂yfB = 0
⇐⇒ y = 2x− 1
x = 2y − 3 ⇐⇒
x =
5
3
y =
7
3
(8.70)
Notice that the solution of (8.70) is exactly the same as in (8.67) with λ = 1 in the first equation
and λ = 0 in the second one.
The Nash equilibrium is an interesting way to avoid arbitrary weighting of cost functions. How-
ever, the compromise, between disciplines, is hidden by parameter definition. For example, the
choice of parameter subsets corresponding to discipline 1 and discipline 2 is a hidden compro-
mise.
8.5.3. The Stackelberg equilibrium
Definition
Consider that one of the two players is the leader of the game, for example player A. The
multidisciplinary problem is formulated as follows:
min
x
fA(x, yx)
where yx = min
y
fB(x, y).
(8.71)
This is an elimination method for unknown variables. Then, we only have to minimize
j(x) := fA(x, yx) (8.72)
If we assume that fA is an aerodynamics cost function, for example the drag, and that fB is
the weight, then y represents the private parameters of the structural mechanics (number of
spars, position, thickness, etc., . . . ). Each evaluation of fB requires solution of an optimization
problem in structural mechanics.
Example
Consider the example given by Eq. (8.63),{
fA = (x− 1)2 + (x− y)2
fB = (y − 3)2 + (x− y)2.
The Stackelberg equilibrium is exactly the Nash equilibrium:
yx =
(x+ 3)
2
,
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j(x) = (x− 1)2 +
(
x− 3
2
)2
.
The minimization of j(x) gives
x =
5
3
and yx =
7
3
.
8.5.4. Application of the game theory to the multidisciplinary design
Consider state equations given by Eq.(8.5), (8.6) and the MDO problem given by Eq. (8.10)
a1 = A1(p, a2)
a2 = A2(p, a1)
min
p
F (p, a1(p), a2(p))
G(p, a1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0
where, the F (p, a1(p), a2(p)) is a weighted criterion. F is replaced by f1(p, a1(p), a2(p)) for
discipline 1 and by f2(p, a1(p), a2(p)) for discipline 2. For example, if discipline 1 is structural
mechanics, f1 may represent the weight of the structure. If discipline 2 is aerodynamics, then
f2 may be the lift with a constraint on the drag.
To proceed further we adopt same notations as introduced in the context of CSSO framework
in section 8.4.6. But, here for each subsystem, the system level cost function is replaced by
disciplinary cost functions. Discipline 1 solves the following problem
a1 = A1(p, a˜2) (8.73)
a˜2 = A˜2(p, a1) (8.74)
min
p1
f1(p1, p2, a1(p), a˜2(p)) (8.75)
g1(p, a1(p), a˜2(p)) ≤ 0
(1−∆2)p01 ≤ p1 ≤ (1 + ∆2)p01 (8.76)
and discipline 2 solves the following problem
a˜1 = A˜1(p, a2), (8.77)
a2 = A2(p, a˜1), (8.78)
min
p2
f2(p1, p2, a˜1(p), a2(p)) (8.79)
g2(p, a˜1(p), a2(p)) ≤ 0
(1−∆1)p02 ≤ p2 ≤ (1 + ∆1)p02 (8.80)
One can add constraints directly in the cost function in order to be exactly in the context of game
theory. Cost functions evaluated by these subsystem are then used to find equilibrium by select-
ing design variables p = (p1, p2). Game theory is little used in the context of multidisciplinary
optimization. However, at various levels, it can offer interesting answers:
• The Pareto equilibrium provides a complete range of relevant solutions. Among these
solutions, one can choose the best design that satisfies subjective criteria.
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• The Nash equilibrium makes it possible to avoid compromises, even if a hidden compro-
mise lies in the choice of the subspaces of discipline 1 and discipline 2.
• The Stackelberg equilibrium is particularly well adapted to optimization with respect to
private variables.
8.6. Other approaches for MDO
In section 8.4 we discussed different MDO frameworks in which a complex system is decom-
posed into subsystems based on the aspect of the involved analysis (such as discipline specific
analysis and expertise). These frameworks are motivated primarily by aerospace industry in
which the design task is based on disciplinary analysis, for example, structure, fluid dynamics,
control, etc. All subsystems are considered at equal level and in principle there is no restriction
on communications between subsystems. However, in certain industries like those in automotive
sector, design cycles are not discipline specific but are product object driven and maintain multi-
hierarchical structure with restriction on communication paths between different subsystems and
levels [149]. Use of MDO approaches discussed in section 8.4 would require complete restruc-
turing of the organization and hence, this sector follows a multi-level design and optimization
framework using product design tools like Analytical Target Cascading (ATC). Further details
on ATC and its applications are referred to [149, 150, 151]. Comparative properties of ATC and
collaborative optimization and other approaches are discussed in [152]. A new framework based
on nested ATC and collaborative optimization methodology for multi-level systems is described
in [153].
Another approach for collaborative design is based on the theory of multi-agent game and col-
lectives [154, 155]. Unlike, hierarchical structure considered in earlier frameworks, here subsys-
tems are considered as players. Each player has strategies or moves for optimizing his objectives
while interacting with other players who are simultaneously selecting their moves for optimizing
their objective function. While doing so each player also tries to minimize the system objec-
tive function and receives incentives for his moves that minimize the system objective function.
Based on these incentives, each player decides his future moves. An equilibrium is reached when
no player can improve his objective function further and thus, also results in optimized system
objective. These techniques were first applied to variety of distributed optimization problems
including network routing, computing resource allocation, and data collection by autonomous
rovers [155, 156, 157], however, only recently were applied to aeronautical and other problems
[158, 159].
8.7. Numerical optimization algorithms used in MDO
Numerical optimization algorithm is a key component in MDO framework. The choice of par-
ticular optimization algorithm for disciplinary or system level optimization strongly depends on
the type of decomposition, data exchange paths in a particular framework and computational
cost involved in disciplinary analysis. All numerical optimization algorithms used in MDO can
be broadly classified into two categories, namely, derivative free methods such as grid search-
ing, genetic algorithm, random search method, simulated annealing, particle swarm optimiza-
tion, etc., and those which require derivate information called “gradient based” methods such as
steepest descent, conjugate gradient method, sequential quadratic programming, etc. [28, 160].
Derivative free methods use only objective function values to locate optimum function value
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and some of these methods like genetic algorithm, evolutionary techniques have an ability to
locate multiple optimum solutions of the problem. The fundamental limitation of derivative free
methods is that the number of function evaluations required to find optimum solution increases
exponentially with the number of design variables. This limitation can be illustrated by consid-
ering computational cost involved to solve disciplinary optimization problem in N-dimension
using simplex method which is a widely used derivative free method. For N -dimensional prob-
lem, simplex method generates a simplex, which is a polytope ofN+1 vertices in N dimensions,
by evaluating N + 1 points. This simplex is then scaled and moved in the design space to find
the optimum. Similarly, methods like genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, etc., require large
numbers of evaluations of the objective function and constraints and the solution obtained from
these methods in not guaranteed to be a local minimum. These methods often find a different
design each time they are run. In real life design problems, disciplinary models are often very
complex and can take significant amounts of computational time for a single function evaluation
rendering an extremely time-consuming MDO framework if derivative free algorithms are used.
Use of derivative free algorithms is generally restricted to problems of relatively small number
of design variables and when disciplinary analyses are simple.
Gradient-based methods use objective function values as well as the gradient of the objective
function with respect to design variables to find the optimum. The first or sometimes second
order derivative of the objective function values and constraints are used to direct the search
in the design space. The main advantage of gradient methods is that they require significantly
small number of function evaluations to find the optimum. However, these method can find only
local optimum and can run into convergence problem when objective function or constraints
have discontinuity in the design space.
Considering these advantages and limitation of gradient based and derivate free methods it is
clear that the choice of particular algorithm depends on the application. In a problem with a
limited number of design variables with multiple local minima or discontinuities, derivative free
methods are preferred over gradient based methods. On the contrary, when number of design
variables are large, resulting optimization problem is smooth and disciplinary analysis involves
high-fidelity models, use of gradient-based optimization algorithms is preferred. In particular,
gradient based methods are extensively used in aerospace design problems as often these design
problem involves geometries or shapes parameterized with hundreds of design variables and
require computationally expensive high-fidelity analyses.
8.8. Surrogate models and approximations
One of the principal reason for MDO methodology not being widely used in industrial design
is due to the complexity of real life design problems which involve computationally intensive
and complex disciplinary analysis codes. Meta models provide a convenient way to reduce
MDO complexity. Surrogate models, also known as meta models or reduced order models
find increasing use in modern optimization methods. Under the scope of this thesis work it is
not aimed to study different meta modeling techniques, however, knowledge of meta modeling
techniques is essential to implement MDO methods like CSSO, BLISS, BLISS2000 and as we
shall see later in chapter 9 in the context of a new MDO framework “DIVE”. Therefore, in
this section, only fundamental concepts in meta modeling techniques are presented. Detailed
discussion on this topic is referred to chapters 3 and 4 of book [126] and to a book by A. Keane
and P. Nair [161].
Surrogate models are approximations. Any approximation has a local validity in an appropriate
trust region, for example,
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• Linearization is valid in a small region and for a large number of parameters if adjoint is
considered.
• Response surfaces such as linear or quadratic polynomial models are generally valid in a
large region for only few parameters.
There are three different principles by which approximations are built.
1. Use of simplifying physics of the problem: Approximation are built by modeling complex
phenomena using simplified physics of the problem in the analysis codes. For example,
linear aerodynamic models such as potential flow assumption for subsonic non-viscous
flow and use of panel method, Newtonian impact theory for hypersonic flow, etc. Since
in most MDO architecture, analysis codes are used as black box models this option is not
considered in the context of MDO.
2. Approximation using gradient information: A simplest way to build an approximation in
such method is to use Taylor series around current design point. For example, consider
state equations given by Eq. (8.5) and (8.6). A first order approximation can be generated
by using Taylor series expansion around current design point po to obtain approximation
a˜1, a˜2 of a1, a2 respectively.
a˜1 = A1(p
0, a2(p
0))+
∂pA1(p
0, a2(p
0)(p− p0)
+ ∂a2A1(p
0, a2(p
0), (a2(p)− a2(p0)),
and
a˜2 = A2(p
0, a1(p
0))+
∂pA2(p
0, a1(p
0))(p− p0)
+ ∂a1A2(p
0, a1(p
0))(a1(x)− a1(p0)).
When number of parameters are large, adjoint method could be used to build these approx-
imations. To recall, gradient based approximation of the system level objective function
and constraints is the basis on which BLISS method, discussed in section 8.4.7, is derived.
3. Approximation using parameterization: Parameterization methods are usually appropriate
when disciplines are weakly coupled. More precisely, it is assumed that one discipline is
independent of the others:
a1 = A1(p) (8.81)
a2 = A2(p, a1) (8.82)
In this example, discipline 1 does not require any information from discipline 2.
One can see this kind of approximations in the field of aeroelasticity. The output a1
usually represents the structure response to mechanical excitation (a modal analysis is
often necessary for determining the structure response). A good approximation a˜1 of a1
consists in using the same modal basis when the design parameters p vary.
Under this methodology, surrogate or reduced order models are built in two steps. First
the solution of system of equations defined by Eq. (8.81) and (8.82) is obtained for several
vectors p. Generally Design Of Experiments (DOE) methods are used to select appropriate
vectors pm, m = 1, · · · , N where N is small [162]. The second step consists in building
the surrogate model. There are two families of methods:
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a) Approximation of objective function and constraints using response surface methods
[163, 164, 165] like polynomial approximation, neural networks, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Kriging [166], Radial Basis Functions (RBF), etc.
b) For each vector pm, we consider the corresponding solution um, the result of the
full analysis. Then, for a given new vector p, we look for the corresponding solu-
tion u as a linear combination of vectors um. This problem is small and has only
n-dimensional unknown vector, n < N . From the numerical point of view, it is nec-
essary to build an orthonormal basis from vectors um. For this reason, this method
is called Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 110].
If we compare methods 1 and 2, the parameterization provided by POD takes into account
the knowledge of the model. With parameterization, the evaluation of the cost function
is so cheap that it is possible to consider genetic algorithms [146, 147], and other global
optimization algorithms [160, 176, 177].
8.9. Summary and outlook
In this chapter, essential concepts in MDO such as definition of parameters, use of parametriza-
tion are discussed along with the detailed presentation of different MDO methods. It is em-
phasized that the definition of parameters is itself a design step. Advantages, limitations of
different MDO frameworks and their comparison to other methods is illustrated using simple
analytic example. Attempt has been made to present a uniform notation for the various formu-
lations. It is shown that different decomposition strategies to analyze coupled problem leads to
different MDO frameworks. Single-level MDO methods such as MDF, IDF and AAO differ in
terms of how multidisciplinary feasibility is enforced. MDF approach requires multidisciplinary
feasibility in each of the design optimization cycle whereas in AAO method no such require-
ment exists. In AAO method multidisciplinary feasibility is ensured when optimal solution is
obtained. IDF method enforces only individual disciplinary feasibility for the solution during
design optimization cycle. Computational cost involved in AAO is least and that for MDF is
maximum. Computational cost involved in IDF is in between these two methods. Bi-level
approaches such as CO, CSSO, BLISS decompose the design problem into a system level op-
timization problem and several subsystem level optimization problems. It is believed that such
a approach represent industry design environment wherein autonomy is provided to different
design teams and the system level management guides the design of these teams. In CO and
BLISS method decomposition is carried out along disciplinary boundaries and each discipline
is given an autonomy to choose its own set of inter-disciplinary variables. Consistency condi-
tions at system level ensures that when convergence is reached each discipline shares same set
of interdisciplinary variables. In CSSO no special distinction is made between the system level
and subsystem optimization problems. However, each subsystem uses detailed analysis for local
states while non-local states are obtained using approximate model. In methods like BLISS and
BLISS2000 disciplinary analysis are considered as black boxes and thus mimic real life design
scenario. However, it is highlighted that bi-level decompositions could also lead to discontinuity
in the objective function and non-existence of solution as reported in case of CO framework. In
general, decomposition of the original problem introduces certain aspects, which are not a part
of the original problem statement. This highlights the important role of theoretical analysis of
MDO methods and use of this analysis towards selection of particular optimization algorithm in
the MDO process. It is also shown that bi-level formulations with large number of disciplinary
variables and a few system level variables would require more number of function evaluations
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than single level formulation. Other approaches to MDO such as use of game theory, analyti-
cal target cascading, theory of collectives are also briefly outlined. Guiding principles towards
choice of particular optimization process is also discussed and finally basic principles behind
surrogate modeling are discussed.
A thorough study of different MDO methods reveals that ideally the MDO algorithm should use
decomposition strategy to provide autonomy to individual disciplines, should ensure multidis-
ciplinary feasibility in each of the design optimization cycle without substantial increase in the
computational cost and should satisfy state equations accurately to obey physics of the problem.
Most of the MDO methods discussed incorporate fix point iteration method along with some
relaxation scheme to solve state equations. Such methods do not ensure accurate solution of
state equations. Also, existing MDO methods do not maintain distinction amongst private and
public parameters and allows system level optimizer to decide local and/or coupling variables.
This represents compromise in terms of disciplinary autonomy. Ideally local variables should be
determined by the relevant discipline. Further, with increasing use of surrogate modeling to cut
down analysis time in product design cycle, the framework should also have a meta model man-
agement strategy to use multi-fidelity, multi-level surrogate models. All these requirements have
lead to the development of new MDO method named “DIVE: Disciplinary Interaction Variable
Elimination Approach”. In following chapter, chapter 9, details of DIVE method are presented
and later in chapter 10 the method is illustrated using different test problems.

9. Disciplinary Interaction Variable
Elimination Approach (DIVE) for MDO
In this chapter a new approach, named Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination (DIVE) is
presented. First we describe the DIVE framework for disciplinary and interdisciplinary interac-
tions and then provide details of the formulation for optimization.
9.1. Definition of parameters
Unlike most contributions, in DIVE method only public parameters are considered. The frame-
work assumes that for a given choice of public parameters, private parameters are fixed by each
discipline. Private parameters of each discipline are optimal with respect to discipline specific
objective function and for a discipline specific notion of optimality. Private parameters are not
visible outside the specific discipline. This allows complete autonomy to individual disciplines
to handle its disciplinary variables. Private variables of ith discipline are denoted by Xi. Pub-
lic parameters pu are further divided into two types: interaction variables (or state variables as
we shall see later), Yi and system level variables, Z. Interaction variables Yi are outputs of ith
discipline and are shared by other disciplines for disciplinary analysis and optimization. Let
Y = (Y1 ∪ Y2 . . . ∪ Yn) denote the union where, n are number of disciplines in the system. To
summarize, in DIVE approach design variables are divided into three groups, namely private
variables (Xi), interaction variables (Yi) and system variables Z. These groups are handled at
three levels namely, the disciplinary or subsystem level, intermediate level to eliminate interac-
tion variables and the system level.
9.2. The disciplinary level
The disciplinary level is responsible for the construction of meta models. Each discipline is
supposed to construct a meta model that depends only on public parameters, pu. Also, for each
set of public parameters pu = (Z, Y ), the response of the meta model is optimal with respect
to its private parameters Xi. The meta model can be constructed using techniques like neural
network, Kriging, reduced order models, etc. [178]. The meta model could even be the linear
approximation of the real model. If required, one can replace the meta model by the real model.
The response also includes description about the reliability of the model. This description about
reliability is in terms of reliability index. Each discipline provides some constraints on public
parameters to indicate the domain of validity of the meta model. To simplify the presentation,
we limit ourselves to two disciplines, however generalization to n disciplines is straight forward.
Consider two disciplines represented by their meta models A1 and A2.
a1 = A1(Z, Y ) (9.1)
a2 = A2(Z, Y ) (9.2)
where,
ai represents the output of the ith discipline.
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It is convenient to split the output of the meta model A1 into two parts, namely,
a11 = A11(Z, Y ) (9.3)
Y1 = A12(Z, Y ) (9.4)
or in general, the output of the ith discipline can be written as
ai = (aii, Yi) = Ai(Z, Y )
aii = Aii(Z, Y )
Yi = Aij(Z, Y ) (9.5)
where,
– aii = (a
fc
i , a
c
i , a
r
i ) is an output of discipline i used by meta model management framework
of DIVE.
– afci is a scalar value of the disciplinary objective function.
– aci is a vector of the disciplinary constrains of the type (aci ≤ 0).
– ari is a constrains of the type (ari ≤ 0) pertaining to the reliability of the meta model.
– Yi is a vector of coupling variables which are output of discipline i
In addition, each discipline transmits following information to the system level:
– The meta model Ai in the form of a portable program.
– Constants bli, bui which indicate bounds on the system level design variables.
These bounds ensure the validity of meta models for given system level variables. Superscripts
l and u indicate lower and upper bound respectively. Constraint ari ≤ 0 ensure that the values of
the objective function afci and constraints aci are within the reliability domain. If the meta model
is a linear or quadratic approximation of the real model, ari defines what we call the trust region.
On the other hand, if ari ≤ 0 in the complete design space, DIVE method is similar to the meta
model based MDO methods. For this reason we consider that DIVE method is a generalization
of the trust region method.
9.3. Elimination of interaction variables
In existing MDO methods interaction variables are determined using fixed point iteration and
then passed on to system level optimizer [144]. Unlike these methods in DIVE, interaction
variables Yi are eliminated from system level optimization problem. In DIVE, the elimination
approach for interaction variables depends on the type of coupling between different subsystems.
9.3.1. Strong coupling
The coupling implies a coupling between the disciplinary solvers. When coupling between
disciplinary solvers is strong, it is more reasonable to re-group these two disciplines into one.
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9.3.2. Weak coupling
Consider the terms in Eq. (9.5) representing coupling between different disciplines. For two
subsystems,
Y1 = A12(Z, Y )
Y2 = A21(Z, Y ) (9.6)
The system given by Eq. ( 9.6 ) can constitute a lower or upper diagonal linear system and then
it can be solved either by forward or backward substitution. If the system given by Eq. (9.6) is
not triangular, it is solved in an iterative manner [105]. In principle, this set of equations admits
an unique solution. It is to be noted that the lack of unique solution could indicate the failure of
the meta model. With this assumption for a given set of public parameters, one can find Y1 and
Y2 by solving
min
Y1,Y2
||Y1 −A12(Z, Y2)||2 + ||Y2 −A21(Z, Y1)||2 (9.7)
or in general,
min
Yi
∑
i
||Yi −Aij(Z, Y )||2 (9.8)
where,
(i, j = 1, . . . , n, j 6= i)
The crucial point, compared to classical methods is to give priority to the solution of the system
described by Eq. (9.6). Eventually, Eq. (9.6) can be considered as state equations. This permits
us to use classical tool of adjoint methods well known in optimal design. The use of adjoint
method to solve state equation is more rewarding when number of interaction variables are large.
These techniques then eliminate all the interaction variables Yi. Existing MDO methods use
fixed point methods to solve state equations. Approach in DIVE to use minimization technique
to solve state equations is more accurate and robust compared to the fixed point methods. With
the elimination of interaction variables, the system level optimization problem is limited only to
public variables Z.
9.4. System level
At system level, following non-linear constrained optimization problem is solved.
min
Z
F (Z)
ari ≤ 0, constraints for model reliability
bli ≤ Z ≤ bui , bounds for meta model validity
+ system level constraints
(9.9)
With elimination of private variables, elimination of subsystem level constraints at disciplinary
level by a specific construction of disciplinary meta-models and elimination of interaction vari-
ables, the system level optimization problem is thus reduced to relatively small number of design
variables.
9.5. Meta-model management framework
When the optimal solution to above problem is obtained, the acceptability of the solution is
checked by making following checks.
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1. The reliability of each meta model is checked at optimal point. This is easily flagged by
the reliability constraint ari < 0. Violation of meta model reliability constraint indicates
that the obtained solution point is on the boundary of the meta-model validity domain.
2. If the optimal point is on the boundary of the validity domain of particular meta model,
then a new meta model or update in the meta model for that particular discipline is de-
manded such that new construction of disciplinary meta model is centered around the
obtained solution point.
3. Update in the meta-model is also demanded if state equations are not solved accurately.
With this updated meta model, the process of optimization is restarted. It permits the optimizer
to move from one design space to another based on the reliability constraints. Fig. 9.1 shows
this moving trust region approach.
Solution point on D1: Update A1 Solution point on D2: Update A2
Optimal point: within D1 and D2 Solution point on D1: Update A1
Trust region for meta model A1
Trust region for meta model A2
Figure 9.1.: Moving trust region approach in DIVE
Updates in meta-model can be further regulated by either reducing or expanding the bound
constraints on system and interaction variables. A simple strategy presented in [143] can be
used whereby after each system level optimization cycle bounds on public variables are halved.
This results in nested or multi-level, multi-fidelity meta models with which more accurate and
local meta models are generated at each subsequent design iterations.
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9.6. DIVE Algorithm
Different steps in DIVE approach can be algorithmically defined as follows.
1. Initialize public variables pu = (Z, Y )
2. Compute responses ai = (aii, Yi) of each disciplinary meta model using model Ai.
3. Solve state equations to eliminate interaction variables Y .
4. Solve system level optimization problem with respect to variables Z to find Zopt.
5. Update Z = Zopt.
6. Compute system responses for new Z.
7. Check if ari < 0 for each disciplinary meta model.
8. If ari > 0 for meta-model i, update the meta-model so that the new meta model is centered
around the current point.
9. If solution is acceptable and termination criteria are satisfied STOP else GOTO Step-3.
The flow chart showing different steps in DIVE algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.2
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min
Z
F (Z)
a
fc
i
, ari
a1, a2
min
Y1,Y2
‖Y1 − A12(Z, Y )‖
2 + ‖Y2 − A21(Z, Y )‖
2
A1, A2
Zopt
YESNO
Z
Elimination of coupling variables
Zmin ≤ Z ≤ Zmax
Discipline 1 Discipline 2
Disciplinary Level
Update Meta-models
System Level
Zopt acceptable?
ari ≤ 0, reliability constraints
g(Z) ≤ 0
Figure 9.2.: Flow chart: DIVE approach for collaborative design
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9.7. Comparison with existing methods
The approach presented in previous section practically encompasses all known MDO methods.
Qualitative comparison with existing MDO methods show that,
– The proposed method becomes the MDA method, when meta models are replaced by the
real models.
– The method proposed becomes the AAO method if one replaces meta models by the real
models and that one solves Eq. (9.6) and (9.9) simultaneously.
– Comparison with BLISS
1. The DIVE method is inspired extensively by BLISS method [81].
2. DIVE method differs from BLISS in the treatment of public and private variables.
In DIVE system level optimization problem is limited to the space of system level
variables whereas in BLISS the system level problem is defined for a larger set of
variables, composed of system and interaction variables.
3. Construction of disciplinary meta-models whose response depends only on public
variables and is optimal with respect to private variables is unique feature of DIVE.
4. DIVE framework permits complete autonomy to individual disciplines to decide
their private variables. Unlike the original version of BLISS this method does not
require evaluation of global sensitivity equations and thus the choice of subsystem
objective function is left to individual disciplines.
– CO method puts the Eq. (9.6) as a constraint on the system level optimization. CO formu-
lation does not ensure accurate solution of state equations. However, accurate solution of
state equation is a prime aspect of DIVE method and therefore DIVE differers from CO
method.
However, all existing methods in a way rely on fixed point method to determine interaction
variables and are not robust. Approach in DIVE to view system of equations governing interac-
tion variables as state equations and to accurately solve it using minimization technique is more
robust and even efficient if number of interaction variables are large.
Moreover, none of the discussed method propose any strategy for describing the quality of op-
timal solution. The meta model management framework proposed in section 9.5 permits to
evaluate the acceptability criteria for optimal solution based on the reliability and model validity
constraints.
Another distinctive feature of the proposed approach is the manner in which system level inter-
acts with the subsystem level. The information flow between these two levels is not in the form
of data but is in the form of portable programs providing more robustness and flexibility in meta
model management.
9.8. Implementation details of DIVE algorithm
Implementation of DIVE algorithm is carried out using high-level programming language of
MATLAB environment [179].
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9.8.1. Code structure
The developed DIVE code has a modular structure as shown in Fig. 9.3. The code structure is
primarily aimed to facilitates use of DIVE for different test cases. With this modular structure it
is possible to integrate different subsystems and system level models in DIVE.
Figure 9.3.: Dependency graph of different modules used to implement DIVE algorithm in MATLAB
9.8.2. Optimization solver
System and subsystem level optimizations in DIVE are carried out using gradient based solver
fmincon from MATLAB’s optimization toolbox. Solver fmincon uses a sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) method. In this method, the function solves a quadratic programming (QP)
subproblem at each iteration and updates an estimate of the Hessian of the Lagrangian at each
iteration using the BFGS formula [180]. The line search is performed using a merit function
proposed by Powell in [181]. The QP subproblem is solved using an active set strategy described
in [28, 182]. Further algorithmic details of fmincon solver are referred to reference [183].
9.9. Summary and outlook
In this chapter we proposed a new MDO method named “Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elim-
ination” (DIVE). The method is presented by explaining the framework for information and data
exchange between system and subsystem level. Key features of DIVE method such as gener-
alization of trust region method, accurate solution of state equations, meta-model management
framework are described. In proceeding chapter DIVE method is illustrated using test cases
provided in [105] and problem of conceptual design of an aircraft.

10. Application of DIVE method
In this chapter DIVE method is illustrated using number of test cases of varying complexity. Two
test cases from class-I problem of MDO test suite [105] are used to demonstrate ability of DIVE
method to accurately solve state equations. Class-I test problems of MDO test suite have small
number of variables and constraints, and require simple analysis. In many cases, these problems
can be solved using conventional solution methods and are computationally inexpensive. They
are primarily designed to simulate the characteristics observed in practical engineering design
problems. Thus, class I problems are useful for testing and evaluating new MDO methods. Var-
ious features of DIVE method are illustrated using more complex test case of conceptual design
of supersonic business jet presented by Agte in [144]. Comparison of DIVE with BLISS2000
method is presented. As a part of activity under OMD project, DIVE method is also tested for
the test case of conceptual design of supersonic business jet proposed by Dassault aviation. Dif-
ferent MDO methods such as MDF, IDF and BLISS are used to solve this problem. Results from
this study are also presented.
10.1. Test case: The heart dipole problem
10.1.1. Description
The human heart dipole problem arises from the experimental electrolytic determination of the
resultant dipole moment in the heart [184]. The conventional solution method is to solve a set
of eight nonlinear equations in eight unknowns, given by Eq. (10.1), using Newton’s method.
f1(x) = x1 + x3 − dmx
f2(x) = x3 + x4 − dmy
f3(x) = x5x1 + x6x2 + x7x3 − x8x4 − dΛ
f4(x) = x7x1 + x8x2 + x5x3 − x6x4 − dB
f5(x) = x1(x
2
5 − x27)− 2x3x5x7 + x2(x26 − x28)− 2x4x6x8 − dC
f6(x) = x3(x
2
5 − x27)− 2x1x5x7 + x4(x26 − x28) + 2x2x6x8 − dD
f7(x) = x1x5(x
2
5 − 3x27) + x3x7(x27 − 3x25) + x2x6(x26 − 3x28) + x4x8(x28 − 3x26)− dE
f8(x) = x3x5(x
2
5 − 3x27) + x1x7(x27 − 3x25) + x4x6(x26 − 3x28) + x2x8(x28 − 3x26)− dF
(10.1)
where dmx, dmy, dΛ, dB, dC , dD, dE , dF are given constants. For this test case values of all the
constants are set equal to 1.
10.1.2. MDO formulation
The human heart dipole problem is cast into a test problem for MDO methods by defining
a system level problem, and two subsystem level problems. There are no private variables.
Unknowns x1, x4, x6, x7 are treated as system level variables, i.e.
Z = (x1, x4, x6, x7)
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and x2, x3, x5, x8 are treated as interaction variables.
Y1 = (x2, x8) , Y2 = (x5, x8)
Table 10.1 shows the input-output relationship for subsystems and subsystem level constraints.
Table 10.1.: Details of subsystem input output relationship in the heart dipole problem
Details Input Output Constraints
Subsys-1 Z f5 + f7 f1 = 0
Y2 Y1 f3 = 0
Subsys-2 Z f6 + f8 f2 = 0
Y1 Y2 f4 = 0
The system level optimization problem is defined by Eq. (10.2).
min
Z
F (Z) = (f5 + f6 + f7 + f8)
subjected to
f5, f6, f7, f8 ≥ 0
−100 ≤ Z ≤ 100
(10.2)
10.1.3. Numerical results and discussion
Above MDO problem is solved using DIVE and procedure described in MDO test suite. In
MDO test suite approach, interaction variables are determined using fixed point method and
system level optimization problem is solved using “CONMIN” optimization solver [105]. Three
different starting points are considered which correspond to three test cases, named from Case-1
to Case-3. Case-1 is easy, Case-2 is moderate and Case-3 is considered to be hard for obtaining
the solution. While solving this MDO problem using DIVE, maximum iterations are limited to
50, and tolerance on objective function and constraint values is set to 10−8, same as those im-
plemented under MDO test suite [105]. Results obtained using DIVE approach along with the
results obtained using the MDO code provided under MDO test suite are shown in Table 10.2 to
Table 10.4. In these tables, Fopt is the optimal value of the system objective function andNOBJ
Table 10.2.: Results obtained for the heart dipole problem: Case-1
Case-1 (Easy) Z0 = (4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0)
DIVE From [105]
Fopt 1.11× 10−16 5.05× 10−3
Iterations 14 25
NOBJ 89 155
f5 3.54× 10−6 −2.4× 10−4
f6 −4.64× 10−10 −4.45× 10−4
f7 1.04× 10−5 −2.60× 10−4
f8 −5.73× 10−9 −1.88× 10−5
represents total number of objective function evaluations. Number of objective function eval-
uation includes function evaluations for gradient computations. Fig. 10.1 shows convergence
history using DIVE for three test case considered. For Case-3, MDO test suite code stopped
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Table 10.3.: Results obtained for the heart dipole problem: Case-2
Case-2 (Moderate) Z0 = (0.77310, 2.6095, 0.91943, 0.24047)
DIVE From [105]
Fopt 1.1096× 10−6 1.86× 10−2
Iterations 9 25
NOBJ 50 1134
f5 7.99× 10−8 0.8706
f6 2.10× 10−7 2.4625
f7 1.91× 10−7 0.9444
f8 6.29× 10−7 0.1324
Table 10.4.: Results obtained for the heart dipole problem: Case-3
Case-3 (Very Hard) Z0 = (10.0, 0.1, 5.0,−50.0)
DIVE From [105]
Fopt 1.30× 10−6 NA
Iterations 34 NA
NOBJ 205 NA
f5 1.70× 10−7 NA
f6 1.58× 10−7 NA
f7 5.00× 10−7 NA
f8 4.73× 10−7 NA
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Figure 10.1.: Convergence history for three different starting points for human heart dipole problem solved
using MDO formulation.
abnormally as fixed point iterations did not converge. Comparison of these two set of results
show that state equations and constraints are satisfied more accurately in DIVE approach. With
fixed point iteration scheme of MDO test suite, state equations pertaining to coupling variables
are not solved accurately and therefore results in more system level iterations. In DIVE, these
state equations are solved accurately using minimization approach described in chapter 9 and
thereby results in lesser number of system level iterations.
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10.2. Test case: Problem of combustion of Propane
This test case is formulated from the chemical equilibrium problem of combustion of Propane
in air and problem description is reproduced here from [105] for completeness.
10.2.1. Description
Consider combustion of Propane in air. Products of combustion are denoted by xi, (i = 1
to 10) and are unknowns to be determined. They represent number of moles of each product
formed for each mole of Propane burned. The 11th unknown x11, used to simplify equations,
is essentially the sum of the other 10 unknowns. There are 11 equations denoted by fi, (i = 1
to 11) relating products of combustion. The equation denoted by f11 is the requirement that the
sum of the first 10 unknown (x) equals the 11th unknown x11. Fixed parameters are P (pressure
in atmospheres), R (the air to fuel ratio) and Ki, (i = 5 to 10) denote measured data. Ideally
we want all the fi’s (i = 1 to 11) to be zero and all the x’s must be greater than zero. The set of
equations governing the combustion process are given by Eq. (10.3).
f1(x) = x1 + x4 − 3
f2(x) = 2x1 + x2 + x4 + x7 + x8 + x9 + 2x10 −R
f3(x) = 2x2 + 2x5 + x6 + x7 − 8
f4(x) = 2x3 + x9 − 4R
f5(x) = K5x2x4 − x1x5
f6(x) = K6x
1/2
2 x
1/2
4 − x1/21 x6
(
P
x11
)1/2
f7(x) = K7x
1/2
1 x
1/2
2 − x1/24 x7
(
P
x11
)1/2
f8(x) = K8x1 − x4x8
(
P
x11
)
f9(x) = K9x1x
1/2
3 − x4x9
(
P
x11
)1/2
f10(x) = K10x
2
1 − x24x10
(
P
x11
)
f11(x) = x11 −
10∑
j=1
xj (10.3)
10.2.2. MDO formulation
Unknowns x1, x3, x6, x7 are treated as system level variables, that is,
Z = (x1, x3, x6, x7)
and x2, x4, x8, x9, x10 are treated as interaction variables.
Y1 = (x2, x4) , Y2 = (x8, x10) , Y3 = (x5, x9, x11)
There are three subsystems and no private variables. Table 10.5 shows the input-output relation-
ship for subsystems and subsystem level constraints.
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Table 10.5.: Details of subsystem input output relationship in the problem of combustion of Propane
Details Input Output Constraints
Subsys-1 Z f2 f1 = 0
Y 2, Y 3 Y1 f5 = 0
Subsys-2 Z f6 f8 = 0
Y 1, Y 3 Y2 f10 = 0
Subsys-3 Z (f7 + f9) f3 = 0
Y 1, Y 2 Y3 f4 = 0
f10 = 0
The system level optimization problem is defined by Eq. (10.4).
min
Z
f(Z) = (f2 + f6 + f7 + f9)
subjected to
f2, f6, f7, f9 ≥ 0
Z ≥ 0
(10.4)
10.2.3. Numerical results and discussion
Three different set of initial values are used for system level variables and they correspond to
three different cases. Case 1 and 2 represents initial values close to the true solution where as
case 3 represents initial value of system variables very far from the true solution. Values of
system level constants used in simulations are
K5 = 1, K6 = 1, K7 = 1, K8 = 0.1,
K9 = 1, K10 = 0.1, P = 40, R = 10
Results obtained using DIVE approach along with the results obtained using codes provided in
reference [105] are shown in Table 10.6 to Table 10.8. Comparison of these two set of results
Table 10.6.: Results obtained for the problem of combustion of Propane: Case-1
Case-1 Z0 = (2.0, 20.0, 0.0, 0.0)
DIVE From [105]
Fopt 3.99677× 10−8 5.544805× 10−4
Iterations 5 50
NOBJ 30 551
f2 6.63687× 10−9 1.2974× 10−4
f6 8.32817× 10−9 6.9800× 10−5
f7 8.45813× 10−9 3.1334× 10−4
f9 1.07169× 10−8 4.1600× 10−5
show that state equations are satisfied more accurately in DIVE approach. This also results in
lesser number of iterations required at system level. Fig. 10.2 shows convergence history for
three different starting points considered.
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Table 10.7.: Results obtained for the problem of combustion of Propane: case-2
Case-2 Z0 = {1.48620, 18.2890,
0.86022, 0.14533}
DIVE From [105]
fopt 3.49548× 10−8 8.7646× 10−4
Iterations 3 50
NOBJ 20 522
f2 6.59901× 10−9 3.5465× 10−4
f6 7.39945× 10−9 7.0957× 10−5
f7 7.60243× 10−9 2.6657× 10−4
f9 7.48939× 10−9 1.8647× 10−4
Table 10.8.: Results obtained for the problem of combustion of Propane: case-3
Case-3 Z0 = {2.0, 40.0, 5.0, 1.5}
DIVE From [105]
fopt 4.06293× 10−8 1.6037× 10−4
Iterations 7 60
NOBJ 42 666
f2 6.8746× 10−9 5.3219× 10−5
f6 8.49799× 10−9 7.7294× 10−5
f7 8.61474× 10−9 9.7761× 10−6
f9 1.08254× 10−8 2.0084× 10−5
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Figure 10.2.: Convergence history for three different starting points for problem of combustion of Propane
solved using MDO formulation.
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10.3. Test case: Conceptual design of Super Sonic Businees
Jet (SSBJ) presented under BLISS2000
This test case provides representative example of aircraft conceptual design and corresponds to
the problem used to present the BLISS200 algorithm[144]. The test case formulation is based
on original test problem used by NASA to present the BLISS algorithm[81], however, there
are modifications in internal computational routines used to compute disciplinary outputs and
represents more detailed design procedure compared to original test problem. Details of this test
case are reproduced here for completeness.
10.3.1. Description
In this conceptual aircraft design problem there are four subsystems, namely structure, aerody-
namics, propulsion and performance. Each discipline is represented by a computational module
and is used as a black-box. Only input-output relationship of these modules are considered to be
available. Internal computation routines in these modules are therefore not discussed. However,
these details are available in [185]. Interaction amongst these disciplines in terms of data depen-
dencies is shown in Fig. 10.3. Table 10.9 enlists definition of different design variables used in
this test case and their description. There are eight system level variables which are shared by
Figure 10.3.: Interaction amongst different disciplines in SSBJ test case
at least two disciplines. There are 10 coupling or interaction variables. Amongst all modules,
structure module is the most complex with 19 local variables which include parameters such as
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Table 10.9.: Nomenclature of different design variables and their definition in SSBJ test case.
Private Variables (X) Coupling Variables (Y) System Variables (Z)
T -Throttle D-Drag ARW -Wing aspect ratio
ΛHT -Tail sweep ESF -Engine scale factor ARHT -Tail aspect ratio
LW -Wing moment arm L- Lift h-Altitude
LHT -Tail moment arm NZ-Max load factor M -Mach number
[t]-Thickness array, size 1x 9 R-range SREF -Wing surface area
[tS ]-Thickness array, size 1x9 SFC-Specific fuel consumption SHT -Tail surface area
λ-Taper ratio Θ- Wing twist t/c - thickness/chord
WE -Engine weight ΛW - Wing sweep
WF -Fuel weight [W]-Weights
WT -Total weight size 1 X 10
wing taper ratio, thicknesses of aluminum plates and thicknesses of monolithic plates used in
wing box structure. Different bound constraints on design variables are listed in Table 10.10.
Table 10.10.: Bound constraints on different variables in SSBJ test case
Constraint/Variable T ΛHT (deg) LW (%MAC) LHT (%MAC) [t] (in)
lower 0.1 40 0.01 1 0.012
upper 1 70 0.2 3.5 0.9
Constraint/Variable [ts] (in) λW t/c h(ft) M
lower 0.012 0.1 0.01 30000 1.4
upper 18 0.4 0.09 60000 1.8
Constraint/Variable ARW ΛW (deg) SREF(ft)2 SHT(ft)2 ARHT
lower 2.5 40 20 50 2.5
upper 8.5 70 80 15 8.5
10.3.2. DIVE formulation
For DIVE formulation same definition of system, coupling and private variables as shown in
Table 10.9 is followed. The design problem in DIVE consists of twenty-three private variables,
eighteen system level variables and and ten interaction variables. There are forty-six constraints
at the subsystem level. At system level there are eighteen bound constraints and four reliability
constraints.
Disciplinary level
At disciplinary level, actual disciplinary analysis codes are replaced by meta models. As de-
scribed in chapter 9, section 9.1, each discipline is responsible for constructing disciplinary
meta model that depends only on public parameters pu = (Z, Y ) and whose response is opti-
mal with respect to discipline specific criterion. For this work, each subsystem solves discipline
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specific optimization problem given by Eq. (10.5).
min
Xi
afci (pu, Xi) = W
T
i · Yi
such that
aci (pu, Xi) ≤ 0
X lbi ≤ Xi ≤ Xubi
(10.5)
where,
afci is a discipline specific objective function
Wi ∈ Z is a vector of weights corresponding to ith discipline,
Yi is a vector of interaction variables which are output of discipline i
aci are disciplinary constraints
X lbi , X
ub
i represent bound constraints on private variables Xi.
and computes disciplinary objective function afci , discipline specific constraints aci and coupling
variables Yi for the optimal value Xiopt of local variables. If no feasible solution is found for
given public parameters pu, the reliability constraint value is set to 1, that is ari = 1 indicating
that model is not valid for this set of public variables and new meta model is created by re-
sampling the design space.
The specific choice of subsystem objective function in Eq. (10.5) is chosen so as to compare
DIVE with BLISS2000 method. It can be interpreted as a multi-objective optimization by each
discipline.
Creation of disciplinary meta-model
Disciplinary meta models are created using Kriging based approximations of disciplinary out-
puts. The functional form of disciplinary meta model is given by Eq. (10.6).
yˆ = F (pu, β) + α(pu, γ) (10.6)
where,
yˆ is a vector of disciplinary output
F (pu, β) is a regression model used in Kriging
β represents regression parameters in Kriging
α(pu, γ) represents correlation model
γ represents correlation model parameters
Using given set of disciplinary input-output pair, Kriging method estimates optimal values of
parameters β and γ to minimizes the error between disciplinary output values and model pre-
dicted values. In this study, first order polynomials are used in regression model and “Gaussian
correlation” is used for correlation model. MATLAB toolbox, Design and Analysis of Computer
Experiment (DACE) is used to generate Kriging based meta models [166]. For first order (linear)
approximation, number of design points used are set equal to N where,
N = 2 ∗ (Nin +Nout + 1)
denotes total number variables used in the meta model. Here, Nin denotes number of input
variables, and Nout denotes number of output variables for the meta model. Sampling process
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is carried out using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) routine of DACE toolbox. Using sampled
design points and response of disciplinary computational routine for these sampled points, Krig-
ing method determines model parameters β and γ. Further details of the procedure to estimate
parameters β and γ are referred to [166]. Table 10.11 shows number of input-output parame-
ters and total number of design points used to generate meta model for each of the disciplinary
output.
Table 10.11.: Number of input and output variables and number of design points used to generate meta
model for each of the disciplinary analysis module
Black Box Output Input Variables Nin Nout N
Structures WT t/c, ARW ,ΛW ,
8 3 24WF SREF , SHT , ARHT
θ L,WE
Aerodynamics L t/c, h,M,ARW ,
11 3 30D SREF , SHT , ARHT
L/D WT , θ, ESF
Power SFC h,M,D
3 3 14WE
ESF
Performance Range h, M , WT ,WFL/D, SFC 6 6 16
Procedure to generate disciplinary meta model can be summarized as follows.
Procedure for meta model generation
1. Sample the design space of parameters pu = (Z, Y ) using LHS to generate set Ωs con-
taining N samples.
2. For each point in Ωs, find the optimal response of discipline by solving minimization
problem given by Eq. (10.5). Let Ωt denote this ensemble of outputs.
3. If no feasible point is obtained for a particular point pui from the sample, point pui is
replaced by another value of public variable, chosen randomly from the design space of
pu and optimal response of the discipline is obtained.
4. Using DACE toolbox and set Ωs, Ωt, a linear approximation of disciplinary outputs as a
function of public variables pu is generated.
Accuracy of built meta model is expressed in terms of RMS error between model predicted
values and actual value at design points.
Strategy for selecting move limits for disciplinary meta model
First order (linear) Kriging based meta models are more accurate when generated over a small
parameter range. As bounds on parameter become small, response of actual model or physical
process becomes more and more linear. It is therefore advisable to couple meta model creation
method with active bound selection strategy. In this work, this is achieved by reducing bounds
on public variables by certain factor K in each iteration. If parameter bounds are within pre-
defined limit, no reduction is effected. Also, during optimization cycle, if no feasible solution
is obtained, parameter bounds are increased by same factor K. A simple algorithm is adapted
from [143] for resizing of intervals. First, the interval is reduced by a user specified factor K. A
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new factor named as an adjustment factor Ai is determined by linear interpolation and is given
by Eq. (10.7),
Ai =
Ci −Opti
Ci − LBi (10.7)
where, Ci is the center of the current interval, Opti is the optimum found in the current interval,
and LBi is the lower bound of the current interval. The actual reduction factor is,
Ri = Ai + (1−Ai)K (10.8)
This procedure ensures that the interval size is not reduced if the optimum point is located on
a boundary, while it will be reduced by a factor of K when the optimum point is located at the
center. When optimum point is on the boundary, a new interval is generated so that optimum
point is at the center of the interval and the interval bounds do not exceed the pre-specified limit.
Numerical results and discussion
Numerical results are obtained using original computational modules for disciplinary analysis
described in the reference [144] made available by authors of SSBJ test case [186]. Disciplinary
meta models are generated using response from these computational modules and procedure
described in section 10.3.2. In this study, system level iterations are limited to 20. DIVE method
converged in 16 iterations and the optimum range obtained is 4290 nautical miles. The range
computed using All-At-Once (AAO) method is 4697 nautical miles [144]. Fig. 10.4 shows
convergence history of objective function value (that is range) using DIVE method. In this
figure, range computed using disciplinary meta models is shown by RDIV E . For analysis, in
each design iteration, multidisciplinary analysis (MDA) is performed to compute exact value
of the range and is shown by line labeled as Rexact in Fig. 10.4. It is to be observed that the
difference between range value computed using meta model and actual computational routine
is very small after first 7 iterations and is negligible when design converges. To analyze the
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Figure 10.4.: Convergence history of objective function value in each design iteration of DIVE for SSBJ
test case
effectiveness of bound selection strategy and the accuracy of generated meta model, in each
design iteration, approximation error, that is, the difference between outputs of disciplinary meta
model and output of actual analysis module are computed. Table 10.12 shows absolute value
of approximation error expressed as logarithm to base 10 for each of the disciplinary outputs.
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After first 9 iterations, approximation error for all outputs, except L/D and θ, is less than 10−3.
Approximation error in L/D and θ is less than 10−2 when design converges. This shows that
the bound selection strategy works correctly and generated linear meta model response is closer
to the actual model response as design converges.
Table 10.12.: Absolute difference between output values computed using disciplinary meta models and
disciplinary analysis modules in each iteration expressed as logarithm to base 10
Iteration Approximation error in output variables
WE WT θ ESF WF L/D SFC
1 -0.0502 -1.1898 0.1209 -0.0783 -1.5072 1.0222 -1.3429
2 -0.5479 -1.9208 0.2115 -0.5899 -0.7217 0.0667 -1.0039
3 -0.3144 -1.6757 -0.0456 -0.3478 -1.1198 -0.2311 -1.6990
4 -0.8771 -2.6990 -0.2538 -0.9133 -1.6038 -0.2473 -2.0132
5 -0.4493 -2.4559 -0.5921 -0.4819 -2.2840 -1.4342 -1.3072
6 -1.0625 -3.5229 -0.9073 -1.0947 -2.2676 -0.7165 -1.7986
7 -2.6021 -3.0458 -1.3979 -2.6198 -2.0706 -2.3010 -4.0000
8 -4.7185 -4.2462 -1.3641 -4.7141 -3.1003 -1.1057 -3.8277
9 -5.5641 -3.1548 -1.6081 -5.5923 -3.0063 -1.1107 -5.3594
10 -5.7661 -4.4879 -2.2137 -5.7934 -3.6192 -1.4425 -5.3320
11 -7.3383 -3.5374 -2.1649 -7.3642 -3.7902 -1.4841 -5.9739
12 -8.1605 -3.3075 -1.8917 -8.1828 -3.3976 -1.8827 -7.0723
13 -8.2838 -3.5614 -2.3699 -8.3075 -3.3325 -2.0088 -6.5487
14 -8.3294 -4.0242 -2.5889 -8.3507 -4.1184 -1.7305 -6.5187
15 -9.1346 -3.8763 -3.0743 -9.1558 -3.7772 -2.0555 -6.7417
16 -11.4536 -4.0712 -2.6368 -11.4732 -4.2857 -2.1805 -7.6015
Computational cost involved in DIVE method is estimated in terms of number of calls made
by optimization solver to disciplinary meta models. Table 10.13 shows number of calls to each
disciplinary meta model. For present case, these are equal to 3655.
Table 10.13.: Number of calls to subsystem meta models in SSBJ test case using DIVE
Structure Aerodynamics Propulsion Performance
3655 3655 3655 3655
Comparison between DIVE and BLISS2000 results
Using original BLISS2000 code, numerical results are obtained for SSBJ test case. Same ini-
tial design point as in the case of DIVE method is used and number of system level iterations
are fixed to 20. Fig. 10.5 shows convergence history for system level objective function value
in each design iteration. Here, RBLISS denote the range computed using meta models and
Rexact denote the range computed using actual analysis codes and performing MDA in each
design iteration. For iteration 4, the system level optimization using meta models resulted in
design variables which when used as an input to actual analysis codes do not provide a feasi-
ble solution. Therefore, range value reported for this iteration is set equal to zero. In subse-
quent iteration, design variable bounds are corrected using described bound selection strategy
to generate a feasible solution. The range value computed using BLISS2000 method after 20
iterations is 3387 nautical miles. Comparisons of results obtained using BLISS2000 and DIVE
are summarized in Tables 10.14. Comparison of optimum design parameters obtained by these
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Figure 10.5.: Convergence history of objective function value in each design iteration of BLISS2000
method for SSBJ test case
two algorithm shows considerable difference in computed values of design variables ΛW , SHT ,
ARHT , L and WT . It is to be noted that meta models used in each of these methods are dif-
ferent as design sites used to generate meta models in these two methods are different and are
chosen using Latin hypercube sampling method. Moreover, in BLISS method multidisciplinary
feasibility is achieved by imposing a system level constraint on coupling variables where as in
DIVE, multidisciplinary feasibility is achieved by using minimization approach in elimination
of interaction variables. These factors are responsible to result in two different design paths
resulting in two different feasible solution. The two different design paths are evident from the
convergence history plots for DIVE and BLISS2000 method shown in Fig. 10.4 and Fig. 10.5
respectively. Table 10.15 shows number of calls made to disciplinary meta models by system
Table 10.14.: Comparison of optimum design variables obtained using DIVE and BLISS2000 method in
SSBJ test case
Variable t/c h(ft) M ARW ΛW (deg) Sref (ft2)
DIVE 0.1003 57904.3 1.4527 2.4985 63.7785 797.0186
BLISS2000 0.10002 58037.96 1.4567 2.5 68.5278 799.8203
Variable SHT (ft2) ARHT L WE WT θ(deg)
DIVE 149.9049 5.1358 64842.24 13249.38 64842.16 0.5277
BLISS2000 131.1945 2.5 51352.59 10896.79 51352.59 31.984
Variable ESF D WF L/D SFC R(nm)
DIVE 1.4895 8683.205 0.5114 7.0809 0.9995 4290
BLISS2000 1.2364 7195.412 0.4384 7.0317 1 3387
Table 10.15.: Number of calls to subsystem meta models in SSBJ test case using BLISS2000
Structure Aerodynamics Propulsion Performance
4138 4138 4138 4138
level optimizer in BLISS2000 method which are equal to 4138 for all disciplinary meta models.
It is observed that computational cost involved in DIVE method is less (3655 calls) compared to
BLISS2000 method. This reduction can be attributed to accurate solution of state equations and
small number of variables in system level optimization of DIVE method.
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10.4. Test case: Conceptual design of an aircraft presented
by Dassault aviation
The test case of conceptual design of super sonic business jet (SSBJ) is proposed by DASSAULT
aviation as a part of the OMD-RNTL project to compare performance of different MDO methods
[187]. This work is jointly carried out with ONERA team. This case is similar to Sobieski test
case but differ in terms of disciplinary models and objectives. We briefly discuss main features
of this test case. Detailed description of this test case is referred to [188].
10.4.1. Description
Three different disciplines, namely, structures, aerodynamics and propulsion constitute three
coupled subsystems or computational modules in the design cycle of SSBJ.
• Structures: Computes mass of different parts of an aircraft such as wing, fuselage, tail,
engine, etc., and the take-off weight as a function of geometrical parameters of an aircraft
and engine mass.
• Aerodynamics: Computes the lift and drag during cruise using aircraft mass, geometri-
cal details and engine size as input parameters. The drag estimates from aerodynamics
module are used by propulsion module for engine sizing operations.
• Propulsion: Performs engine sizing and estimates the engine thrust using drag estimates
generated by aerodynamic analysis. The engine mass computed by propulsion module
acts as an input to the structures module.
Output from these subsystems, namely the take-off weight and engine thrust constitute input for
the performance module. The performance module computes the range, take-off distance and
landing speed of an aircraft. Fig. 10.6 shows the coupling between different disciplines under
this test case. Table 10.16 enlists different design variables, their units and symbols used for
Structure
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Take off weight, Thrust
Take off−distance
Figure 10.6.: Schematic representation of interdependency amongst different subsystems in test case of
conceptual design of an aircraft presented by Dassault aviation
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their representation and Table 10.17 lists interaction variables. Fig. 10.7 shows different system
level design variables that constitute aircraft geometry.
Table 10.16.: Different system level design variables in Dassault test case
Catagory Variable Unit Description
Cruise parameters Z m Altitude
Xmach - Mach number
Wfuel kg Fuel mass
Wing geometry S m2 Reference wing surface area
φw0 deg Wing leading edge angle
φw100 deg Wing trailing edge angle
Xlw Taper ratio for wing
twc Thickness to chord ratio for wing
Tail geometry φt0 deg Tail leading edge angle
φt100 deg Tail trailing edge angle
Xlt Taper ratio for tail
ttc Thickness to chord ratio for tail
Fuselage geometry Dfus m Fuselage diameter
Misc α deg Angle of attack
Xfac Ratio of landing mass to take-off mass
Table 10.17.: Interaction variables in Dassault test case
Catagory Variable Unit Description
Interaction TOW kg Take-off mass
F0 N Thrust
The design cycle consists of iterative solution procedure to find converged values of take-off
weight and engine thrust under different constraints. Other design parameters such as lift, drag
and engine size are functions of take-off weight and engine thrust. Take-off weight and en-
gine thrust thus constitute coupling variables. Their converged values represent the equilibrium
amongst above three disciplines. Using take-off weight and engine thrust, aircraft range is com-
puted using Breguet equation in performance module. Landing speed and take-off distance are
computed using empirical relations [188]. The aim of this test case is to design SSBJ which
has minimum take off weight (TOW) subjected to constraints on aircraft range, take-off distance
(Dtake-off) and landing speed (Vapproach). These constraints are:
• The aircraft range, R, should be greater than or equal to 6500 km
• The take-off distance, Dtake-off, should be less than or equal to 1828m
• The landing speed, Vapproach, should be less than or equal to 70m/s
10.4.2. MDO Formulation
The test case problem is formulated as a MDO problem using DIVE, MDF, IDF and BLISS
formulations discussed in chapter 8, section 8.3. For DIVE method, meta-models are linear
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Figure 10.7.: Dassualt test case: Different design variables used to represent aircraft geometry
approximations constructed using gradient of disciplinary output variables. These meta models
are constructed at each design iteration so that current design point is at the center of the design
space used for constructing meta-models. The range of validity of these meta models is within
the move limit of ±2 % of the parameter range around the current design point.
10.4.3. Results and discussions
Table 10.18 to 10.20 show results obtained using different MDO framework for Dassualt test
case. Table 10.18 shows optimal values of design variables obtained using different MDO frame-
works.
Considerable differences exists in the optimal value of design variables pertaining to the geom-
etry of the wing and tail computed by different MDO methods.
• The trailing edge sweep angle,Φw100, for the wing as computed by DIVE, MDF and IDF is
about 5.5 deg whereas by BLISS method this values is −5.3 deg.
• The taper ratio, Xlw, value for wing is less than 0.05 by BLISS, IDF and MDF method.
Taper ratio for wing as computed by DIVE is 0.11.
• Leading edge sweep angle for the tail,Φt0, attains its maximum value whereas the trailing
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Table 10.18.: Dassualt test case: Optimal design variables obtained using different MDO frameworks
Variables Units DIVE MDF IDF BLISS min max
Z (m) 14585 14985 14845 14895 8000 18500
Xmach 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 2
S (m2) 100 100 100 100 100 200
φw0 (deg) 46.1 51.8 51.9 46.8 40 70
φw100 (deg) 5.5 5.6 5.4 -5.3 -10 20
Xlw 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.5
twc 0.04 0.046 0.0463 0.04 0.04 0.08
φt0 (deg) 56 56 57 70 40 70
φt100 (deg) 5 5 5 0 0 10
Xlt 0.274 0.274 0.274 0.500 0.05 0.5
ttc 0.063 0.060 0.059 0.05 0.05 0.08
Dfus (m) 2 2 2 2 2 2.5
Wfuel (kg) 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 40000
α (deg) 15 15 15 15 10 15
Xfac 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.95
TOW (kg) 33066 33207 32862 33065 1 100000
F0 (N) 62221 62704 61963 62220 1 300000
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edge sweep angle for the tail, Φw100, attains its minimum value using BLISS method. Using
DIVE, MDF and IDF, the leading edge sweep angle of the tail is 56 deg whereas the
trailing edge sweep angle for tail is 5 deg.
• Taper ratio for the tail has optimal value of 0.5 under BLISS framework which is the
upper limit on the permissible values and has a value of 0.274 under DIVE, MDF and IDF
framework.
Rest of the design parameters have more or less similar values under different MDO frameworks.
Table 10.19 shows optimal values of disciplinary outputs under different MDO frameworks. The
take-off weight as computed by BLISS and DIVE is 33066 kg and 33065 kg respectively. The
take-off weight computed using IDF is 32862 kg and that with MDF is 33207 kg. It is to be
observed that though take-off weight computed by IDF is minimum it is not the feasible solution
as it violates constraints of landing speed. This is due to the fact that in IDF priority is given to
individual disciplinary feasibility and thus state equations are not solved accurately. Even when
multi-disciplinary analysis is coupled with IDF it doe not provide feasible solution as evident
from the value of range, take-off distance and landing speed recorded under column IDF+MDA
in Table 10.19. This underlines the fact that in MDO framework it is utmost important to accu-
rately solve the state equations.
Table 10.19.: Dassualt test case: Optimal value of output variables obtained using different MDO frame-
works
Output DIVE MDF IDF IDF
+MDA BLISS Bounds
min max
TOW (kg) 33066 33207 32862 33141 33065 - 50000
F0 (N) 62221 62704 61963 62356 62220 - -
R (m) 6500 6501 6510 6443 6500 6500
Dtake-off (N) 1828.0 1827.3 1826.4 1842.0 1828.0 - 1828
Vapproach (m/s) 70.0 70.0 70.9 70.2 70.0 - 70
Table 10.20 shows number of calls made to disciplinary analysis under different MDO frame-
works. It also includes calls to disciplinary analysis to compute gradient of disciplinary output
variables and those required for the construction of meta-models. As evident, DIVE method
Table 10.20.: Dassualt test case: Number of calls for disciplinary analysis by different MDO frameworks
Discipline DIVE MDF IDF BLISS
Structure 630 1459 1144 966
Aerodynamics 630 1459 1144 966
Propulsion 636 1490 1144 992
Performance 606 1552 1144 1044
requires minimum number of disciplinary analyses (about 630 for each disciplines) followed by
BLISS (about 1000) and IDF. MDF formulation requires maximum number of calls for disci-
plinary analyses. These results also show the advantage of using meta-models at disciplinary
level, as in DIVE method, rather than using system level meta models as utilized in BLISS
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method. One must realize that for this test case there are only two shared or coupling variables
and construction of disciplinary meta-models is easy. The performance index of different MDO
methods is judged on the basis of computational cost measured in terms of number of calls
to disciplinary analysis. With this performance index DIVE method outperforms other method.
However, in more complicated cases, construction of disciplinary meta-model itself can be com-
putationally expensive step. None-the-less it can be concluded that in meta-model based MDO,
DIVE method outperforms other methods in terms of computational cost.
10.5. Summary
In this chapter, different features of DIVE algorithm are illustrated using two test problems from
MDO test suite and the problem of conceptual design of an aircraft proposed under BLISS2000
and that by Dassault aviation. Through these examples it is shown that DIVE method has better
performance characteristics compared to existing methods.
From the results obtained using different MDO methods it can be inferred that when same design
problem is solved using different MDO methods, it is possible that optimal design point from
each of these method is different. This can be attributed to different solution path followed by
each MDO method or what author Hulme in [102] refer to as "problem dynamic". In other
words, different MDO methods permits designer to explore design space for different optimal
designs which are possibly good local designs and hence more design options.
Another important point in the implementation of MDO methods is the model management
strategy. The solution path taken by each of the MDO method depends strongly on the fidelity
of the model and region of its validity. Selection and management of parameter bounds as design
moves from one space to another plays crucial role in bringing optimum of meta model based
design close to optimum design that can be obtained using high fidelity disciplinary analysis
directly. The meta model management strategy exhibited for the SSBJ test case illustrates this
point. With systematic reduction or expansion of parameter bounds design can be guided to
optimum value.

11. Conclusions
Preceding chapters discussed several essential concepts and different frameworks in multidisci-
plinary design optimization (MDO). Most contributions consider MDO from optimization point
of view and as an automatic design optimization process. Differing from this view, in this work
the MDO process is referred to as a collaborative design optimization. The aim of collabora-
tive optimization is to provide an environment or framework of aided design facilities where
engineers and designers still have the most important role.
In introductory chapter, it is pointed out that the definition of parameters is itself a first step
in MDO. Proper definition of public and private parameters has a crucial impact on the final
performances of each discipline in MDO architecture. However, the choice of parameters cannot
be done in an automatic way and must incorporate existing engineering knowledge base.
The main steps of the collaborative design process are:
• Joint definition of the public parameters, which are shared by all disciplines.
• Creation of disciplinary reduced order models allowing real time response for a given
value of public parameters.
• Exploration of the design space (set of possible designs) to find the best design.
As far as design objectives are concerned, there are two main types of criteria or cost functions:
• objective criteria,
• subjective criteria.
The subjective criteria such as aesthetics, manufacturability, . . . , etc., are difficult to handle by
mathematical models, and should still be taken into account by engineers and designers. Only
objective criteria are concerned with mathematical modeling. Work under this thesis is directed
to handle objective criteria in a design of a complex engineering system.
As pointed out in chapter 8, complex engineering systems require decomposition approach in
design. Different design task decomposition strategies lead to different MDO frameworks such
as MDF, IDF, BLISS, CO, etc. These methods and their relative merits and limitations are
pointed out in the same chapter. Study of these different frameworks lead to the development
of a new MDO methodology which is named as “Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination
(DIVE)” method. DIVE method is described in chapter 9 and is illustrated using test problems
such as “human heart dipole problem”, “problem of combustion of Propane” and problem of
conceptual design of supersonic business jet. Performance of DIVE and other MDO methods is
also presented. It is shown that distinctive features of DIVE are
• Generalization of trust region method
• Accurate solution of state equations and thereby requiring less number of design iterations.
• Meta model management framework
Under the project OMD/RNTL and with collaboration of ONERA team, DIVE method is im-
plemented in software environment SCILAB and is delivered as a toolbox to OMD/RNTL con-
sortium.

General Conclusions
This thesis is a result of contributions to two research projects related to different methodologies
to couple model and data using optimization techniques.
Modeling energetic performance of test cells
With collaboration of Research and Development (R & D) center of Actis S. A. and associa-
tion of European Multi-foil Manufactures (EMM) different methodologies to model energetic
performance of test cells used to characterize insulation products are demonstrated. The central
theme behind all these techniques is to estimate intrinsic thermal performance of insulation prod-
ucts from the sequences of characteristic weather data of the test site and in situ measurements.
Highlights of these contributions are,
 Neural network based meta-modeling
With combination of several techniques such as Tikhonov regularization, “zero memory”
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and specialized activation function, use of neural network
based meta-models to accurately predict energy consumption in test cells is demonstrated.
 Predictive clustering for performance indexing
A novel technique of predictive clustering is developed to ascertain the performance index
for insulation product in terms of “test cell U-value”. Using in situ data it is shown that
energetic performance of a test can be accurately estimated using this performance index.
 Physics based modeling
Simple one dimensional parametric heat transfer models for test cell components which
can account for two and three dimensional effects are developed. It is demonstrated that
such models tuned using in situ data can accurately predict energy consumption in test
cells and provide details of different heat transfer processes and temperature distribution
across different layers of the test cell components.
Proposed methodologies and software developed using these methodologies has helped Actis
R & D to characterize in situ performance of insulation products. This work also provided the
much needed mathematical framework for efforts directed towards modeling and standardization
of TRMI products.
Multidisciplinary design optimization
As a contribution towards the project OMD/RNTL, a new framework for multidisciplinary de-
sign optimization named as, “DIVE: Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination” is devel-
oped. Some of the distinctive features of DIVE method are,
 Generalization of trust region method
 Generalized framework for meta model management
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 Accurate solution of state equations
Application of DIVE and its advantages in terms of computational cost, accuracy in the solu-
tion of state equations are demonstrated using number of test problems including an industrial
application involving conceptual design of a supersonic aircraft.
As a part of deliverable under OMD/RNTL project, DIVE method is encoded into a software
and with collaboration of ONERA team, provided as a “toolbox” under SCILAB software envi-
ronment.
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Résumé : Le couplage de modèles et de données est le fil conducteur de ce travail, qui comporte 
deux parties distinctes. La première partie présente des techniques d’évaluation des performances 
de produits d’isolation et la deuxième partie présente une contribution en optimisation 
multidisciplinaire.  
La première partie commence par décrire les limites des mesures classiques en laboratoire qui ne 
tiennent pas compte de la convection, du rayonnement et de changement de phase. L’inconvénient 
des mesures in situ est de fournir des performances fortement dépendantes des conditions 
météorologiques. A partir de séquences de données météorologiques représentatives du site et des 
mesures in situ, nous arrivons à estimer les performances intrinsèques du système d’isolation.  
Cet objectif a été atteint en considérant des techniques telles que les réseaux neuronale (globale 
assimilation process - GAP), les techniques de classification (predictive clustering - PClust) et nous 
avons considéré un modèle thermique mono-dimensionnel (SPEC) décrivant les phénomènes 
complexes en présence. Les résultats numériques obtenus, sur des mesures in situ, montrent la 
stabilité des résultats par rapport aux conditions météorologique.  
Dans la deuxième partie, une nouvelle méthode intitulée DIVE (Disciplinary Interaction Variable 
Elimination) est introduite. On a montré que DIVE est une généralisation de la méthode de région 
de confiance et présente de nombreux avantages par rapport aux méthodes d’optimisation 
multidisciplinaire (MDO) connues : une meilleure précision de la solution des équations d’état, un 
cadre adéquat pour la gestion des méta modèles. En plus, la méthode DIVE peut être vue comme 
une généralisation des méthodes de MDO classiques.    
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Title: Some techniques to couple models and data 
Abstract: Coupling of models and data is the central theme of this work, which has two distinct 
parts. The first part presents techniques to estimate performance of insulation products and the 
second part presents a contribution in multidisciplinary optimization.  
The first part begins by describing limitations of conventional laboratory measurements which do 
not account for the effect of convection, radiation and phase change on insulation product. The 
drawback of in situ measurements is that the measured insulation performance strongly depends on 
meteorological conditions. From the sequences of characteristic meteorological data of the site and 
in situ measurements, objective is to estimate intrinsic performance of the insulation system. 
The goal has been achieved using techniques such as neural networks (global assimilation process - 
GAP), classification technique (predictive clustering - PClust) and using one dimensional heat 
transfer models (SPEC) describing the complex phenomena present. Numerical results obtained 
using in situ measurements are shown to be independent of meteorological conditions. 
In the second part, a new method named DIVE (Disciplinary Interaction Variable Elimination) is 
introduced. It is shown that DIVE is a generalization of the trust region method and presents 
number of advantages compared to existing multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) methods: better 
accuracy in the solution of the state equations, a framework for meta model management. In 
addition, DIVE method can be considered as a generalization of existing MDO methods.  
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